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The objective of this Allison Gas Turb{ne Divison study was to identify high pay-
off technologie s for year 2000 small gas turbine engines, and to provide a tech-
nology plan to guide research and technology efforts toward revolutionizing the
small gas turbine technology base. The goal of this effort was to define the
required technology to provide a 30% reduction in mission fuel burned, to reduce
direct operating cost by at least 10%, and to provide increased reliabiity and
durability of the gas turbine propulsion system. The baseline established to
evaluate the year 2000 technology base was an eight-passenger co_erclal tilt--
rotor aircraft powered by a current technology Allison gas turbine engine.
_nree basic engine cycles were studied: the simple cycle engine, a waste heat
recovery cycle, and a wave rotor englne.cycle. For the simple cycle engine, two
general _rrangements were considered: the tradit-ional concentric spool arrange-
ment and a non-concentric spool arrangmeent; Both a regenerative and a recupera-
tive cycle were studied for the waste heat recovery cycle.
An extensive cycleioptimisat_on procedure was performed for each configuration
under .study,, uslng relative DOC as the figure,-of-merit. .This allowed for aelec-
. tion of the "proper design max cycle temperature _an_ cyc.le pressure ratio. Three
"of the five optimum cycles (the non-concentric,. _he recuperative and the regener-
ative engine cycles) were eva_uated for a typical tilt-rotor design flight mis-
sion.,_ Results showed _hat all three'e_gines met the goal of at. least 30% reduc-
tio D in'fuel.burned relative to the-defined baseline for the commercial tilt-rotor
•aircraft mission_ In dddition, the nOn-Concentric engine provided the greatest
reduction in VO_ with a 16.5Z improvement_ " " ..
- . . .... . - . , ,, . .
The technologies required for this_subltantial improvement were ranked in order
of decreasing benefit. ,-
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I. SUMMARY
The goals of this effort was to define the required technology to provide a
30_ reduction in mission fuel burned, to reduce direct operating cost by at
least 10_, and to provide increased reliability and durability of the gas tur-
btne propulsion system. The baseltne established to evaluate the year 2000
technology base was an eight passenger commercial tilt-rotor aircraft, cur-
rently in the preliminary design phase, powered by a current state-of-the-art
technology gas turbine engine.
Three basic engine cycles were studied: the stmple cycle engine, a waste heat
recovery cycle, and a wave rotor cycle. For the simple cycle, two general a_-
rangements were considered: the traditional concentric spool arrangement and
a nonconcentrtc spool arrangement. Both regenerative and recuperative cycles
were studied for the waste heat recovery cycle.
An extensive cycleoptlmization procedure was performed for each configuration
studied, using relative direct operating cost as the figure of merit. This
procedure allowed for selection of the proper design maximum cycle temperature
and cycle pressure ratio. Nonconcentric, recuperative, and regenerative en-
gines were evaluated for a typlcal tilt'rotor design flight mission. Results
showedthat all three.engines.met thegoat.of at least 30%reduction in fuel
.J . • :
burned relative to thebasel-lne engine for the commerclal ti.lt-rotor aircraft
-mission. The.nonconcentric. englne provlded the great_st reduction in direct
oPerating cost(DOC) with a I6.5%Improvemen_. .-
.- ...... ,'- . c
-. . "
-,-FivetechnologYareas requireresearc_ effort to reallzethefu11 pot@ntial of
the nonconcentric engine concept.for_t_el-year "4"200--0''-- m In order ofdecreasing
benefit relative to DOC reductio#, the-areas-are-ceramt.cs, tuiblnes, comp_es=
sors, combustors,_ and bearings. In addlt_on, ImprovementsIn'-computational
fluid mechanfcs are-essential to properly analyze.the flow charac-teristicsin
small gas turblnecomponents.
l-l
|
|
| II. INTRODUCTION
Small gas turbine engines areusedIn-a_Ide'varlety'of-appilcatlons. The suc-
cess of the next generation of small gas turbine engines in meeting these vari-
ous operational requirements wlll depend on development and application of new
technology. This technology wlll provide a significant reduction in total cost
of ownership by reducing fuel burned, Inltlal acquisition cost, and maintenance
costs. For example, fuel cost for small hellcopter aircraft can represent as
much as one half of the engine cost of ownership.
Small engine components do not achieve the same level of operational efficiency
as those in larger engines, resulting In higher fuel consumption. Fuel con-
sumption and specific power can be improved by increasing overall pressure
ratio, turbine inlet temperature, and the level of component performance. As
pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature increase, seallng and cooling
problems create additional parasltlc losses that erode the fundamental cycle
advantage. This is particularly true for small gas turbine engines where size
effects make sealing and cooling more difficult.
Hith the threat of increasing foreigncompetlt!on in the small gas turbine en-
gine market, particularly for the 1000 horsepower class and below, aggressive
research and technology programs areneededto assure continued U.S. industry
competitiveness. For these reasons A11ison is supportive of NASA's Small En-
gine Component Technology (SECT) program,.
"" 2
The SECT. s_udywas:sponsored bYthe-NASA Lewis Research Center and U. S. Army
Aviation Research and Technology Activity-Propulslon Directorate.
The objectives of the SECT study were: (I) t6i-dentlfy the high payoff tech-
nologles for the year 2000 small _aS turblne engine and (2) to provide a tech-
nology plan for guiding future research and technology efforts. This plan will
provide the advanced technology base needed to ensure the technical advantage
of U.S. manufacturers in the future small englnemarket.
2-I
The work performed during the study contract was divided into four basic tasks,
as follows:
Task I:
Task II:
Task III:
Task IV:
Select mission evaluatlon procedures and assumptions
Evaluate engine conflguratlons and cycles
Conduct an englne/alrcraft mission analysls to determine figures
of merit to rank technology needs
Prepare a plan to guide research and technology verification, com-
*ponent_and. sys_ems_esearch,_.and._eohno_ogy _rog_ams
A111son is interested in a11 basellne appllcatlons (rotorcraft, commuter, aux-
illary power unit (APU), and cruise mlssile). However, a more productive pro-.
gram would result from studying a slngle application in great depth rather than
several appllcatlons in lesser depth. The rotorcraft application, speclflcally
the commerclal tilt-rotor application, using a hlgh-performance, high power/
weight turboshaft engine was selected for thls study. Direct operating cost
(DOC) was used as the overall figure of merit. This report presents the results
of this study.
°
. r . .
- °
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III. TASK I. SELECTION OF EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The evaluation procedures-and assumptionsused inthe Small Engine Components
Technology (SECT) study are briefly described along with supporting information
concerning the source or applicable background Justification where appropriate.
Major topics to be presented are:
il
II
i
ill
ill
tl
.l
l
11
I
o aircraft/mlsslon requirements
o reference tilt-rotor aircraft characteristics
o direct operating cost model
o baseline engine description and scaling equations
o baseline engine mission results and trade factors
o environmental constraints
The SECT cycle selection and engine configuration evaluation required the defi-
nition of mission requlrements_ a reference aircraft, engine characteristics,
and an economic model for use in obtaining cost comparisons. These items were
integrated into the mission analysis computer program. Program input, major
calculation-routines, and output parameters for this program are generalized
in the block diagram shown in Figure i.* Mission requirements, along with air-
frame and engine characterlstlcs, are used in the englne/alrframe sizing or
scaling routines to determine the englnelai_fr.ame slze combination that will
meet fixed mi-sslon requirements,/1.e., "rubber e.nglne.l_ubberalrcraft" ap-
.proach_ The resultant slzedaircraftalong wl_b mlssion fuel. distance, and
time data, plus input economic cr.iterla_.are then Used In.the cost model to
obtain di.rect operaltjngcost(DOC) data.Total ;englnelaircraft DOC was the
selected figure of-merit for-the SECT study.-
AIRCRAFT/MISSION REQUIREMENTS
°. .
°
The advanced helicopter system selected for the SECT studies was based on a
tilt-rotor concept developed by Bell H.ellcopter Textron, Inc. This concept
combines the best features of the helicopter and-turboprop alrcraft, i.e.,
helicopter takeoff and landing, safety and convenience, plus the advantages of
* Figures can be .found at the end of this report.
3-I
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turboprop cruise speed, low noise, and vibration. All of these qualities are
necessary to obtain favorable market projections for year 2000 rotorcraft ap-
pllcattons.
The tilt-rotor mission requirements selected for this study effort are listed
below:
o payload
o range
o cruise speed
o cruise altitude
etght passenger at 90.7 kg (200 lb) each
648 km (350 nauttcal mtles [nmt])
250 knots true air speed (KTAS)
6096 m (20,000 ft)
The goal was to establish a "generic" twin engine tllt-rotor aircraft in the
4536 kg (lO,O00 Ib) gross weight class that would be in concert with the NASA
specified engine maximum.power limit of 1000 shaft horsepower (shp). This
vehicle class provides a spectrum of possible mission applications including
corporate/executlve, off-shore o11 suppor t , and medlcal evacuation. The Alli'
son market proJectlon for thls ciass tllt-rotor Is-lO00 to 1200 aircraft over
a ten year period. This figure is s11ghtly higher than a Bell projection of
750 to 900 aircraft over a similar ten year perlod. Using 1000 aircraft as an
-approximate average_and assumlngone .spare engine per aircraft provides a pro-
Jected engine market of3000 units. - . _ _
• r
The desl gn .mlsslon profile ishown..In F!gure..2 Is consl stent with alr traff) c
control procedures .aircraft capabllity, and reserve definitlon.sufficient for _=
a rQtorcraft transport concept.. The operatlngscenario presumes thatthe se-
-lected tilt-rotoralrcraft wll1!b/e f!ownln the design miSsion durlng_he-ma--
jor}ty of its use, The revenue mlsston and:deslgn.mlsslon ate assumed to be
identlca1. 'The engine/aircraft sizlngcrlter|a used in thls study-were se-
lected io provide hover, one-englne-lnoperatlve rate Ofcllmb, and cruise rate
of climb capabllltles sufficient to meet selected deslgn.operatlng-requlrements
and to provide adequate margins of safetyIn the event-of;englne failure.
These selected candidate sizing condltlonslrequirements are detailed in Table I.
m
H
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II RATE OF
ENGINE/AIRCRAFT CUMB--
I SIZING CONDmON M/MIN !FPM)HOVER'OUT OF 0 (0)
GROUND EFFECT
OEI (2) RATE OF
I CLIMB
CRUISE CEILING
I
RATE OF CLIMB
46 (150)
91 (3oo)
I
m
TABLE I.
ENGINE/AIRCRAFT SIZ]NG REQUIREMENTS
AIRCRAFT ENGINE POWER ALTITUDE VELOCITY
WEIGHT SETTING M/(FT) KTAS
p - " - |1
DESIGN INTERMEDIATE 610 (2000) (1) 0
TOGW POWER (AEO)
DESIGN 30 MINUTE 305 (1000) 75
TOGW POWER (OEI)
INmAL MAXIMUM 80N (20,000) 250
CRUISE CONTINUOiJS
WEIGHT _*POWER _AEO)
NOTES: (1) DEFINITION OF U.S. ARMY EUROPEAN DAY
(2) FAR PART 29/TRANSPORT CATEGORY ROTORCRAFT--TAKEOFF CATEGORY "A"
AEO--ALL ENGINES OPERATIVE
OEI--ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE
TOGW--TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
!
!
DEGREE
DAY
ISA + 10"C
ISA + 20"C
ISA
Imm.4ms
f
!
II
.I
II
II
|
II
]I
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REFERENCE TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The vehicle selectedfor usein the SECT studyeffort is an eight passenger
corporate/executive tiit:rotoraircra.ftconfiguration _ General-charatteristics
for this.vehicle were:provided .to Allison GasTurbine Di-vision by Bell Heli_cop-
ter Textron,:Inc._A three view drawing of the reference aircraft is shown in...
Figure 3. Figure 4 shows.a, typical-fuselage layo.u_ prgposed-for the eight _as-
senger configuration along wi;th"approximatedlmensions and volume data. A sum-
mary of aircraft designparametersis lIsted in.Table II..-Component or group
weight breakdown is provided inTableiII. Fig.ure 5 shows the nacelle layout
proposed for this vehicle and illustrates'the turboshaft engine placement with-
in the tilt-rotor nacelle. In this concept,the enginesuppliespower to an
angle gearbox/rotor arrangement that can pivot about, the conversion axis shown
in Figure 5. The engine can also supply powerto an interconnect driveshaft
that couples the twopropulsion packages through a center gearbox located.in
the fuselage_wing carry-through area. This driveshaft is.normally unloaded
and serves to synchronize thrust and rpm. However, in the event ofsingle
3-3
TABLE II..
REFERENCE AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS
TOGW
FUSELAGE
DIAMETER
LENGTH
ROTOR
NUMBER OF BLADES
_DIAMETER
DISK LOADING
ROTOR BLADES
BLADE TIP SPEED (HOVER)
BLADE TIP SPEED (CRUISE)
MEAN BLADE CHORD
BLADE LOADING COEF
WING
SW (REFERENCE WING AREA)
W/SW (WING LOADING)
ASPECT RATIO
SWEEP @ L.E.
AVG THICKNESS RATIO
TAPER RATIO
4772 kg (10,520 LB)
1.6 m (5.4 FT)
9.9 m (32.5 FT)
3
_6_n<23.4T FT)
60.93 kg/m' (12.48 LB/I=_)
13,717 M/MIN (750 FPS)
11,120 M/MIN (608 FPS)
0.36 m (1.17 F'r)
0.1935
40.9 m' (134.?.
382.7 kg/m: (78.4 LB/FT')
8
-8 ° (SWEPT FWD)
24%
1.00
VIMg-INg
engine operation, this
tion of both rotors. -
system transfers, power %0
• . - . . .
maintain-continued
Reference tilt-rotor (helicopter mode)
Figure 6. Cruise power requirements (airplane mode).
and 6o96 m (20,O00.ft) are shown in FigUres 7 End•8.
DIRECT OPERATING COST MODEL
safe opera-
hoyerpQwer requirements are shown in
for 3048 m (I0,000 ft)
Operating costs fall into two categories: direct cost and indirect cost. In-
direct costs are basically dependent on the particular service the operator is
offerfng, but the indirect costs_ay also be dependent on the airplane's char-
acteristics. Tbe figure of merit to assess the relative benefit of gas turbine
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TABLE III.
SECT REFERENCE AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
• PROPULSION GROUP
(INCLUDES ROTOR GROUP AND DRIVE SYSTEM)
IOLOGRAMS
(POUNDS)
11oo (2843)
WEIGHTFRACTION-%
(W'T/TOOW-%)
26.1
• STRUCTURES GROUP
• FIXED EQUIPMENT
MFG EMPTY WEIGHT
• USEFUL LOAD
OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT
• PAYLOAO
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
• FUEL (USABLE)
TOGW
1100 (2425)
1046 (2305)
_44 (-n_)
z2s (4o7)
(7s7o)
726 0eGo)
42_ (947o)
470 (1050)
4772 (10,S20)
23.1
21.9
70.1
4.7"
7'4.8
15.2
90.0
10.0
100.0
. . °
technologies.will be based on
burden for-thisstudy. These
, . i
.
direc.t operati ng .cost whl ch _nc:ludes realntenance-
costs are-calculated as • cost per a.lrplane nau-
tical mile (Cam); however, theY can-be-converted as-follows:
- _ .
.
-cost/seat
nml - Cam + number of passenger seats
c°stlbl°ckhr°" Cam x Vb
cost/fllght hr . Cam x Vb x tb/t f
. °
where:
tb - block time--hr
3-5
tf - flight time--hr . (T b - Tgm)
Vb = block speed--knots
For the computation of block speed, the following formula based on a zero wind
component was used:
Vb - D/(Tg m + T v + Tcl + Tcr)
where:
D = mission range or stage length in nautlcal miles
Tg m . ground maneuver time in hr (includes engine start and warm-up
.plus.englne shutdown a11owances)
Tv - vertical takeoff and landing tlme--hr
Tcl - time to cllmb from 762 m (2500 ft) to cruise altltude--hr
Tcr - time at cruise altitude and veloclty--hr
Block fuel was computed from the followlng formula:
Fb - Fgm + Fv + Fcl +Fcr
where:
Fb = biockfuel.=-Ib . "
Fg m --ground. maneuver fuel (fuel requl.red for eng!nestart.and warm-up
plus englne.:shutdown)-'lb -- "
.Fv - fuel requlredfor vertical takeoff and .l-andingallowances--Ib ..
Fcl .- fuel to climb to Crulse altl_ude--Ib. .- ,.
_For. fuel consumed at cruise altitude, and velgcity--lb ..
. .
The direct operating cost model used in the SECT.study was based •on. 1967 Air-
llne Transport Association (ATA) methodology. The cost methodologies .and eco-
nomic "ground rules" used in the SECT model are summarized in Table IV. The
fuel cost used to obtain engine trade factors (take off gross, weight [TOGH]
_nd DOC sensitlvlty to changes in engine characteristics) during the Task I
q
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I_ J- FUEL AND OIL I
I l INSURANCE COST I/ DEPRECIATION I
TABLE IV.
DIRECT OPERATING COST MODEL (1985 ECONOMIC YEAR)
I ENGINE MAINTENANCE(DIRECT L BOR D PARTS)
i AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE(DIRECT LABOR A D PARTS) !
GROUND RULES
• ECONOMIC BASE YEAR
• FUEL COST
• OIL COST
• INSURANCE RATE
• DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
•SPARES
• UTILIZATIONRATE
• MAINTENANCE BURDEN
• LABOR RATE
_- 1967 ATA METHODOLOGY
1967 ATA EQUATION FORMAT WITH
_r UPDATED CORRELATION FACTORS
BELL HELICOPTERw EQUATION FORMAT
GATE HELICOPTER WITH UPDATED
CORRELATION FACTORS
198S
0.26 $/I (0.53 $1)(1.00 $/GAL [2.00 S/GALl)
6.24/$1 ($24/GAL)
12% OF ACQ COST PER YEAR
7 YEARS TO 25% RESIDUAL VALUE
AIRFRAME-10% AIRFRAME ACQ COST
ENGINE--15% ENGINE ACQ COST
1000 HR/YR (2000 HR/YR)
150%
$1-5.00 PER MAINTENANCE •MANHOURS
I
1
I
1
I
I
.study effort was $0.3g/T
.system performance evaluations
$0.53/l ($2.00/ga].i fuel cost
($1.501gal:.)=In_i-19B5 dollars. However, the.Task III
Using $0.26/I ($l..O0/gal.) and "
Engine Acquisition Cost
were completed
levels.
°_
enginesOriginal .equipment manufacturer (OEM) costs for the turboshaft study
were developed 0sing Allison material index factor methods applied tocomponent
finished weighs. These costs were determined for the unity size engine (lO00
shp at sea level static standard day [SLSS], intermediate rated power [IRP])
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and scaled to the horsepower (hp) size necessary to meet the englne/aircraft
size combination required for the design mission.
$)
OEM cost . (shPs x shPs
: (-$- . (-$- ShPs-0.0125
where shp_ shPu)" x shPu
shp - SLS, standard day, IRP horsepower
S- scaled engine stze
U - unity engine size
Engine acquisition cost was obtained from the followlng relationship:
Engine acqutsltton.cost = OEM cost x 1.5
Aircraft Acquisition Cost
The aircraft less engine acquisition cost for the scaled alrcraft/englne com-
blnation was obtained from Bell Hellcopter for the reference vehicle. The cost
per pound for reference vehicle IS:
_ircrBft Lost - ena_ne cost
- mfg empty wt.- engine Weight" $362/pound
Therefore" : _ ....
• o -
. - . - .
. .
Aircraft cost (A/C) less eng acq cost. (mfg_emPtYwt - engine wt) x $362/pound
Engine Direct Maintenance Cost --
The ATA maintenance labor equations, which are functions of engine.shaft power,
requiredadjustment to obtain correlation wtth Allison maintenance labor esti-
mates (manhours per flight hr) The adjustment factor was introduced to pro-
vide the influence of engine configuration differences, i.e., complexity, parts
-count, and. component accessibility features on engine teardown time require-
ments. The ATA maintenance material equations, which are functions of engine
3-8
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OEM cost, provided good correlation with A11tson maintenance material cost es-
timates (dollars per flight hr). Therefore, no adjustments were applied to
this set of equations.
Aircraft Less Engine Direct Maintenance Cost
The aircraft less engine maintenance costs were based on Bell Helicopter Tex-
tron, Inc. maintenance equations (Ref. I) supplied to Allison during the NASA-
Lewis sponsored Advanced General Avlatlon Turbine Englne(GATE) studies com-
pleted in 1979. These equations were developed by Bell for use in predicting
conventional single rotor helicopter labor and material costs based on manufac-
turers empty weight less engine weight. An adjustment to these equations was
required ito obtain correlation with the maintenance cost level estimated by
Bell for the reference tllt-rotor aircraft used In the SECT study. This ad-
justment or bump factor was necessary to account for the added complexity of
the tilt-rotor, i.e., twin rotor/gearbox/englne propulsion packages plus the
interconnect drive system, and to Incorporate the effects of inflation from
the 1978 to 1985 time period.
BASELINE ENGINE DESCRIPTION AND SCALING EQUATIONS
_ ...t
=n_gtne L_scnpt!an " _
• o . . . :
The basel:Ine englne is derived from acurrent technol.ogy engine. This SECT
baseline eng!neIs atwo-spool, front-dri_ve,, centerllne-concentric, free-
turbine, !O00--shpturboshaft engine...It: is- designed as a pri.mary propulsion
..unlt for advanced rotorcraft appllcat+ons.. - •
. _
: . . . ". . -.- . +,
The. gas generator Spoo I is comprlsedof a two-stage centrlfugal-flow compressor
made of 6-4 titanium having an overall-pressurd r_tl.q of 14:l. and driven by
two-stage, axial-flow turbine. .. . " .
The first and second-stageturblne vanes, are made of MAR-MS09, the first-stage
blades are made of MAR M246, and all are air cooled. The power turbine is com-
prised of two axial flow stages made of INCO 713, an output shaft made from _.
EMS-64500, arid an.integral electromechanical phase displacement type torque
sensor. The power turbine airfoils are not cooled,
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The engine has an annular fold-back combustor havtng a Lamtlloy ®* transpira-
tion-cooled liner and is made of INCO 718. It contains 16 atrblast fuel noz-
zles. ,Fuel tsmtxed with air .and burned tn the combus,tor tobrtng the tempera-
ture of the fuel/atr mixture (RIT) to 1204°C (2200°F).
The control system for thts engine uses a full-authority, dtgttal electronic
control and a unitized fuel handltng system. Self-contained electrical power
is supplted by a high-speed permanent magnet generator that provides electrical
power for ignition and electronic central functions.
An englne accessory gearbox is mounted on top of the engine and provides drive
pads for the engine fuel pump, permanedt magnet generator, hydraulic pump, and
starter/generator system. The accessory gearbox also _ncorporates the self-
contained engine lubrtcatlon system Including the otl ftlter, cooler, pump,
and pressure regulating system.
L
Figure 9 shows the general arrangement details for this engine with front and
side views along wtth major engine envelope dimensions. It also shows an inlet
air particle separator that was removed for the subject tilt-rotor Installation
(this unit is atrframe'mounted equlpment).
Basic informatio n regarding the:baseline engfne is listed tn Table V. The
OEM's cost qf $2]9,lOOwas used In Task I todevelop engine/aircraft senstttv-
tty curves or trade factors. However, thts'OEH cost was reevaluated during
the Task III study efforts and adjusted to. the cost indicated in Table V.
Standard day iperfor_ance: plus.engine cycle data Summaries are listed in Table
VI for SLSS, for IRP,_and at 6096 m (20,000 ft)/250 KTAS, maxtmumcrutse gower
o
conditions
°
Study Engine Installation and Scalin(]
Installation assumptions used for the turboshaft study engines are as follows:
o inlet recovery (PT2/PTO) m 1.00
o aircraft bleed atr requirements = 0,0
-*Lamtlloy fs a registered trademark of the General Motors Corporation.
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TABLE V.
BASELINE ENGINE (PD452-1) BASIC INFORMATION
POWER 1000 SHP AT SLSS, IRP(1204_C [2200"1:]ROTOR INLET TEMPERATURE)
I AIRFLOW 2.58 kg/SEC) (5.69 LBISEC)WEIGHT 115.67 kg (255 LB)
(POWEPJWEIGHTRATIO = 3.9:1)
I
I
I
OEM COSTS
(1985 DOLLARS)
$21g,100--TASK I
$214,932"--TASK III
• THIS OEM COST IS BASED ON 10,000 TOTAL ENGINE BUILD AT
A PRODUCTION RATE OF 80 ENGINES PER MONTH.
TE86-4878
I
i
I
I
|
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I
I
i
i
0 aircraft-power extraction -included in the tilt-rotor power polars
(Aircraft accessoriesare mounted
in the center gearbox assembly located
tn the fuselage wing carry through.)
o: ,
Performance, weight, and dimenslons wer_ developed for unity slze (Iooo shaft
horsepower (shp) atSLSS,IRP)study engines Scallngequations were then used
to adjust these engine characteristics t_the, horsepower st:ze necessary to meet
design mlss!on.requlrements.- The engine scaling equations Used .In-the SECT
study are: _ .. .: _ - .- . -
i)_-
shp S EXP
WS - HU x
shp U
"4
where:-
S
U
scaled engine stze
- unity engine size
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BASELINE ENGINE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
SHP
SFC kg/HR-HP (LB/HR-HP)
RIT, "C ('IF)
COMPRESSOR INLET CORRECTED FLOW,
W_/0/6 kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
-o_COMPRESSOR PRESSURERATIO; Rc
COMPRESSOR ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY, qc
GASIFIER TURBINE EFFICIENCY, _r
POWER TURBINE EFFICIENCY, "_r
CHARGEABLE TURBINE COOLING, % OF
COMPRESSOR INLET FLOW
LEAKAGE, % OF COMPRESSOR INLET FLOW
COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY, Tie
COMBUSTOR _ P/P
COMPRESSOR EXIT CORRECTED FLOW,
W V-_/8, kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
GASlFIER TURBINE INLET CORRECTED FLOW
W V-_e/8, kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
POWER TURBINE INLET CORRECTED FLOW,
W V-_c/_, kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
GASIFIER TURBINE GJ-_h/Um2
POWER TURBINE GJ-_WUm2
LP RPM
HP RPM
°
.
SLSS/IRP
1000
0.204 (0.450)
1204 (22oo)
2.58 (5.69)
'_14".1
78.4%
85.7%
88.5%
4.8%
1.17%
99%
3.0%
0.26 (0.57)
0.43 (0.94)
1.54 (3.4)
1.21
t.66
29277
48450
20KJ2S0 KTAS_
CRUISE
SS0
0.187 (0.412)
1116 (2040)
2.69 (5.92)
'14.9:1
77.3%
05.7%
88.6%
4.8%
1.17%
99%
3.0%
0.26 (.57)
.43 (0.94)
1:59 (3.5)
1.21
1.66
29277
47123
TE86-4879
°
EXP. :05
EXP = 0,96
if ShPstshPu.> 1.0
if shPs/ShPu < i 0
2)Dimensions (linear) 3)Dimens!ons
'"ps
LS . Lu x
shp u
4)Speci fic fuel
0.4
consumption (SFC)
DS - DU x
SFCS . SFC u x adjustment factor (see Table Vil)
(diameters)
shPs 0.5
shpU
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TABLE VII.
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SFC SCALING VS. ENGINE SCALE FACTOR
ENGINE SCALE FACTOR
(SHP_/SHPv)
1.1
1.0
O.9
•0.8
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
BASELINE ENGINE
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ENGINES
0.994 0.993
1.000 1.000
1.OO8 I .OO9
1.017 1.019
TE86-4880
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BASELINE ENGINE MISSION RESULTS AND TRADE FACTORS
Results from "flying" the previously presented baseline engine/referencetilt-
rotor, aircraft in the Allison-Mission-Analysis Computer Program are shown in
Table VIII. This table summarizes basic information resulting from the subject
engine/aircraft combinati.on scaled to meet the SECT design mission require-
ments Design TOGH, engine horsepower size at IRP,.and rotor diameter are pro-
vfded in TableVIII... Rate of _limbcapabilities are shown for each candidate
sizingcondition. Shown _nparenthesis:arethe requlired rate Of climb ]evels.-
The critical, engine _siz_n.gconditioh is sho-wn to bethe 91.44 m/min (300 rpm)
rate of Climbat Eruisealtitude and vslocity,i.e.o cruise ceiling requ.ire-
ment "........ " _ :
• " L
- .,.. . . '
• esultant power loading, valu.es-, fo_t-he-pD452-11powered tilt-rotor aircraft are
compared against.the Sikorsky.S?6 heiicopter]evels _in Table IX for both all
engilnes operative (AEO) and one engine operative (OEI) conditions.
Table IX shows that the tilt-rotor atrcraft has a 60% higher power ]oadlng at
both AEO and OEI condlt|ons. These high power loadtngs, relatlve to the S76
helicopter, will provide the tilt-rotor aircraft with significant safety mar-
gins and capabilities for use in V/STOL and hover operations (hover andOEI
rate of climb capabilities versus required levels are shown in Table VIII).
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TABLE Viii.
MISSION RESULTS (PD452-1 POWERED TILT-ROTOR)
FUEL COST = $0.39/I
UTILIZATION = 1000 HRS YR
TOGW
SHP/ENGINE @ IRP SLSS
ROTOR DIAMETER
HOVER R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 2000 FT/0 KTAS/ISA + 10"C IRP-AEO
4559 kg (10,050 LB)
1010 HP
6.9 m (22.6 FT)
341 M/MIN (1120 FPM)
(0 M/MIN [0FPM] REQUIRED)
_OEI ROFCCAPABlUTY
@ 1000 FT/75 KTAS/ISA + 20'C
30 MIN POWER - OEI
131 M/MIN (430 FPM)
(45.7 M/MIN [150FPM] REQUIRED)
CRUISE R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 20,000 FT/250 KTAS/ISA
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
91 Lt_lN (SeeFPM)
(ENGINE SIZING PT)
TOTAL FUEL (MISSION + RESERVES)
BLOCK FUEL
TOTAL AIRCRAFT ACG COST
ENGINE ACQ COST (ONE)
OOC
so1 kg (_04 LB)
347 kg (7154Ln)
$2.96 MILUON
$331,700
1208 $/BLK HR 1[86-4881
Ioli
TABLE IX. -
POWER LOADING COMPARISON (SEA LEVEL STATIC, STANDARD DAY CONDITIONS)
• AIRCRAFT :-- 876 TILT-ROTOR
ENGINE NO. - : 250.C30 (2) PD452-1 (2)
TOGW, KG (LB). 4872 (10,300) 4559 (10,050)
SHP/ENGINE AT IRP, SLSS " 650 1010
• POWER LOADING = SHP TOTALrrOGW _ 0.120 0.201
&PL (AEO CONDmON) (BASE) . (+ 60%)
SHP AT OEI (30 MIN) POWER, SLSS 650 1010
POWER LOADING = SHP TOTAL/TQGW 0.063 0.100
APL (OEI CONDITION) (BASE) (+ 60%)
TE86-4882
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Table VIII also includes total fuel (design fuel tankage capacity) and block
fuel (mission fuel burned) data along with cost data from the DOC model.
A component or group weight breakdown is shown in Table X for the scaled
PD452-1/tilt-rotor aircraft combination. The total base engine weight of 234
kg (515 Ib) included in the propulsion group represents only 5% of the air-
craft TOGH and fuel weight of 501 kg (II04 Ib) represents only II% of the air-
craft TOGH.
Mission fuel usage data is shown in Table Xl on a per mission phase basis and
on an engine power setting basis. These data indicate the cruise plus reserves
(45 minutes of continued cruise) at an approximate maximum continuous power
setting level to be the largest full usage-requlrement (.433kg,[955 Ib] or B7%
of the total fuel).
A breakdown of the six direct operating cost elements is shown in Table XII
with respect to aircraft and engine costs. These data Indicate aircraft asso-
ciated insurance and depreclatlon to bethe two largest cost items and that
only 31% of the total DOC can be assoclated with or Influenced by engine Char°
acteri sti cs.
TABLE X.
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (PD452-1 POWERED _bTqROTOR )
KG (LB) WEIGHT FRACTION--%
|, ,J
fTIOPULSlON GROUP (INCLUDES RoToR GROU'P "
AND DRIVE SYSTEM) "
SmucrURESGROUP
FIXED EQUIPMENT .-
MFG EMPTY WEIGHT -- = " ""-
. . L
USEFUL LOAD : -
" OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT_
PAYLOAD
ZERO FUEL-WEIGHT
FUEL (USABLE)
TOGW
_. 1140 (2513)
1007 (2221). -
. 962 (2121) .
3109 (6855) -
22s (492)
3345 (7374)
: 726(Is9o)
40sa (ag47)
so1 (1104) .
4._9(lo,osl)
: 25.0
• 22.1 .
21;1
m
118.2
" .4.9
m
73.1
:+15.9
89.0
11.0
,imlmmlm,,I
100.0
TE8E.--4883
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TABLEXl.
MISSIONFUELBREAKDOWN(PD452-1POWEREDTILT-ROTOR)
MISSION PHASE BASIS
START AND WARM-UP ALLOWANCE
T.O. AND TRANSITION ALLOWANCE
CUMB @ 180 KEAS
CRUISE @ 20K/250 KTAS
TRANSITION AND LAND ALLOWANCE
_8HUT4)OWN ALLOWANCE
RESERVE (45 MIN)
TOTAL
ENGINE POWER SETTING BASIS
INTERMEDIATE RATED POWER
- MAX CONTINUOUS POWER
GROUND IDLE POWER
TOTAL
kg(LB) %
0.9 (2)
14 (32) 3
51 (113) 10
267 (su) r_
12 (27) 3
"O;e_2)
_s4 (34o) 3_
501 (1104) 100%
M (145) 13
433 (955) 87
_.s (4)
501 (1104) 100%
Usi
fect of
[JOC was
o
ng the baseline engine Powered tilt-rotor
followlng engine
consumptio n (SFC)
. - . .
length (LE)
height (HE)
deltachanges in the
obtai ned:
engine specific fuel
_ .
-o enginewelght (_T)
¢ maximum engine _nvelope
o-maximUm engine envelope
o engine OEM cost ($/shp)
aircraft as the baseline, the
characterlstics on both TOGH
.
- .
ef-
and
The results from.the subject calculations are presented
curves .shown tn Figure 10 and the DOC sens%-tivi-ty curves
inthe TOGN sensitivity
shown In Figure II.
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TABLE Xll.
DOC BREAKDOWN--$/BLK HR (PD452-1 POWERED TILT-ROTOR)
FUEL COST = $0.39/I--$1.50/GALLON
UTILIZATION = 1000 HPJYR
AIRCRAFT
FUEL AND OIL
"INSURANCE "275 "(23%)
AIRCRAFT MAINT 230 (19%)
ENGINE MAINT
DEPRECIATION 270 (22%)
FLIGHT CREW 63 (5%)
TOTALS 838
(69%)
TOTAL
+ ENGINE _ AJC + ENGINE
117 (10%) 117
• o.(7./.) sss
-- 230
91 (8%) 91
a2 ('/%) 352
• _ 63
m
+ 370 _ 1208
(31%) (100%)
TEM4u5
d
!1
]1
]1
il
.|
.|
|
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
EmissionsControl Requirements
There ape no regulatlons to control exhaust emissions from small aircraft gas
.turbines, including rotorcraft engines, and none are expected in .the near fu-
ture. However, the International Civil Aviation Organlzatlon recommends the
control of fuel venting from all turbines regardless of slze or application.
The likelihood of future emisslons regulatlons depends on the following fac-
tors:
o environmental politlcs--partlcularly aircraft related issues
o slze and growth of the source--slze of rotorcraft fleet
o level of emissions control technology applied by engine manufacturers
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Of the three factors stated, only the level of emissions control technology
can be directly influenced by the engine designs. It ts important to design
to the highest control levels economically practical Since It is less llkely
that emissions control regulations will be promulgated for engines that include
these designs. The next step In emission reduction becomes extremely expen-
sive, and the cost of control, in terms of dollars per ton of pollutants re-
moved, becomes much greater than that required to control other sources of pol-
._utl.on. _In addl±lon,,_nal_craft _tem_batdoes not _ssue odors or visible
smoke does not invite criticism and polltical action.
Allison has developed a high level of cost effective emissions control technol-
ogy that was used In the combustion system design of the SECT engines. This
technology was demonstrated on the Model 280-C] engine that was derived from
the GMASOO/advanced technology demonstrator engine (ATDE) program. The emis-
sions control techniques used were:
o prechamber combustor
o optimized primary zone
o Lamilloy construction (transpiration cooling)
o air blast fuel nozzles
The emissions goals established for the SECT program are: fuel venting emis-
sions (none allowed), smoke (not to exceed SN - 40), and gaseous emissions.
They are based on-emlsslons test!ng of an engine that contalned the control
techniques previously stated. Table XIII gives the maxlmumgaseous emissions
allowable as a function of engine power settlng. ..
The units of gaseous pollutants emissions index (g/kg fuel) were chosen_to be
compatible with combustorcomponent and gas generator operational parameters.
These units are more independent of the flnal engine cycle than units expressed
In specific emissions, i.e., g/kH hi' °r g/kN of thrust.
Noise
I
I
|
|
U
D
n
Noise constraints for gas turbine powered rotorcraft occur at two levels, regu-
latory and public acceptance. The regulatory constraints contained in Federal
3-1B
TABLE XJlI.
MAXIMUM GASEOUS EMISSIONS ALLOWABLE
ENGINE POWER SEI"rlNG
MAXIMUM
INTERMEDIATE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
-75%MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
25% MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
IDLE
GASEOUS-EMISSIONS,_g/kg FUEL
CARBON NITROGEN
HYDROCARBONS MONOXIDE OXIDES
0.44 0.90 18.70
0.46 0.96 17.60
0.47 1.10 15.80
0.50 1.20 12,6
0.63 2.g0 8.40
7.10 68.0 3.70
TE86-4886
Air Regulation (FAR) Part 36 for rotary wing aircraft are expected to remain
in place in the year 2005 with a small decrement in the required noise levels.
Continuing opposition at the local level to the building of new heliports, how-
ever, results in strong incentive to produce rotorcraft that are more quiet
than required by FAR Part 36. The current NASA/Industry cooperative rotorcraft
program should produce the technology required to reduce rotor noise. Acoustic
studies of helicopters in the current fleet show that the engine contributes
to the aircraft no_se signature and acts as a floor to limit the gains possible
by rotor noise reduction. An engine noise reductlon, relative to current en-
gine levels, is required to permit the full use of the technology being devel-
oped in the NASA/Industry program.
Based on Allison test experience, engines using the advanced cycles and tech-
nology embodied in the SECT program will generate noise signatures that are
lower than the signatures of current-engines.
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IV. TASK II. ENGINE CONFIGURATION AND CYCLE EVALUATION
The.procedures-and assumptt.ons identified in,ask I-were _sed to selectthe
engtne configurations and cycle conditions for Task III. The selection cri-
teria were chosen to place priority on direct operating cost of the reference
tilt-rotor aircraft as opposed to return on investment (ROI) or other economic
figures of merit.
Three basic engine cycles were examined during Task II: (1) an advanced stmple
cycle, (2) a waste heat recovery cycle, and (3) a wave rotor cycle. For the
advanced simple cycle, two types of general arrangements were examined: the
traditional concentric gas turbine spo_l arrangement and a nonconcentric spool
arrangement. For the waste heat recovery cycle, the regenerative and recupera-
tire approaches were studied.
GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS FOR YEAR 2000
w.
Special problems exist for each engine component by the small size requirement
of this class of gas turbine engine, The following sections outline technology
enhancements for the year 2000 for small gas turbine engine that were assumed
for the cycle optimization study.
Compressor
Figure 12 shows the overall compressor polytroptc efficiency as a function of
exit corrected flow for the current state-of-the-art technology as well as that
pro_ected for the year 2000. Several mechanical and aerodynamic improvements
are required ±o achteve this level of performance tn small compressors, e.g.,
control clearances, surface roughness, manufacturiqg tolerance, atrfoil con-
tour, and secondary flow. Table XIV outlines these expected performance im-
provements for small compressors.
Turbine
Figure 13 shows the axial turbine overall total/total adiabatic efficiency as
a function of inlet equivalent flow rate for both current state-of-the-art
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TABLE XlV.
SMALL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS.
• IMPROVED MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
* MULTI-ROW
• 3-DIMENSIONAL
• VISCOUS/QUASI-VISCOUS
• AXIAL COMPRESSOR
• CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
-- AIRFOIL CONTOUR
-- SWEEP, TILT, AND LEAN
OPTIMIZATION
-- END WALL TREATMENT
-- IMPELLER AIRFOIL/PASSAGE
CONTOUR
--CLEARANCE LOSS REDUCTION
-- DIFFUSER ENTRANCE REGION
OPTIMIZATION
-- SECONDARY DIFFUSER
OPTIMIZATION
VS85-II06
technology as well as that Wojected for the year 2000. Improvements in fabri-
cation methods, aerodynamicconcepts, andanalytical modellng are needed to
achieve the projected level of performance in small axial turbines. Table XV
outllnes these expected turbine technology advancements. Figure 14 shows the
radial turbine performance goals for the Small Engine Component Technology
(SECT) study_
All cyc!e analysis assumed uncooled turbine configurations. Th_s assumption
was necessary, especially In the hlgh pressure turbine. The size and life re-
quirement of the high pressure (HP) turblne rotor prohibit introduction of
cooling passages. Therefore ceramics were selected as the material for tur-
bines.
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TABLE XV.
TURBINE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS.
• ADVANCED MATERIALS/FABRICATION METHODS
• HIGHER WHEEL SPEEDS/REDUCED STAGE LANDING
• REDUCED COOLING AIR REQUIREMENTS
• REDUCED BLOCKAGE/HIGHER ASPECT RATIOS
• LOWER THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO BLADING
• UNIFORM BLADING THROATS
•'_DVANCED"AERODYNAMIC'_'ONCEPTS
• ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
• PASSAGE MERIDIONAL CONTOURING
• LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER.BLADING
• ADVANCED ANALYTICAL MODELS
• 3-D VANE/BLADE INTERACTION
• 3-D VISCOUS FLOW ANAL_YSIS
• OPTIMIZED AERO/HEAT TRANSFER BLADING
VMIkiOG4
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Combustor
The key technology advancement required for the combustor is the achievement
of a lowpattern factor to permit operatlonat htgh turbine temperatures for
improved cycle efficiency. A goal pattern factor of 0.t2, as defined by
(TMAx-rotor inlet temperature (RIT)/(RIT-CDT), has been established for year
2000 combustor technology. Other goals being addressed tnclude low smoke and
increased durability.
Materials
The main emphasis in materials development for gas turbines is toward high tem-
perature capability, low density, low cost fabrication, and improved corrosion/
erosion resistance. For the year 2000, two key materials emerge as the
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requirement to significantly reduce the direct operating cost of the small gas
turbine engine becomes important. First ceramic composites in the high pres-
sure turbine rotor and stator wtll provide _theopportuntty_to.run±he engine
at higher turbine temperatures than engines in service today. A silicon car-
bide composite will have a 1649°C (3000*F) temperature capability by the year
2000. Secondly, to accommodate the higher compressor discharge temperatures
associated with going to much higher cycle pressure rattos, titanium aluminide
(Ti3A1) wtll be needed for tts temperature capability of 816°C (1500°F).
The additional benefit of Tt3A1 is its low density (50_ density reduction
over superalloys) and ease of fabrication.
The selection of maximum turbine rotor inlet temperature (RIT) was based on
the following:
I. For the ceramic radial HP turbine rotor, the maximum a11owable surface
temperature was set at 1399°C (2550°F). Based on the AGT lO0 uncooled
ceramic radial turbine heat transfer characteristics, the rate of
TM MAX/TREL MAX " 0.983. Therefore TRE L MAX " i424°C (2595°F)"
Based on the SECT radial turbine designs, the ratio of TRE L MAx/RIT -
0.927, RIT MAX of 1538°C (2800°F) was obtained.
2. The combustor pattern factor assumed for the year 2000 technology is
0.12. For a static structure such aS the HP turbine inlet vane, the
maximum allowable surface temperature was set at 1649°C (3000°F). For
the cycle pressure ratlos considered, resultlng max RIT Is 1535°C
(279_°F).
Therefore, maximum RIT of 1538°C (2800°F) was sel-ected.
Recuperator/Regenerator
Recent advances in recuperator/regenerator technology make it necessary to re-
examine the waste heat recovery cycle for the rotorcraft application. In the
area of recuperator technology, a nttrtde dispersed stainless steel (NDS) is
available that has an 982°C (I800°F) temperature capability. NDS recuperators
can be fabricated at extremely low cost. Ceramics is another candidate mate-
rial for recuperators, offering higher temperature capability (1260°C [2300°F])
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than NDS. It is lighter than NDS but costs more to fabricate. This informa-
tion was provided by Air Research Manufacturing Company, Torrance, Callfornla.
They also provided a .recupe_atorparametr.lcstudy_ecessary_oconduct the re-
cuperator cycle optimization during Task If.
Regenerator technology for the year 2000 consists of using a one-piece extruded
ceramic disk. This procedure minimizes cost and weight while providing high
strength for higher than normal cycle pressure operation. Low leakage seals
characterized by low thermal distortion are alsoIncluded In the design. This
design will a11ow the regenerative cycle to optimize at higher cycle pressure
ratios than conventional regenerative cycles, such as the advanced gas turbine
(AGT lO0) being developed by Allison.
Wave Rotor Engine
In this concept, the conventlonal high pressure spool In the simple cycle en-
gine is replaced by a wave pressure exchanger or Comprex system. The Comprex
assumes the function of a turblne-drlven compressor-(compressor-expander) with
a direct transfer of energy by impingement of the expanding gas on the air to
be compressed. Figure 15 Illustrates the wave rotor cycle. The Comprex rotor
consists of straight axlal channels that are alternately exposed to segmented
ports open to the alr or to the hot gases. Nonsteady flow is created by the
opening and closlng of the rotor channels as they pass over the ports and
blocked off portions of the stator. The rotor speed and rotor length must be
defined-to coordlnate pressure wave passage tlme wlth port opening. The Com-
prex system is essentlallya flow swltchlng device and Is not capable of pro-
duclng shaft power. It must be driven to overcome friction and windage losses.
Figure ]6 shows a typical wave rotor configuration for gas turbine application.
The efficiency of the energy exchange Within the Comprex system Is equivalent
to high grade radlal turbomachlnery and Is less sensitive to slze than turbo=
machinery. The system is also amenable to speed changes wlth good efficiencies
and offers instantaneous load response.
The rotor is alternately exposed to hot and cooi gases and the rotor material
assumes some average temperature, thereby a11owlng combustor outlet tempera-
tures that are 1imlted only by the static structure. Only a part of combustor
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discharge gas is used in the Comprex system. The remainder is bypassed and
diluted as required before entering the ]ow pressure turbine.
CYCLE/CONFIGURATION EVALUATION
The methodology used to perform the cycle optimization study in Task II is
shown in Figure 17. The year 2000 technology base for small gas turbine en-
gtnes was used to calculate cycle performance for each engine configuration
under study. _Hlthlneachcycle-matrlx,one-_ycle'was-'selec'ced-as a-prellminary
design point cycle to calculate englne weight, cost, and dimension. From that
preliminary design point cycle, weight, cost, and dimension for the other cy-
cles in the matrix were obtained analytlcally as described in Task I of this
report. Using the trade factors developed during Task I, sensitivities to di-
rect operating cost were developed for each cycle in a given matrix. This
technique was used to select the cycle (RIT, Rc combination) for each config-
uration that gave the minimum relative direct operating cost (DOC).
Each cycle was scaled to produce I000 shaft horsepower (shp) at sea level
static (SLS) conditions. All cycle analysis assumed uncooled turbine config-
urations with maximum TRIT of 2800°F. Tota] cycle leakage was scaled as a
function of cycle pressure ratio and engine
f]ow size. Specifically:
U
q
112
RCSECT) HA BASE)SECT leakage base leakage x x
" (Rc BASE (NA SECT
where the base values are those from the basellne advanced technology turbo-
shaft engine. The leakages are expressed as a percentage of total compressor
inlet flow. The regenerator and recuperator systems were designed at the tilt-
rotor mission cruise flight condition (6096 m1250 knots true airspeed (KTAS)
[20,000 ft/250 KTAS]) for Optimum performance_ Results of the Cycle study for
the concentric, nonconcentrlc, recuperative, regenerative, and wave rotor
engine cycles are presented in the followlng sections.
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Concentric Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Evaluation
For the concentric component arrangement of the simple cycle engine, pressure
ratios from 15 to 25 were Investigated with turbine rotor-lnlet-temperatures
from 2200"F to 2800"F. Overall pressure ratios greater than 25 were not con-
sidered. Design analysis of the concentric engine indicated that the bore
stress in a HP turbine was prohibitive for pressure ratios greater than25.
Figure 18 shows the parametric cycle analysis for the concentric engine for
the range of cycle parameters investigated. This chart illustrates the trends
in specific fuel consumption and speclflc horsepower as a function of turbine
temperature and pressure ratio. The weight and cost sensitivities were applied
to generate the DOC trends shown in Figure lg. The minimum DOC is shown to
occur at an overall pressure ratio of 25:1 and 2800°F RIT for the concentric
cycle.
Engine Configuration
The concentric engine general arrangement-is shownln Figure 20. The features
are summarized asfollows:
|
o removable top-mounted accessory-gearbox module
o an aluminum inlet support
o a four-stage axial 8.33:1 low pressure (LP) compressor
o a gas generator incorporating wlth -
- a centrifugal flow 3:1 compressor (dual IMI TI)
- a parallel wall radial vaned diffuser (TIAI)
- reverse flow annular combustor made from ceramic (SIC/SIC)
- radial inflow gaslfier turbine (SIC/SIC)
o removable single-stage axial uncooled low pressure (LP) turbine (Ti3AI)
o removable two-stage axial uncooled free shaft power turbine (TIAI) module
o full authority adaptive digital control
o self-contalned fuel and lubrlcatlon systems
o engine monitoring system (EMS)
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Output shaft speed is 40,000 rpm rotating counterclockwise as viewed from the
aft end of the engine. The engine configuration provides an advanced design
with low ]tfe cycle costs, high _e]tabtttty, h_gh.surviwbility,.and excellent
maintatnabtllty for the tilt-rotor aircraft missions. A description of each
component follows.
Gearbox--The accessory gearbox is designed to mount on the top of the engine
for improved matntatnablltty and can be removed with all accessories in place
and without disturbing any other engine module. This module incorporates an
tntegral otl system and provides drive pads for both engine and aircraft ac-
cessories.
Inlet support--The inlet support is cast aluminum and forms the major forward
engine support case. This casting provides the flow path for engine alr enter-
ing the flrst-stage axial LP compressor and is antl-lced with scavenge oil.
Centrlfugai Impeller--The compressor is designed to meet the conditions at the
SLS match point. The static structure and the Impelier are made from low ther-
mal expansion titanium to malntaln close clearance control. An abradable ero-
sion resistant coatlng of flame sprayed aluminum-sillcon applied over chromium
carblde Isused On the shrouds to allow tight clearances with rub protection.
The compressor represents a low technical risk engine component.
|
t
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Combustion system--The combustion system is a durable, high performance, re-
verse flow annular design that uses a machined outer casing, ceramic transition
1_ner, and plloted air blast fuel injector. This combustor meets a11 require-
ments of the tilt-rotor aircraft mission. A reverse flow feature provides the
shortest possible coupling between the compressor and the gaslfier turbine _th
resulting benefits Inshaft dynamics and engine rigidity.
Radlal Inflow gaslfler turblne--The gaslfier turbine rotor is expected to oper-
ate in a more severe thermal environment and at higher Speeds than any previ-
ously tested at Alllson. The analysls of this rotor Is an extension of the
ceramic rotor experience gained from the Advanced Gas Turbine Program.
Single-stage axial LP turblne--The LP turbine is based on a current technology
turbine with slightly more severe thermal and speed operating conditions.
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Blade stress and vibration characteristics are moderately above the existing
engines. The matertal change to single crystal minimizes the required cooling
flow and provides an increased _emperature,margtn.
Power turbine--The two-stage axlal power turbine Is based on a current technol-
ogy power turbine. The configuration incorporates advanced materials to elimi-
nate cooling. The power turbine rotates counterclockwise when viewed from the
rear and opposite the gas generator direction to provide optimum efficiency
and reduced weight.
Nonconcentric Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Evaluation
I
Moving the HP spool out In the nonconcentrlc type configuration e11mlnates the
requirement to pass shafting through the center of the high pressure rotor.
By e11mlnating the bore stress problem, overall pressure ratios up to 40:I
could be Considered for this configuration. The maximum HP turbine rotor-
Inlet-temperature was again limited to 2800°F.
Figure 21 shows the parametric cycle analysis for the nonconcentrlc engine for
overall pressure ratios of 25 to40 and turbine rotor-inlet-temperatures rang-
ing from 2200°F to 2BOO'F. This illustrates the trends of specific fuel con-
sumption and specific horsepower as a function of the cycle parameters. Figure
22 Illustratesthe DOC trends of the nonconcentrlc cycle as a function of Rc
and RIT. This shows the optimum cycle to be at a 30:1 overall pressure ratio
and 2800,FRIT.
Engine Configuration
The nonconcentrtc engine is a three-spoolturboshaft engine concept that offers
the capability of achieving a stgnlftcant reductlon tn specific fuel consump-
tfon (SFC) and cost and an increase in power-to-weight ratio compared to cur-
rent Allison engines. The nonconcentrtc turbine engine achieves the reduced
fuel consumption by combining high cycle pressure ratio and high turbine RZT
in a three-spool configuration. The arrangement differs from the conventional
two-spool engine by the addition of a third spool, which is mounted off axis
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and a11gned parallel to the other two spools. Advantages are improved compres-
sor performance and surge margin, smaller diameter flow path, reduced seal and
.bear.lngdiameters, .ellmlnatlon of bore stress problems, and a simpler accessory
gear arrangement. The nonconcentrlc engine general arrangement, as shown In
Figure 23 Is a result of studies designed to meet the optimum performance con-
straints while minimizing the duct pressure losses and engine heat rejection.
The power shaft Is inside the LP shaft with the output connection located at
the engine front.
Recuperator Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Analysi s
A comprehensive parametric study was made to select the optimum recuperator
engine combination. The followlng parameters were considered:
o engine
- compression ratio, Rc--6, I0, 14
- turbine rotor Inlet temperature, RIT--1204°C, 1371°C, 1538°C (2200"F,
2500"F, 2800°F)
o recuperator
- effectiveness, EIL--60, 70, BO
- total pressure drop, AP/I_/,-- 6, 8, 10
- plate and fin spacing, thickness, and offset
- tube size, spacing, and d!mpling
- number of passes--alr and gas
- cross and counterflow
- materlals--metal and ceramic
- number and arrangement of modules _
- slze, Weight, and cost
A total of 45 engine cycles were selected for analysls from the 81 posslble
combinations of the above parameters. Figure 24 shows a typlcal parametric
analysis plot for the recuperative engine cycle. Thls trend of specific fuel
consumption and specific horsepower as a function of cycle Rc and RIT Is for a
recuperator having a design effectiveness of 60_, and a total pressure drop of
10%.
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Recuperator Configuration Analysi-q
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Allison selected the matrix of Rc, RIT, E, and AP/P for i,nvesttgation.
AiResearch was chosen, because of their extensive experience, to select appro-
priate heat transfer surfaces and flow arrangements and to calculate sizes re-
quired. A description of the procedure for selecting the optimum recuperator
engine combination follows.
Configuration
AIResearch selected offset rectangular heat transfer surfaces, shown In Figure
25, for all plate and fin analyses. This surface has the advantage of reducing
boundary layer to zero at each flnoffset and Is generally acknowledged to be
one of the most compact avallable. AIResearch had optimized this type surface
for minimum core volume in a Garrett vehicular engine. AIResearch conducted
the optimization based on this type of surface. A thorough optimization of the
above plate and fin dimensions for DOC was not conducted. A comparison of mod-
ifled plate and fin dimensions was made at 10:1 engine compression ratio and
1538"C (2800"F) RIT with a counterflow recuperator. At 60% E and I0% APIP
reductions of 22-25% in cost, 8-12% in weight and 3-26% in length for the same
overall recuperator diameter were obtainedby using slightly more flns/In, and
greater plate spacing on the gas side. The study to minimize DOCWas conducted
with the vehicular engine dimensions that were shown to produce minimum indi-
vidual core voiume but not minimum overall wrap up volume; A11 the fin dimen-
sions consldered were acceptable from a foullng standpolnt with Jet fuels. For
the metal cross'counterflow recuperators, kiResearch evaluated a11 their offset
fin conflguratlons and narrowed the seiectlon based onweight and size. Alli-
son made the ftnal selection based on DOC sensitivities.
AIResearch seiected 0.32 Cm (I/8 in.) diameter tubing as the smallest possible,
for size and weight, without encounterlng laminar flow that would cause poor
heat transfer. Both In-llne and staggered tube arrangements were evaluated
along wlth plain, rlng-dlmpled, and spiral-dlmp)ed tubes for inside boundary
layer disruption. In general, In'llne tubes provide smaller recuperator diame-
ter but greater weight than staggered tubes. Dimpling provides lower weight
t.t greater recuperator diameter. The best combination was selected for each
"l_ne COndition. Ring dimples were not represented in the final selection.
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AIResearch selected the following flow configuration, surface, and material
combinations for comparison:
o two-pass cross-counterflow--metal tube and shell
o two-pass cross-counterflow--metal plate and fin
o counterflow--metal plate and fin
o counterflow--ceramlc plate and fin
AIResearch selected an annular arrangement of slx modules for all recuperator
types. Figures 26 and 27 show the arrangement of the metal plate and fin two-
pass cross-counterflow configuration. Six modules provide a convenient slze
for minimum cost of assembly, brazing, and ceramic firing operations. The an-
nular arrangement provldes a minimum weight means of channellng exhaust flow
with circular shell structures.
Materials, Cost, and Size
AIResearch recuperator material development is underway and is expected to pro-
vide gBZ-IOg3°c (1800-2000°F) metal capability and 1260°C (2300°F) ceramic
capabillty by year 2000. The metal will be nltrlde dispersion strengthened 300
series staln]ess steel and the ceramic, sillcon nltrlde. The tllt-rotor air-
craft and 648 km (350 nm) cruise mission selected would require only current
day chrome-moly steel for 704°C (1300°F), This is due to the fact that the
engine is sized for cruise. It has a high 90% power setting as opposed to
other a}rcraft that might be sized for hover and cruise at 75% power. At 90%
power, variable engine geometry can not be used to increase turbine outlet or
recuperator Inlet temperature to high levels while maintaining maximum turbine
inlet temperature as could be done at 75% power. This applicatlon cannot take
advantage ofadvanced hlgh temperature recuperator technology. Even so, low
density of the ceramlc material made It a close contender.
AIResearch provided cost equations for the four types of recuperators based on
(I) the number of air passage layers and plate area for the plate and fin de-
signs and (2) tube length and number of tubes for the tube and shell designs.
Allison derived sensitivity factors to describe the effect of relevant engine
and recuperator parameters on the tilt-rotor aircraft DOC. Figure II shows
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these sensitivity curves. The engine plus recuperator parameters affecting
DOC and their relative weight are as follows:
o specific fuel consumption (SFC)
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
46%
26¢
127.
9¢
100¢
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AIResearch sized about 50 recuperators of four types for 45 selected engine
thermodynamic cycles. Fifty values fop one recuperator dimension were se-
lected. The values of the other two dimensions were calculated to give the
specific effectiveness and pressure drop for each cycle. Different splits be-
tween atr and gas stde pressure drops resulted. Allison used the sensitivity
curves for weight, length, and diameter on a partial basis to select the re-
cuperator with minimum DO(: for each engine cycle. In general, the best size
was a recuperator with slightly more than minimum weight, but sllghtly shorter
and significantly less tn dtameter._
Selection of Recuperatorlype
A recuperator type that provided mtnimum DOC was selected for each of the 45
engine cycles. The types considered were:
o two-pass cross-counter flow--metal tube and shell
b two-pass cross-counterflow--metal plate and ftn
o counterflow--metal Plate and fin
o counterflow--ceramtc plate and fin
The sensitivity curves were used to determine the effect of recuperator weight,
recuperator diameter (or height) engine pius recuperator length, and recupe÷a-
tor cost on relative DOC.
Specific fuel consumption was omitted and partial weight and cost for the re-
cuperator were Justified because comparisons of relatlve DOC were made for each
individual engine cycle. A comparison of the four recuperator types is shown
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in Table XVl for Rc of 14 and RIT of 1538"C (2800"F). Comparisons are valid
llne-by-line for selection of the best recuperator type because (I) partial of
weight and cost was used and (2) a new datum was assumed for each line (the
tube and shell ADOC). Lowest ADOCs are underllned and represented by the
most negative values of ADOC. Two-pass cross-counterflow (metal plate and
fln) configurations and counterflow (ceramic plate and fin) configurations were
selected for further evaluatlon. The tube and shell and counterflow (metal
plate and f|n) conflguratlons were not contenders and were elimlnated from fur-
ther consideration.
Direct Operating Cost Evaluation for Cycle Selection
The recuperative engine cycle parameters were selected to provide the minimum
DOC. The sensitivity curves were used wlth complete values of:
o SFC
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
Engine cost and welghtwere calculated uslng Inhouse equations withrecuperator
costs fromGarrett. Figures 28 through 30 show for a two pass crosscounter me-
tallic plate and fln recuperator the effect of engine compression ratio (Rc),
recuperator effectiveness (E), and recuperatortotal pressure drop (APIP) for
RIT of 1538"C(2800°F) on relative DOC. Fromthese figures, minimum DOC is ob-
talned at Rc . 13, E . 64%, an_ APIP - 10%. Englne cycles wlth the ceramic
counterflow recuperator were slmllarly compared and minimum DOC design was_ob -
talned at Rc ,. 14, E - 60%, and APIP , 10%.
Table XVlI compares overall DOC ratios-and partial DOCs for each parameter for
the best two recuperators: two-pass cross-counterflow metal plate and fin, and
counterflowceramlc plate and fln. The metal recuperator has 1.4% lower over-
a11DOC. Based on DOC considerations, a metal two-pass recuperator was se-
lected. The ceramic recuperator excels only In weight, due to the lower den-
sity of ceramics. Therefore, the engine with two pass cross counterflow metal
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TABLE XVl
1538°C (2800_) RIT ENGINES USING PARTIAL DOCS.
•TUBE AND SHELL _ERAMIC PLATE AND FIN
TWO-PASS CROSS COUNTER COUNTER
E AP/P WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC
KG CM CM KG CM CM
60
70
80
6 17.4 65.4 95.0 10,629 0.00 28.2 61.9 92.0 7,084 - 1.03
8 17.3 57.7 95.9 10,485 0.00 23.7 62.6 87.0 S,677 - 4.37
10 15.7 57.4 89.8 10,082 0.00 21.3 55.9 86.7 6,302 - 3.38
6 29.6 65.3 107.6 12,785 0.00 32.6 64.0 95.6 8,078 - 4.40
8 28.1 63.5 107.3 12,510 0.00 31.6 64.9 90.1 6,523 - 7.02
10 27.7 61.5 103.8 12,498 0.00 28.8 58.3 90.1 7,186 - 6.98
6 73.1 62.5 144.2 18,552 0.00 54.8 67.6 101.6 9,766 -10.00
8 '45_2 "70.9 _103.3 *T6,260 "0;00 "47.0 ._68.8 _95.2 -'.7;908 -,--_'-_[
10 41.7 64.3 104.7 15,072 0.00 42.6 69.9 91.5 6,839 - 8.32
METALLIC PLATE AND FIN
TWO-PASS CROSS COUNTER COUNTER
WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST AI)OC WEIGHT HEIGHT L
E AP/P KG CM CM KG CM CM
60
7O
80
COST ADOC
6 36.7 65.4 90.8 3,487 - 2.53 52.0 67.5 95.8 5,611 7.26
8 35.3 58.9 84.4 3,087 - 3.79 44.3 60.9 95.9 6,342 5.24
10 32.6 59.7 82.0 2,889 -3.42 40.3 56.3 90.4 5,573 4.25
6 52.8 68.1 90.3 3,495 -6.05 68.4 64.3 98.7 6,607 1.56
8 50.4 60.6 83.1 2,857 - 7.31 57.7 63.2 99.5 7,080 0.50
10 48.3 68.9 87.3 3,110 - 6.39 52.8 58.9 94.3 6,208 - 1.92
6 95.5 67.4 86.7 3,529 - 11.68 95.9 67.9 104.0 7,984 -7.41
8 93.8 62.7 82.1 3,119 _ 83.4 69.4 97.4 6,494
10 93.9 60.0 79.3 2,91 _ - 4.80 75.5 68.6 99.5 7,064 - 2.53
TUBE AND SHELL CERAMIC PLATE AND FIN
TWO-PASS CROSSCOUNTER COUNTER
E ._P/P WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC
LB IN. IN. LB IN. IN.
60
70
80
6 38.4 25.76 37.39 10,629 0.00 62.2 24.39 36.23 7,084 - 1.03
8 38.1 22.71 37.77 10,485 0.00 52.3 24.64 34.24 5,677 - 4.37
10 34.6 22.60 35.34 10,082 0.00 47.0 22.00 34.12 6,302 - 3.58
6 65.3 25.70 42.37 12,795 0.08 71.8 25.20 37.65 8,078 - 4.40
•8 61.9 25.00 42.26 12,510 0.00 69.6 25.54 25.48 6,523 - 7.02
10 61.1 24.20 40.66 12,498 0.00 63.4 22.96 35.47 7,186 - 6.68
6 .161.2 24.6 56.77 18,552 0.00 129.9 26.62 29:99 9,756 -10.00
8 " 99.7 27.9 40.69- 16,260 0.00 103.6 27.08 37.49 7,908
10 91.9 25.3 41.21 15,072 0.00 93.9 27.53 35.04 6,639 - 8.32
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METALLIC PLATE AND FIN
TWO-PASS CROSSCOUNTER COUNTER
WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC :
E Ap/p LB IN. IN. _ LB IN. IN.
60 6 61.0 25.76 35.75 3,487 - 2.53 114.6 26.57 37.70 S,811 7.25
• 8 77.9 23.17 33.24 3,087 -3.79 - 97.7 23.98 37.74 6,342 S.24
10 71.9 23.51 32.29 2,689 -3.42 68.9 22.17 35.59 5,573 4.25
70 6 116.4 26.63 35.56 3,495 -_6.05 150.7 25.31 38.87 6,507 1.66
8 111.2 23J4 32.73 2,857 - 7.31 127.2 24.68 39.16 7,080 0.50
10 108.4 27.12 34.39 3,110 -6.39 116.3 23.17 37.12 6,206 -1.92
80 6 210.5 26.55 34.15 3,529 - 11.68 211.4 26.73 40.96 7,984 - 7.41
8 208.7 24.68 32.33 3,119 _ 183.8 27.34 38.33 6,494 -"JJ-_
10 207.1 23.63 31.24 2,911 - 4.80 166.5 26.99 39.18 7,084 - 2.53
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TABLE XVII. I
RECUPERATIVE ENGINE COMPARISON--PLATE AND FIN RECUPERATORS.
L
CERAMIC METAL TWO-PASS I
COUNTERFLOW . CROSS-COUNTERFLOW
PARTIAL ADOCS i
SFC 1.41 (EQUAL) 1.41
COST--$ - 1.24 - 2.04 (BEST)
WEIGHT--KG (LB) -0.72 (-1.58) (BEST) -0_6 (-1_3) x_
LENGTH--CM (IN.) 0.69 (-0.27) -1.83 (-0.72) (BEST) !
- 2.39 (- 0.94) (BEST)
DIAMETER--CM (IN) -1.32 (_-.2200"52) -3.52 (BEST)
TOTAL • DOC ..0.978() J)_648 .(BEST)
.OVERALl. DOC/DOC* l
TE86-4895
plate and fin recuperator was selected. The general engine outllne is shown
in Figure 31.
All recuperator and engine performance had been calculated and compared for
the cruise condition (6096 m [20,000 ft] altitude 250 knot) where the majority
of mission fuel is burned. It was necessary to calculate sea level performance
for the best engine and recuperator combination so that a mission analysis
could be made to calculate DOC. Allison supplied sea level engine cycle data
to AiResearch, which they used to calculate sea level recuperator performance.
Table XVIII shows the sea level and altitude performance details for the sel-
ected two-pass cross-counterflow metal plate and fin recuperator. Sea level
effectiveness and pressure drop are slgntftcantly lower because of increased
Reynolds number; however, only a small portion of mission fuel is burned at
sea level conditions.
Engine Configuration
The recuperative engine that is shown in Flgure 31 employs a six module metal
two pass cross-counterflow recuperator._ The core of each module is 28 cm (It.1
in.) long x 15 cm (6.1 in.) wide x 5 cm (2 In.) thick. Manifolding increases
overall length to 38 cm (15.1 in.). The six modules are arranged so that the
15 cm (6.1 in.) sides form a hexagon with 27 cm (I0.8 in.) inside diameter and
are surrounded by a 49 cm (19.4 in.) diameter exhaust duct. Total recuperator
II
II
l
|
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TABLE XVIIi.
SEA LEVEL AND ALTITUDE RECUPERATOR PERFORMANCE TWO-PASS CROSS-COUNTERFLOW--METAL
PLATE AND FIN.
AIRFLOW
EACH OF ABSOLUTE
INLET 6 MODULES INLET OUTLET EFFEC- PRESSURE PRESSURE
PRESSURE KG/SEC TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TIVENESS DROP DROP RATIO
KG/CIP (PSIA) (LB/SEC) "C ('1) "C ('1) % KG/CM' (PSI) &P/P
S0_rn (20,000 IT)
AIR7.. (100.0)0.1_10o_,_l 3=4(0.)GAS 0.53 (7.84) 0.141 : 1199(1290)
"SEA rEVEL
AIR 13.7 (194.2) 0_ (0.5641) 393 (740)
OAS 1.17 (10.Sa) 0.2r_ (0.0693) 942 (1040)
497 (926) 0.14_t.:;,ml 0.0263 CORE
0.0303 MANIFOL.DI
0.1004 TOTAL
_._ (1lea) S:.9(1169) 0 14co. 0.02 .0151 CORE
0.0129 MAINFOLDS
0.0694 TOTAL
TE86-4896
weight including ductlng is 35 kg (77 lb.). Material is modified nltride dis-
persed type 321 stalnless steel convoluted and brazed with g82°C (1800°F) capa-
bility.. The cores consist of 20 air passage layers and 21 gas passage layers
interspersed. Exhaust gas makes One passthrough the 5 cm (2 in.) dimension
while compressor discharge alr makes two passes through the 28 cm (ll.l in.)
dlmenslon. Thls recuperator provides a thermal effectiveness of 60% and a
pressure drop of I0% at cruise.
The advan-ced technology recuperative engine features a two-shaft arrangement
that permits conslderable.freedom In the matching of loads of differing torque
versus speed characteristics to the same engine. •
The engine, which has modular construction, incorporates a radial Inlet housing
integral wlth the accessory gearbox, a-two-stage a_ial compressor with variable
geometry, an impelier with radial diffuser, a slngle can combustor, a single-
stage axial gaslfler turbine, a two-stage.axial free power turbine, a six mod-
ule metal two pass cross-counterflow recuperator, and an electronic fuel con-
trol system.
In summary, Inlet air passes through a radlal inlet to the axlal-lmpeller com-
pressor. There it passes through variable inlet guide vanes, which can be used
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to change engine airflow, and to an axial compressor and an impeller, where it
is compressed. The compressed air passes from the Impeller through a parallel
wall radial vaned diffuser and Is collected by a TIAI scroll. The compressor
discharge alr makes two passes through the 28 cm (11.I in.) dimension of the
recuperator core, where It Is heated, and exhaust gas makes one pass through
the 5 cm (2 In.) core. From the recuperator, the alr flows through an H-188
Lam111oy ®* combustor.
Fuel ts mixed wlth the alr andburned _n thecombustor tobrlng the-tempera-
ture of the fuel/alr mixture to 153B*C (2800"F). The hot gases are collected
by an inlet scroll where the vanes direct the flow to the gaslfler turbine.
Sufficient power Is extracted at this 1ocatlon to meet the requirements of the
HP compressor and the o11 pump system.
The discharge from the gasifler turbine is directed through an interturblne
duct and vane arrangement at the power turbine. The vanes direct the gas flow
to the power turbine where power output Is extracted for various applications.
The flow from the power turbine is directed through the recuperator to the
exhaust.
Regenerative Engine Cycle Evaluation
II
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k
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Cycle Analysis
A comprehensive parametric study was' made to select the optimum regenerator-
engine combination. Regenerator, as Used here, refers to a rotating periodic-
type heat exchanger. The following parameters were considered:
o engine
o compresslon ratio, Rc--6, 8, lO, 12
o turbine rotor Inlet temperature, RIT--1204°C, 1371"C, 1538°C (2200°F,
2500°F, 2800°F)
*Lamilloy is a registered trademark of the General Motors Corporation.
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o regenerator
o effectiveness, E%--60, 65, 70, 75, 80
o ¢otal pressure drop, _P/P?,-- 6, 8, 9, lO, 1l, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20
o passage shape and stze (hydraulic dtameter--D H)
o parameters--number of passages/In. 2 (N), surface area/unit volume (B),
passage hydraulic diameter (DH), wall thickness (S), and open area
fraction (o) all Interrelated
o flow length (disk thickness)
o dtsk flow area and seal blockage area
o gas to airflow area spllt
o dlsk rotatlonal speed
o heat transfer and friction coefflclents
o number and arrangement of disks
o dlsk and seal materlals
o slze, welght, and cost
A total of 126 engine cycles were evaluated. F_gure 32 shows a typlcal para-
metrlc analysis plot for the regenerative englne-cycle. Thls trend of specific
fuel consumption and specific horsepower as a function of cycle Rc and RIT is
for a regenerator having a design effectlveness-of 70%, and a total pressure
drop of 13%. A description of the procedure for selecting the optimum regener-
ator engine combination follows.
Regenerator Configuration Analysis
Configuration
Allison selected an extruded ceramlc heat transfer matrix wlth equllateral
triangula r passages formed by three sets of paralle1 walls intersecting at
common points. Figure 33 Is a photo of a slmllar matrix. Thls trlangular ma-
trix provides the strength required to resist radlally inward pressure loads.
An open area fraction of 0.715 was selected based on previous stress analysis
that-showed that such a matrix would wlthstand the pressure loads (Ref 2).
Once the open area fractlon has been selected, the relatlonshlp of four addi-
tional matrix varlables Is fixed, as shown in Table XIX,
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TABLE XIX.
HEAT TRANSFER MATRIX PROPERTIES FOR EQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR PASSAGES WITH OPEN AREA
FRACTION OF 0.715.
SURFACE HYDRAULIC PASSAGES WALL
VOLUME DIAMETER IN.: THICKNESS
b-FT'/FP DH--IN. N amlN.
800 0.0429 299 0.0079
900 0.0381 379 0.0070
956* 0.0359 427 0.0066
1000 0.0343 468 0.006.3
1800" 0.0190 1500 0.0035
* SELECTED FOR TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT MINIMUM DOC
** TYPICAL SELECTION FOR GROUND APPLICATION FOR MINIMUM SPECIFIC
FUEL CONSUMPTION (SFC) TE86-4897
Surface-to-volume ratio was used as a primary variable in the heat transfer
calculations. Analytlcal values of the dimensionless Colburn heat transfer
factor (J)and Fanning friction factor (f), were used (Ref 3). These analyti-
cal values are _udged to be representative of the experimental values that have
been reported. As a function of Reynolds number (.Re) for fully developed lami-
nar flow, theyare:
J x Re - 3.51 - constant
f x Re - 13.333 - constant
The regenerator disk parameters were fixed based on prior experience. Open
areafraction was limited to a maximum of 0.715 for strength requirements. A
minimum workable disk flow length or thickness of 7.6 cm (3 in.) was chosen
because minimum length produces minimum dlsk volume and weight for a given
effectiveness and pressure drop. Higher values of surface-area-to-volume ratio
(8) compensate for shorter flow length. Gas-to-alrflow area ratio was set at
1.2 to provide minimum specific fuel consumption. Disk rotational speed is I2
rpm.
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Htth the disk parameters fixed, regenerator sizing tnvolved finding the com-
btnatlon of surface-to-volume ratio (B) and disk diameter (D) required to ob-
taln the thermal effectiveness and pressure drop selected for each engine cy-
cle. Higher surface area increases effectiveness and pressure drop while
larger dtsk diameter increases effectiveness and decreases pressure drop. An
allowance of 1% for engine internal' duct pressure losses was included, based
on experience. Regenerators were sized for the 6096 m (20,000 ft) altitude,
250 knot cruise condition since most mission fuel was burned at that condition.
•,Re_Jnotds _umber*_ffects_t_t_ttude,_ondtt4ons_equt_ed4ower_values of surface
area to volume ratio and larger hydraulic diameter passages than those for sea
level applications, as shown in Table XIX.
Rotating regenerators employ double-sided seals on both sides of the disks with
a rubbing face seal on one side and a static leaf seal on the other. The seals
are exposed to full engine pressure ratio. Allowance for seal leakage must be
made in engine performance calculations. A seal leakage scaling equation,
based on an establlshed engine leakage data base, was used. Thts equation Is
scaled based on dtsk diameter, engine pressure ratio, dtsk speed, and disk
thickness. The equation treats the rubbing wearface, static leaves,-and
carryover due to dtsk rotation separately. The equation ts as follows:
2 H2
" D1 + + . D1 + N1 H1
- RCl Rc 1 Rc1 Rc1
wearface leaf Joints leaves carryover
where
L . absolute leakage
D . dlsk _lameter
Rc - compression _ratlo
N - dlsk speed
N - dlsk thickness
I - base conditions
2 . new conditions
Two regenerator disks were selected to minimize engine length and height. Fig-
ure 34 shows how the dlsks contribute to engine length and height, yet provide
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a compact package. Smaller disk diameters, provided by the use of two disks,
allow the capability for a one piece extrusion eliminating cement Joints. Two
disks have the disadvantages of higher leakage, weight, and cost, which are
important factors and wou]d merit further study in a detatled design.
Materials and Cost
Current regenerator materials are adequate for the crulse-sized tllt-rotor air-
_raft,_ecausethts_appt4eatlon-<loes._not-,atlow,_seofJ_t_h ,_egenerator inlet
temperature. Regenerator inlet temperature is 769°C (1417°F) at the operating
cruise condition. The regenerator disk would be extruded aluminum silicate,
which is rated for 1093°C (2000°F) steady-state operation. The cold side seal
would use a 0.06 thick 430SS platform with attached impregnated graphite
wearfactng and Inco X750 seal leaves. The hot side seal would use an 0.08
thick Inco 625 platform with impregnated graphite rim wearface and plasma
sprayed nickel oxlde-calclum fluorlde crossarm wearface with L605 cobalt a11oy
seal leaves. Regenerators with these materials have demonstrated good
durabllity at 982°C (1800°F) and 4:1 pressure ratio in ground applications and
are expected to be adequate for the selected cruise temperature of 769°C
(1417°F) and 10:1 pressure ratio.
Cost estimates for several regenerator diameters were obtained from the disk
and seal vendors supplying current parts for A111son engines. Curves were ob-
tained fromthecost data to provide costs for a11 sizes evaluated. Allowance
was made for the proposed production rates. The sensitivity factors derived
in Task I describe the effect of relevant engine and regenerator parameters on
the tilt-rotor aircraft DOC. Figure 11 shows these sensitivity curves. The
engine and regenerator parameters affecting DOC and their relatlve weights are
as follows:
o SFC 46_
o cost 26_
o weight 12%
o length 9%
o height (or diameter)
100_
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Direct Operating Cost Evaluation for Cycle _lection
The engine cycle was selected to provide mtntmum DOC at the cruise condition.
The DOC sensitivity curves were used to obtain the separate factors for:
o SFC
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
These separate factors were summed to obtain an overall DOC factor for each
engine. Engine cost, weight, and length were calculated using tnhouse equa-
tions for turbomachtnery, gearbox, and accessories wtth regenerator values
added. Regenerator wetght and cost included values for covers, drives, and
ducttng. Figures 35 through 37 show plots of DOC versus engine Rc, regenera-
tor effectiveness (E), and regenerator AP/P. These Plots show that mlntmum
DOC is obtained when Rc , 9.5, E - 6g¢, and AP/P - 13¢: Calculations were
extended to AP/P , 20"/. but showed no tendency to optimize. Reductions in
regenerator weight with increasing pressure drop were-greater than the In-
creases In engine stze and weight necessarY to maintain the required power.
These results merit further study. It was decided to limit the regenerator
pressure drop to 13¢ because the resulting axial dtsk loads act against the
cold side seal and result In greater seal wear. The regenerator disks for the
selected engine were 15.72 in. tn diameter. The. slze of their cases relative
to the engine is shown In Figure 34. Based oD these considerations, the regen-
erative engine with Rc m 10, E- 70¢, and AP/P- 13_ was selected.
All regenerator and engine performances had _een calculated and compared for
the cruise cond|tton (6096 m [20,000 ft] altitude, Z50 knots) where the ma3or-
tty of mission fuel is burned. It was necessary to calculate sea level perfor-
mance for the selected engine and regenerator combination so that a mission
analysts could be made to determine actual DOC. Table XX shows both the sea
level and altitude performance data for the selected regenerator. Sea level
effectiveness and pressure drop are lower than at altitude because of increased
Reynolds number. However, only a small portion of mtssion fuel ts burned at
sea level conditions. The Reynolds number effect also accounts for the selec-
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tlon of passages wlth larger hydraulic diameter for altitude conditions as
opposed to ground applications as depicted in Table XlX. Leakages of 5.2t at
6096 m (20,000 ft) cruise and 5.51 at sea level lOOt were calculated for the
selected regenerator-englne combination.
Engine Configuration
The regenerative engine shown tn Figure 34 ts a two shaft engine. Air passes
througha conventtonal tnlet'houstngthrough_rarlabletnl_t_utde_ranes and
then through an axial/centrifugal rotor, where tt ts compressed. The com-
pressed atr passes from the tmpeller through a parallel wall radtal vaned
diffuser and ts collected by a TtA1 scroll. The compressor discharge air then
passes through the high pressure side of either rotating ceramic regenerator
dtsk where It is heated. From the regenerators, the air flows through an H-188
Lamtlloy combustor.
Fuel is mixed with the air and burned tn the combustor to bring the temperature
of the fuel/alr mixture to 1538°C (2800°F). The-hot gases are discharged tnto
a scroll where the vanes direct the flow to the gastfter turbine. Sufficient
power ts extracted at thts point by the gastfler turbine to meet the require-
ments of the HP compressor and the engine and aircraft accessories.
The discharge from the slngle-stage gaslfler turblne Is directed through an
Interturblne duct and vane arrangement to the two-stage power turbine- The
vanes direct the flow to the power turblne where the power output for various
appll_ations Is extracted, The flow from the power turbine goes through the
)ow pressure slde of each of the regenerators to the exhaust.
The regeneratlve engine employs two rotating ceramic regenerator disks 40 cm
(15.7 In.) In diameter and 8 cm (3 In.) thick. The disks are extruded
aluminum silicate wlth 426 equilateral triangular holes per square Inch and
0.02 cm (0.0066 In.) thick walls, resulting in 0.715 open area. Each hole has
a 0.09 cm (0.036 In.) hydraullc diameter (inscribed circle). Regenerators op-
-tlmlzed for altitude operation require larger holes than those for sea level
operation where 0.05 cm (0.019 in.) hydrau|ic diameter is common. Each dlsk
weighs 5.6 kg (12.4 lb).
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TABLE XX.
SEA LEVEL AND ALTITUDE REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE CERAMIC TRIANGULAR PASSAGE MATRIX.
AIRFLOW ,ABSOLUTE
INLET EACH OF INLET OUTLET EFFEC- PRESSURE PRESSURE
PRESSURE 2 DISKS TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TIVENESS DROP DROP RATIO
KG/CM' (PSIA) (LB/SEC) "C ('F) "C _F) % KO/M' (PSI) &P/P
o096m (20,O00 FT)
AIR 8.16 (73.4) 0.47 (1.927)
GAS 0.58 (8.24) 0.48 (1.0598) 259 144901_) 617 (1142) 70.0 64.66 (0.0776) 0.0011769 447 (836) 604.95 (0.9116) 0.1189
0.0100 DUCTS
0.130 TOTAL
SEA LEVEL--MAXIMUM
AIR 10.02 (142.6) 0.85 (1.8811) 322 (611) 653 (1207) U.2
GAS 1.24 (17.7) 0.98 (19463). 921 (1690) 029 (1165)
o0.40 (0.0650) 0.o0o0
766.13 (1.0740) 0.0881
0.0100 DUCT8
0.0767 TOTAL
TE86-4898
Compressor discharge flow is dlrected through one sector of the disk and tur-
bine outflow through the remaining sector. The disk matrix absorbs heat from
the turbine outflow, carries it to the other sector by-rotation, and gives it
up to the compressor discharge flow. The two flows are directed through the
disk and kept separated by seals running against the disk faces.
The seals have sheet metal substrates•wlthattached graphite .aid metal oxide
wear facings sealing against the rotating disk and metal foil static sealing
Iea_es sealing against the engine casing. Aregenerator leakage of 5.2% at
crulse-was used for the selected design. Thedlsk Is driven by a surrounding
rlng gear joined to its outer diameter by a cast-in-place elastomer.-
The entire regenerator system Includlng aportlon-of engine case weight assign-
ab]e to the regenerator Is 30.6 kg (67.4-1b). The system provides a thermal
effectiveness of 70% and pressure drop of 13% at cruise.
°
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Wave Rotor Engine Cycle Selection
For the wave rotor engine cycle, cycle pressure ratios from 15 to 45 were
studied along with turbine rotor-inlet-temperatures from 2200°F to 2BOO°F.
Figure 38 shows the parametric cycle anaIysls trends of specific fuel consump-
tlon and specific horsepower for the range of cycle parameters invesltaged.
The optimum wave rotor cycle occurs at Rc , 3B and RIT , 2BOO°F, as shown in
Figure 39.
A posslble arrangement of a wave rotor In-llne engine using the Comprex system
Is shown schematlcally in Figure 40 and shown mechanlcally in Figure 41. The
wave rotor in-line configuration provides an engine envelope that is stream-
lined and similar to an existing engine but somewhat longer and heavier with
the addition of the wave rotor components. Because of the asymmetric inlet
and outlet ducting of the wave rotor, the In-line configuration is best suited
to centrifugal compressors and turbines where the swirl of the gases can be
used to extract the mass flow at discrete locations around the periphery of
the rotating components In ducts that can be matched to slmilar ducts on the
wave rotor. Locations of the two combustors wlthin a streamlined envelope
configuration may be difficult because of the need to reroute air and combus-
tlon gas around the wave rotor. In order to keep the Comprex system into a
compact conflguratlon, the followlng techniques have been employed:
o the two combustors are placed on the top and bottom of the Com_rex system
_to maintain relatlve short duct connections
o vaned diffusers are used as the maln technique for rapid diffusion of
existing flows to low velocities In order to shorten the connecting ducts
o the use of short turning distances permlts compact ducting arrangements
for _he wave rotor Includlng the upstream and downstream inlets
i
The mechanical arrangement shows that alr passes through the low pressure com-
pressor (axial and centrifugal made from rapid solidification technology(RST)
AI and TIAI forging, respectlvely) and the Comprex rotor (made from oxide dis-
persioned strengthened (ODS) Ni) before entering into the two combustors DO
and Dl at station 3. The combustor DO discharge gas (station 4) passes
through the Comprex and from there to the power turbine (made from TiAI).I The
combustor DI exit gas at station 5 (with dilution if required) passes through
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the low pressure turbine made from Nt3A1 (statton 6) and is mtxed with the
Comprex discharge gas (statton 7) before the power turbine (station 8).
The wave rotor engine ts untque because the stngle stage LP turbtne does not
produce enough energy to drive the LP compressor under all operating condt-
tlons. A spectal gearbox located at the engtne front ts designed to transfer
energy from the three-stage power turbine to the LP turbine for drlvlng the LP
compressor.
ENGINE CYCLE/CONFIGURATION SELECTION
Table XXI compares the opttmum cycles for each of the 5 configurations Inves-
tigated. Each of these cycles was optimized ustng relattvedlrect operating
cost as the figure of mertt. A preliminary analysts was conducted to estab-
lish the feastbtllty of these ftve configurations.
. ° ._)
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nrr-_c (_r)
wV-s/a
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wemm--KQ (LB)
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The design analysis of the concentric engine indicated that the bore stress in
the ceramic HP turbine was prohibitive. Moving the HP spool out in the
nonconcentrlc type configuration ellminated the requirement to pass shafting
through the center of the high presure rotor, thus e11mlnatlng the bore stress
problem.
A thorough analysls of the wave rotor type engine was not complete at the end
of Task If. The Inltlal investigation into the wave rotor indicated that the
shaft power output type was unsultable for gasturblne-appllcallonsbecause of
inherent low efficiency as compared to projected compressor efficiency for year
2000. On the other hand, the pressure exchanger type wave rotor (no shaft
power output) is mechanlcally complex due to the required flow split ahead of
the high pressure turbine. However, recent wave rotor analysls indicates that
the shaft power output device can be made at least as efficient as that pro-
Jected for year 2000 compressors, as 111ustrated in Figure 42. This figure
shows that for corrected exit flows less than 0.41 kg/sec (0.9 Ib/sec), the
efficiency potentlal of the wave rotor exceeds that of the compressor effi-
ciency assessment for year 2000. At least an additional I% reduction in DOC
would be reallzed based on the projected improvement in wave rotor perfor-
mance. A more detalled study is required to fully assess the potential of
wave rotors for year 2000 gas turbine appllcatlons,
Based on these analyses, the nonconcentrlc engine, recuperative engine, and
regenerative engine were selected for system performance evaluation. The per-
formance, component selectlQn, dlmenslonaldata, for each selected configura-
tion and reference englne are presented In Table XXII. Table xXIiA gives a
detailed weight and cost breakdown of these three selected configurations.
The engine cost and appropriate regenerator or recuperator costs are also
tabulated in Table XXIIA.
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TABLE XXII.
TASK III STUDY ENGINESmDEFINITION AND DATA SUMMARY
ENGINE
IDENTIFICATION
NO. SPOOLS
L.R COMPRESSOR
H.R COMPRESSOR
•H.R TURBINE
L.R TURBINE
POWER TU RBINE
'IRP AT SLSS
• Rs
• Rrr, oc (°F}
• wa, KS'SEC(LB/SEC)
• SHR HP 6.1 KM (20000")
MAX CRUISE AT
463 KmHR TAS (250 KTAS)
• SHP
• SFC
(_ SFC%)
WEIGH_, Kg (LB)
(._ WEIGHT, %)
MAX LENGTH, CM (IN.) .
MAX HEIGHT, CM (IN.)
TURB EXIT DIA, CM (IN,)
OEM COST, 1985 $
(_ COST, %)
LP COMPRESSOR
BASELINE ENGINE
CONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
1
CENTRIFUGAL
•AXIAL
AXIAL
14
1204 (22OO)
2.50 (5.7)
1000
582
0.412
leASE.)
115.67 (255.0)
(BASE)
87.22(34.34)
58.17 (22.90)
33.O7 (13.02)
214,900 . _
(BASE !
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENGINES
RECUPERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
1
AXIALJCENTRIF
AXIAL
AXIAL
13
1538 (2SO0)
1.54 (3.4)
1000
580
0.306
(-25.7%)
105.05 (231.6)
(-0.2%)
ao.01 (31.so)
so.so (2o.oo)
23.01 (9._)
REGENERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
1
AXIAI../CENTRIF
.AXIAL
AXIAL
10
1538 (28OO)
1.72 (3.8)
1000
58O
0.306
(25.7%)
101.42 (223.6)
(-12.3%)
u.o7 (26.80)
58.42 (23,00)
23.22 (9.14)
160,500
(-25.3% I
NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
2
AXIAIJCENTRIF
CENTRIFUGAL
RADIAL
RADIAL
AXIAL
3O
1538 (28OO)
1.59 (3.5)
1000
SO0
O.327
(-2O.6%) ._
50.16 (19.75)
40.13(15.S0)
23.37 (9.20)
W v_) IN
W _ :S 0 UT
RC
_AD
HP COMPRESSOR :
w V--_r_,iN
W '_ OUT
RC
"_AD
HP TURBINE
WV_,S
"hAD
RPM -
Re
LP TURBINE
W _rg'S
"hAD
RPM
Re
POWER TURBINE
W V'_.',S
_AD
RPM
Re
5.69
0.57
14.0
0.784
0.94
0.857
48450
4,01
y -
3.45
0.885
29277
3.21
m
m
3.4
0.38
13
0.838
0.6Z
0.90
81OOO
2.56
m
m
1.57
0.909
43900
4.49
o
3.8
0.54
10
0.858
1.0
0.903
49900
2.17
2,0 .
0.912
389OO
3.80
3.5
0.7
7.0
0.870
0.7
0.2
4.7
0.802
0.3
0.89
72500
2.4
0.7
0.903
47500
2.0
1.3
0.907
44550
5.5
TE86-4870
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TABLE XXII A
ADVANCED ENGINES WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
ENGINE:
Section
Inlet/Fwd Support
LPC Rotor
LPC Housing
Scroll & Diff-LPC
HPC Rotor
"HPC Housing
Scroll/Diffuser
Combustor & Hsg
HPT Rotor
HPT Housing
Interm. Turb Spt
LPT Rotor
LPT Housing
Power T Rotor
Power T Housing
Rear Brg Support
Block (1/2)
Regenerators (2)
(with I/2 block)
Recuperator
Exhaust Duct(s)
Controls
Acc Dr Gearbox
TOTAL WEIGHT
TOTAL MANUFACTURING
COST .
RECUPERATOR/
REGENERATOR COST
NONCONCENTRIC RECUPERATIVE REGENERATIVE
Wt-Lb Wt-Lb Wt-Lb
7.12
6.91
1.21
12.14
1.64
"1.87
2.98
7.38
1.06
1.31
1.89
3.79
7.46
9.88
5.57
m ;
N
37.76
28.82
138.86
$123,768
3.66
8.77
6.37
24.32
5.09
1.87
5.02
8.50
6.65
#
77.00
17.50
34.81
26.02
231.64
, $125,608
$ 8,370
4.34
7.44
_8.67
8.67
17.21
6.31
2.33
5.41
9.15
7.16
9.42
67.35
6.04
36.49
27.37
223.56
$160,486
$ 3O,280
" r
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V. TASKIlLSYSTEMPERFORMANCEEVALUATION
The purpose of the Task III effort was .to provide a_systemperformance evalua-
tion of the Task II selected advanced technology engine configurations against
the Task I selected baseltne or state-of-the-art engine.
The nonconcentrtc, recuperative, and regenerative engines were evaluated using
the Alltson mission analysis procedures and ground rules established in Task
I. Each study engine/tilt-rotor aircraft combination was sized to meet the
specified design mission. All engines were sized for the cruise rate of cltmb
requirement. The unity stze engines have the same shaft horsepower (shp) at
this cruise sizing condition so the crtttcal weight per untt horsepower charac-
terlsttc for each engine wtll trend the weight number shown in Table XXII. The
mission analysts provided the following:
o aircraft weight, mission fuel, and DOC breakdowns
o englne/alrcraft slzlng Informatlon
o aircraft acquisition cost, fuel burned, and TOGH _omparlsons
o DOC comparisons (primary flgure ofmerlt)
MISSION FUEL
Reductions In mission fuel burned are shown relatlve to the baseline engine
powered tilt-rotor aircraft In Figure 43. "The fuel burn reductions shownln
Figure 43-are aresult of the maximum crulse power specific fuel consumptlon
(SFC) characteristics summarlzed In Table XXII. Table XXIII shows that 86% of
the mission fuel Is consumed at a power setting that Is approximate to maximum
cruise at the cruise altltude and velocity.- The fuel burn reductions indicated
In Figure 43 are 30.7% for recuperator, 30.5% for regenerator, and 30.1% for
nonconcentrlc. A11 three advanced technology englnes achieved the fuel burn
reduction goal of 30%.
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT
Aircraft weight breakdown for each study engine/tilt rotor aircraft is s.hown
in Table XXIV. The advanced engine weight varies from 2.8% for the nonconcen-
trlc engine to 4.7% for the recuperative engine whereas the baseline engine
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OF POOR QUA.t,ITY, TABLE XXIII.
MISSION FUEL BREAKDOWN COMPARISON
ENGINE I.D. BASELINE RECUPERATIVE REGENERATNE
ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE
Kg (LB) ,I, % Kg (LB) % Xg (LB) % Kg (LB) %
L _ PHASE
START AND WARM-UP
ALLOWANCE
*TAKEOFF ANO TRAN_rloN
ALLOWANCE 15 (32)
.CUMB @ 33:L3 K_HR
_S (lU KF_S) 02 "(110)
.CRmSE @ 0.1 K,W,W_ K._R TkS
(2o,ooo FT_0 KT_S) " 273 (OO:)
*TRANSITION ANO LAND
ALLOWANCES 12 (27)
SHUT-DOWN ALLOWANCES 0.91 (2)
FUEL BURNEO 384 (781)
.RESERVES 157 (34?)
TOTAL FUEL 511 (1128)
IL ENGINE POWER
iNTERMEDIATE RATED POWER 67 (144)
MAX CONTINUOUS (APPROX) 442 (575)
GROUND IDLE 2.2? (5)
TOTAL 512 (1128)
1._ (3) o.3 o.s_ (2) o.2 0.01 (:t) o.2 0.01 (2)
2.o lO (22) 2.8 lO (=3) 2.o lO (22)
4o.2 28 (04) lO.7 _ (07) 11.1 x (m
03.2 lie (411) s2.e lss (4o0) 02.1 101 (4_r)
2.4 0 (2o) 2.0 lo (_) 2.7 0 (m
0,2 0.48 (1) 0.1 0.48 (1) 0.1 0.45 (1)
02.2 244 (s,io) eo.o 244 (042) oo.1 24? (044)
30.8 110 (242) 31.0 109 (241) 30.0 112 (244)
100.0 _s (702) loo.o 3ss fro) loo.o 3se (712)
13.1 41 (106) 13.8 50 (110) 14.0 44 (102)
86.4 305 (673) 84.0 304 (670) Im.S 312 (GE?)
O.S 1.31 (3) 0.4 1.36 (3) 0.4 1.36 (3)
lOO.O 3ss (?s2) lOO.O 3ss (7e3) lOO.O _e (nn)
O.2
2.8
10.1
2.3
0.1
:11.1
IO0.O
12.1
28.1
0.4
IO0.O
TE8_4873
weight is 512l. The fuel weight Is tn the range of 8.31 to 8.8l for the ad-
vanced engines and 11.11 for the baseltne engine. Figure 44 shows reduct|ons
In TOGH of 7.71 for the recuperative engine, 8.0l for regenerative engine, and
11.5l for the nonconcentrtc engine compared to the baseline engine. The non-
concentric engine has the largest reduction in TOGH because |t has the lowest
engine weight of the advanced engines, For thts mission, al1 three advanced
eng|nes had fuel burn reductions of=30_.
COST COMPARISONS
Hlth the fuel and TOGH trend variations established for the advanced engines.
aircraft acquisition cost trends shown in F|gure 45 will track with the engine
origlnal equipment manufacturer (OEM) cost characteristics listed in Table
XXII. Aircraft cost equals alrftame plus engine acquisition cost, where"
airframe cost is a function of airframe weight. The reductions in direc.t:
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OF POOR QUALITY TABLE XXIV.
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN COMPARISON
ENGINE I.D.
BARE ENGINE WEIGHT
PROPULSION GROUP (LESS
ENGINE WEIGHT)
STRUCTURE GROUP
FIXED EQUIPMENT
• MFG EMPTY WEIGHT
USEFULLOAO
• OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD (8 PASS. @
I)1 KG (200 LB) EA
• ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
FUEL (USABLE)
oTOGW
BASELINE
ENGINE
Kg (LB) %
e(s26) s.2
m (26s3) zo.3
1014 (2236) 21.9
(2131) 2o.o
31N (era) se.3
224 '" (494) -4.9
338o (7482)
726 (le00) lS.7
4106 (0052)
S12 (1126) 11.1
4418 (10,180)100.0
RECUPERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
Kg (LB) %
2oo (442) 4.7
m (11mo) 2O.O
073 (2144) 22.8
030 (207O) 22.1
2ws (6626) se.s
_19 "(412) S.l
3184 (7018)
(1(I00) 17.0
26_o (eele)
3ss (7112) 0.3
4265 , (9400) 100.0
REGENERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
KO (LB) %
193 (420) 4.6
847 (1M8) 19.9
_1 (21w) zz.e
e,17 (:ms) 22.1
(woo) co.4
=1o "(482) --IL1
_m, (eoe2)
72tl (lira0) 17.1
3SS (703) 0.4
4248 (03aS) 100.0
NONCONCENTmC
CYCLE ENGINE
Kg (UJ) %
114 ("JS2)
(1748) 1L4
(s_ae) ee.1
-'z'_e -(ao) -
3oo= (eele)
•ral (leoo) 174
(Ires)
_4 ('rn) u
4oe7 (gOlO) lOO.O
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operating cost (DOC) for the advanced engines are shown In Figure 46 for $11gal
and $2/gal-fuel cost. The direct operating'cost (DOC) trends shown in Figure
46 track with the aircraft acquisition cost trends. This conclusion Is con-
firmed by examination of the DOC cost breakdown comparison tabul&ted In Table
XXV. The. fuel and oll effect on ADOC for this mission is -2% for all ad-
vanced engines. The two largest cost components, Insurance and depreciation,
are direct functions of aircraft acquisltlon cost. A more detailed breakdown
for DOC is-shown-in Table XXVI for the baseline and nonconcentrlc engine. Only
22% of the advanced engine/tilt rotor aircraft DOC was influenced by engine
char_cterl stics.
ENGINE SELECTION
Table XXVII presents a summary of the mission results. The nonconcentrlc en-
glne was selected because it has the greatest reduction in DOC relative to the
baseline. The reduction in DOC Is 16.5%-for $1/ga] fuel cost and 17.4% for
$2/gal fuel cost. Figure 47 shows a general arrangement of the nonconcentrlc
engine. Table XXVIII provides a Cycle summary of this engine at sea level and
at the 20,000 ft altitude cruise condition.
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TABLE XXV.
DOC COMPARISON--$/BLK HR
DOC @ 0.26 $/L (1.00 $/GAL) AND 1000 HR/YEAR
=
4
ENGINE ID
FUEL AND OIL
INSURANCE
;A/C-MAINTENANCE
ENGINE MAINTENANCE
DEPRECIATION
FLIGHT CREW
TOTAL "=
(A DOC, %)
BASEUNE
00
_9
91
357
63
118,5
(BASE)
RECUPERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
M
300
215
57
304
83
1033
( - 12.r_)
REGENERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
M
319
214
89
315
63
10M
(-10._)
NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
M
294
2O3
78
293
63
g0g
( - 16.5%)
TE86-4872 i i
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TABLE XXVI
DOC BREAKDOWN--$/BLK HR
0.265/1. (I.00 $/GAL) AND 1.000 HR UTIMZA'RON
FUEL AND OIL
INSURANCE
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ENGINE MAINTENANCE
DEPRECIATION
FLIGHT CREW
°TOTALS =
(%TOTAL DOC)
BASELINE POWERED
TILT-ROTOR
AIRCRAFT + ENGINE '-
279.36 (23.6%)
235,32 (19.e%J
274.37 (23.2%)
63.00 (5.3%)
852.05
(71.9%)
79.77 (6.7_)
79.87 (6.7_)
91.31 (7.8%)
52.oi (6.9__)
332.96
(28.1%)
TOTAL
AIC + ENG
7:9.77
.359.23
235.32
91.31
356.38
63.00
1185.01
(100_)
NONCONCENTRIC POWERED
TILT-ROTOR
" AIRCRAFT + ENGINE"
f
m
255.57 (25.8%)
203.14 (20.5%)
251.00 (25.4%)
63.00 (6.4%)
772.71
(78.1%) " .
56.06 (5.7%)
40.25 (4.1%)
78.41 _.9+%)
41.34 (4.2_)
216.06
(21.9%)
TOTAL
AIC + ENG
M.06
• 295.B2
203.14
78.41
292.34
113.00
9N.77
(_00_)
ySM-12S7
+
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TABLE XXVll
TASK III SUMMARY OF MISSION RESULTS
ENGINE
IDENTIFICATION
TOGW
SliP/ENGINE @ IRP_.S$
ROTOR DIAMETER
"HOVER R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 0.61 Km/O KM/HR
TAS/ISA + 10"C IRP-AEO
(2000 FT/O KTAS/ISA + 50"1=IRP-AEO)
•OFJ R OF C CAPABIUTY
0.10 IOW138.9 KmI'IR
TAS4SA +20"C
(1000 FTrIS ICrAS/ISA +SlrF)
30 BIN POWER. OEI
•CRUISE R OF C CAPABILITY
6.1 Km/4413IOWHR TAS/ISA
(20,500 FT/250 KI"AS_SA)
MAX CONllNUOUS POWER
TOTAL FUEL (MISSION + RESERVES)
BLOCK FUEL
ENGINE ACO COST (ONE)
TOTAL AIRCRAFT ACO COST
RECUPERATIVE
BASELINE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE
4618 Kg (10,180 LB) 4264 (9400) (-7.7%)
,q03S HP
s,m. 122.8 m') s.e7 (21.0)
3s7 U_UtN (1170 FP_ 3(,0 (1180)
(0 FIlM REQ'O) --
140 _ (,m0 FPM) 14S (450)
(150 FPM REO'D)-
Ol M4mN (30o FF_) Sl (3oo)
(ENGINE StuNG PT).
REGENERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
4248 (L165) I-8.0%)
45O
6._ 121.si
347 (114o)
14o(450)
el (3oo)
NONCONCENTRiC
CYCLE ENGINE
,me7 (5010) (-11.S%)
9oo
6.52 _21.4_I
326 (1070)
m.,--
_3 (37o)
m.---
91(300)
r
S12 KG (1128 LB) 355 (782) 355 (783) 3511(791)
3.-,4KG¢ml LB) _4S(s41) (-50.?-_) 246(s,_) (-3o.s%_i =a (s4s) :_-50.1%)
s,_3uoo _,7oo :m,eoo le7,7oo
$2.99 MILLION 2.50 (-14.4%): 2.86 (- 11.0%,I ! 2.441 (- 17.7%_
DOC _ 0.26 $,IJ'TER (1:00 $/GAL)
AND 1000 HR 1185 $/BLK HR 1033 (-12.0%) 1056 (-10.9%) _ (-16.6%)
DOC _ 0.53 S/LrrER (2.00 $/OAL) I
ANO 1000 HR 1264 S/BLK HR 1087 (-t4.0%)' 1111 (-12.1%) 1044 (- 17.4%)
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For.the nonconcentrtc engine, the effects of SFC, weight, maximum envelope
length, maximum envelope height, and OEM cost on TOGH and OOC. was determined.
Figure 48 indicates engine specific fuel consumption (SFC) to have the largest
effect on direct operating cost (DOC) followed by original equlpment manufac-
turer (OEM) cost. Changes In envelope dimens|on are shown to have a relatively
small effect on DOC wlth respect to a 10_ change In either length or helgh K
-requirements. The TOGH and DOC sensltlvl.ty levels developed for the advanced
technologyengine in Task III are slgnificantly lower (30 to 60%) than those
obtained from the baseline or current technology engine In Task I (see Figures
.ll and 12). .-
In addition to the senslt|vltles developed with respect to changes In engine
characterlstlcs, DOC sensitivity to variations In fuel cost and aircraft util-
ization rate Is shown In Figure 49 for the nonconcentrlc engine powered tilt-
rotor. These data indicate significant reductions in DOC for the increased
utilization rate (1000 to 2000 hr/year) and a much larger influence on DOC for
increased fuel cost at the higher utilization level.
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TABLE XXVIU.
NONCONCENTRIC ENGINE CYCLE SUMMARY
OVERALL
SHP
SFC
Rrr (I=)
Ro/A
LP COMPRESSOR
W_/e/S
Rc
"hAD
HP COMPRESSOR
w_/els
Rc
_IAD
HP TURBINE
W_8/8
Re
"qAD
LP TURBINE
W_8/8
Re
_IAD
POWER TURBINE
W_/e/8
Re
qAD
TOTAL CHARGEABLE COOLING & LEAKAGE
TOTAL PRESSURE DROP LOSS
SEA LEVEL STATIC,
STANDARD DAY
1000
0.352
28OO
3O
3.5
7.0
0.870
0.7
4.7
0.802
0.3
2.4
0.890
0.7
2.0
0.903
1.3
5.5
0.907
5.3%
15.9%
20,000 FT/250 KTAS
MAXIMUM CRUISE
58O
0.327
26OO
32.6
3.7
7.4
0.861
0.7
4.8
0.802
0.3
2.4
0.89
O.7
2.0
0.903
1.3
6.5
0.904
5.3%
16.6%
1TJm.44U
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VI. TASK IV. SMALL ENGINE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The main objective of Task IV was to identify the technology requirements and
provide a technology plan for year 2000 advanced small engine components. This
section describes a technology plan for the selected advanced non-concentrlc
engine, as shown In Figure 47. This engine achieves slgnlflcantly reduced
specific fuel consumption (SFC) levels by combining hlgh cycle pressure ratlo
and high turbine Inlet temperature In a three-spool configuration. The engine
conflguratlon o_fers advantagesw1th regard to_erodynamlzs,_1owl_a_th
dimensions, bore stresses, a simple accessory arrangement, and reduced seal
and bearing diameters.
Based on the Task III trade-off study, a 11st of the key technology require-
ments for the nonconcentric engine is given In Table XXIX, along with its
direct operating cost (DOC) payoff. The nonmeta111c structure results in a
7.0% reduction In DOC because It allows the turbine to operate at 1538°C
(2800°F) rotor inlet temperature (RIT). A 2.5% Improveme6t in DOC occurs due
to the use of the uncoo1ed turbine. Advanced aerodynamlcsrequired for year
2000 In order of priority are turbine, compressor , and combustor. Bearings
technology is required for increased rellabillty and durabillty. Technology
plans for each of these areas wlll be described in this sectlon.
TABLE XXIX.
NONCONCENTRIC ENGINE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
CERAMICS
TURBINE
COMPRESSOR
COMBUSTOR
BEARINGS
REQUIREMENT
2800OF • . 7.0%
UNCOOLED TURBINES 2.5%
YEAR 2000 EFFICIENCY 2.8%
YEAR 2000 EFFICIENCY 2.3%
IMPROVE PATTERN FACTOR FROM 0.2 TO 0.12 1.5%
INCREASED RELIABILITY
INCREASED DURABILITY
DOC PAYOFF
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CERAMICS TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Significant improvements In the performance characteristics of advanced gas
turbine engines are directly related to the development of high temperature
materials and components. Current NI based superalloys used in rotating and
static high temperature structures have limitations due to high fabrication
cost, low strength at elevated temperatures, high strategic materials content
(cobalt and chromium), and added complexity for required alr cooling. Exten-
+'s_vework is _el_g'performed_on+_he+'development_f edvenced-structu_al .ceramics
that offer numerous potentlal benefits (high temperature strength, low density,
and no strategic materlals content). Nhlle the potential advantages offered
by the incorporation of ceramics In advanced gas turbine engines are attractive
in a variety of components, Includlng ceramic combustors, regenerators,
plenums, vanes, and Insulatlng members, the maximum benefits are realized in
the high pressure (HP) radlal turbine rotor. The use of advanced ceramic
materials In the HP radial turbine rotor application offer significant improve-
ments in performance and fuel consumptlon by a11owlng uncooled operation at
turbine inlet temperatures of 2800°F and anticipated life capability in excess
of 1000 hrs. However, thls alsoIs the highest risk component due to the
severe mechanical and thermal operating environment. Nh_le conslderable pro-
gress has been achieved on the use of structural ceramic components In gas
turbine engines, a slgnlf_cant effort is required for successful application
of ceramics to the HP rotor in the SECT engine. The objectlves of the proposed
program include definition and evolution of ceramic material systems _nd rotor
fabricatlon-technlques capable of high speed operation at temperatures of
2800°F, which demonstrate improved toughness/Impact resistance, reduced prop-
erty variability, increased rellablllty, and llfe capability in excess of lO00
hrs. The approaches required to achieve these objectives include material and
component evolutlon/characterlzatlon, ceramlc/ceramlc and ceramlc/metal inter-
face and compatlbi+llty definition, nondestructlve flaw detection techniques _
development, and component rlg/englne environment testing and evaluation. The
ceramic technology programs are shown In Figure 50.
Malerial Development and Characterization
The primary candidate monolithic ceramic materials for use In advanced heat
engines are silicon carbide (SIC), silicon nltrade (Si3N4), and partially
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stabilized zlrconta (PSZ). The fracture strength of these materials as a func-
tion of temperature ts shown in Figure 51. Hhtle the PSZ and SI3N 4
materlalshave higher room temperature.strengths.thanSlC, PSZ and SI3N 4
suffer degradations tn strength and susceptibility to oxidation at temperatures
above 1000-1200°C. The StC retains tts room temperature properties to approxi-
mately 1500°C.
A number of ceramic suppliers are acttvely pursuing the development of stntered
St3N 4, which features improved elevated temperature strength characteris-
tics. Kyocera has a developmental St3N 4 materlal (SN-270), currently
available only in test bar form, that maintains a strength of 100 lblin. 2
(kst) at a temperature of 1400°C. SiC'and Si3N 4 are considered prime
monolithic ceramic material candidates for applicatlon tn the severe operating
environment (2800°F uncooled) of the HP rotor tn the SECT engine. A11tson has
¢
had extensive experience and successful test results with both SiC and
SI3N 4 complex geometry components produced by a variety of fabrication
techniques (injection moldlng, slip-casting, and tsostattc pressing) for the
CATE and advanced gas turbine (AGT) lOOprograms.
However, current monolithic ceramics have a major limitation-Inherent brittle-
ness that can lead to catastrophic fatlure. This limitation ts a ma_or concern
for high speed.rotating components, particularly for application to manrated
advanced gas turbine engines. - _
.
To address the material 11mltatlons of both metalllc superalloys and monolithic
ceramlcs,_a variety of composite mat_rlals systems are belng evaluated. These
materials (e.g., carbon/carbon, SIC/SIC, and SiC/glass-ceramlc) have demon-
strated Improvemeots in fracture strength, thermal shock resistance, fracture
roughness, and strain tolerance. Carbon/carbon materlals, whlle attractive
for extremely hlgh temperature appllcatlons, are 11mlted by alack of oxidation
resistance and are totally dependent on advanced protective coatings. Since
these coatings consist of a thick monollthlc Ceramic (e.g., SIC), this material
system as applled to many component structures suffers the same Short-comings
as sllicon-based monollthlc ceramics. The most attractive composite materlals
are ceramlc/ceramlc systems that use slllcon carbide as a reinforcing fiber.
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During the last decade, an extensive ceramic composite materials development
effort has been conducted using hlgh-modules SiC Nicalon continuous fiber in
low modulus glass or glass,ceramlc.matrices. The first generation of these
materlals was developed using borosillcate glass matrix. Subsequently, a
family of more refractory composite materlals was developed based on Cornlng
llthlum-alumlnosillcate (/.AS) glass-ceramlc matrix. Both United Technology
Research Center (UTRC) and Coming Glass Horks (CGH) have been actively de-
veloplng SiC fiber relnforced/l.AS composite systems. However, refractory
glass-ceramlc composites experience rapid increases in the matrix viscosity at
temperatures In excess of 1250°C, resulting In the flber/matrIx debonding and
loss of component structural integrity. Thls temperature limitation of current
SlC/glass-ceramlc materlals restricts the maximum component temperature to ap-
proxlmateIy IZO0-1300"C, precluding the application of this material to the
extreme thermal conditions that are required of the SECT HP turbine rotor.
SIC/SIC composites are commercially available from Amercom in the USA and SEP
(Soclete Europeenne de Propulslon) in France. Amercom is In a preliminary
stage of development of these composites while SEPIs currently marketing both
one-dlmenslonal and multldlmenslonai composites. Thls materlal uses Nlcalon
SiC fiber reinforced in SiC matrix. The fibers are coated with up to four
layers of chemlcal vapor deposition (CVD) SIC coating. The materlal Is
toughened by. developlng a weak Interfaclal bond between the SiC fiber and the
first SVD SiC layer. The room temperature strength of the 0/0 orientation SEP
CERASEP SIC/SIC materlal Is about 62,000 /b/In 2• . _ whlch.decreased to 35,000
lblin.2 at temperatures of 1.250-1500°C. Th_s behavlot Is consistent with
the expected behavior of Nlcalon flber, whose properties are thought to degrade
approximately 1250"C. UnllkeSlC/borlum magnesium alumlnosilicate (BMAS) cer-
amic composite where the matrix viscosity increases rapidly over 1250"C, SIC/
SiC composites appear to retaln reasonable strength levels up to 1500°C. The
room temperature strength of 010 orlentat_on after 100 hrs of Isothermal expo-
sure in air at 1500"C was 33,000 Iblln. 2.
!
The Nlcalon SiC fibers are thought to consist of mlcrocrystalline beta sillcon
carbide, graphite, and amorphous silica, but they may also have homogeneous
structure. Upon,heatlng above 1250°C, the fibers lose carbon monox{de and un-
dergo coarsening of the silicon carblde grains. This quickly leads to brittle-
ness and loss of strength.
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To address thls temperature limitation, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) is conducting the advanced ceramics based on polymer processing
program at Dow Corning. The goal of this program is the development of an
economical, improved SiC fiber from a domestic supplier with higher strengths,
fewer impurities, and a higher temperature capabtllty than current fibers.
Hhtle these fibers are currently under development and not commercially avail-
able, it is anticipated that future ceramic/ceramic composites wtll feature
significant improvements in strength, toughness, and maximum use temperature.
A complete characterization of the mechanical, physical, and chemical proper-
ties of candldale ceramic materials is required to obtain structurally sound
ceramic turbine components. This program consists of five subtasks:
o generation of material properties, including thermal expansion, thermal
conductivity, specific heat, elastic modulus, Polsson's ratlo, and strength
characterlstlcs, required to employ a linear elastic probablllstic approach
to structural design. _ ,
o generation of time dependent properties, including thermal fatigue, creep,
and crack propagation characterlstlcs, with emphasis on the probabllistic
nature of these properties.
o evaluation of environmental effects, including ox1datlon, hot corroslon,
and ero.slon, that could cause property degradatlon of candidate materials
durlng long-term use.
o development of the relatlonshlp betweenmaterlal structure and mechanical
properties with special emphasls on establishing the size, type, and dis-
trlbutlon of strength limlting defects.
o development of a high resolution Inspectlon technlque to detect crltlcal
size defects in candldate ceramlc materlals.
Ceramic/Ceramic and Ceramic/Metal Interactions and Compatibility
A critical element required for the successful appllcatlon_of ceramics and
ceramic composites is an understanding of the compatibility ofceramlc/ceramic
and ceramlc/metal interfaces and the possible Interatlons between these
materials. Hhile little published literature exists on this phenomenon per-
tainlng strictly to ceramic composites, this class of materials will exhibit
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much of the same behavior and problem areas associated with monolithic struc-
tural ceramics The high temperature operation of the ceramic components re-
quired to use full material capability can result in wear, adhesion, and in-
teractions with adjacent structures, both metallic and nonmetallic. Garrett
in the Ceramic Gas Turbine Engine Program used both compliant layers (HS-25)
and lubricants (COO) to minimize contact loading and reactions between re-
action-bonded slllcon nltrlde and other materials. Allison has successfully
used both compliant layers (L605) and high temperature lubricants (boron
_Itflde)-In-the_.ATE-program'for-the-a_ctachment-between'±he'SiC'¢urblne blade
and the turbine wheel. The L605-BN combination demonstrated uniform loading
and prevented reactions during spin testing to 2500 cycles. The hlgh tempera-
ture of the ceramic may also create problems for secondary metal components.
The temperature of the ceramic often exceeds the temperature capability of the
metal, and the close proximity of the hot ceramic can cause unacceptable ther-
mal gradients. Thermal barrler materials will be used at strategic locations,
both for ceramlc/ceramic and ceramic/metal interfaces. Candidate thermal bar-
rier materials need to have low thermal conductivity, adequate strength, com-
patible thermal expansion, and the capability oF being produced in proper sizes
and shapes. Thermal barrier materlals currently being developed and used are
zirconia, zircon, mullite, and cordlerlte.
One of the configurations that will be considered for the HP turblne rotor
involves the use of a monolithic ceramic hub section for Strength and fabrl-
cability and a ceramic composite blade sectlon,for increased fracture tough-
ness and Impact resistance. Conslderable.effort Isrequired t0 identify and
characterize the optimum Joining technique for attaching the monollthlc hub to
the composite blade structure. Various methods sultable for this attachment
Include brazing, high temperature glass bending, diffusion bondlng, and hot
Isostatic pressing. Evaluatlon of the attachment Joint would Include specimen
testlng, Subcomponentelement testing, and characterization and spin testing
of the full scale hardware.
Nondestructive Evaluation
Since ceramlc.materlals are highly probabilistic in nature, design stresses
are very sensitive to material property variability. An extensive quality
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assurance program ts therefore essential to the successful use of ceramic
material tn gas turbine engines. This program has two primary objectives:
o reduction of property variability
o early rejection of defective components
There are two distinct types of mtcrostructural defects that control ceramic
component performance tn htgh reliability applications. The first type of de-
fectIs smallIndegree Gutvery l_rget'ntxtent,-t:e "v_rtattons inchemistry,
grain size, and density. Such defects significantly affect both thermal and
elasttc properties as well as strength-related characteristics. The second
type of defect ts large in degree but very small tn extent i.e., cracks_ pores,
and Inclusions tn the stze range below 100 microns. Such defects primarily
control materlal strength. In view of (1) the 11mitatlons associated wlth
available quality assurance measures and (2) the high levels of reliability
required in a commercial 1000 hr gas turbine engine, it is clear that more
sensitive nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques arerequlred.
Normal nondestructive techniques can be used to find gross cracks, voids, and
inclusions. The techniques used are well known and require little adaptation
for use wlth ceramic materials. However, the resolutlon,llmlts of these tech-
niques are above the crltlcal flaw slze (i0-100 microns) for ceramic materials.
Therefore, inspection techniques with increased resolutlon are requlred. The
following NDE •techniques wlll be investigated: ultrasonic velocity, reflective
ultrasound, scannlng•Photoacoustlcmlcroscopy, and. X-ray mlcroradiography.
Rig/Engine Environment Testing - "
For the successful application of ceramic components tn advanced gas turbine
engines, partlcularly tn the Severe operating conditions of the SECT HPturb|ne
rotor, testing must be conducted on components that represent a production
manufacturing process and a correspondlngdeslgn for which analysis predicts an
acceptable rellablllty level. However, defects as small as 20 microns can con-
trol the materlal crltlcal strength. No existing NDE technique can rellably
detect such flaws. Therefore, proof testing is required to identify flawed
components and to qualify rotors for subsequent engine testlng untll advanced
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methods are available. For the SECT HP rotor, the following rig qualification
tests wtll be conducted:
o sptn testing at room and elevated temperature
o cold flow rig testing
o hot flow rig testing
o vibration bench testing
o thermal shock testtng (flutdtzed bed)
Engine testing and evaluatlon w111 be conducted on the SECT HP rotors to char-
acterize performance, fuel consumption, component efficiency, reliability, llfe
characteristics, and verification of design/analysls methodology. An engine
test program with incrementally increasing turbine inlet temperature will be
conducted to capitalize on current ceramic materlals technology and to ad-
vance the state of the art with ceramic components. This approach permits
early introduction of ceramic components into the baseline program and yields
an improved gas turbine engine capability in the latter part of the program.
W
AXIAL TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The Inlet equlvalent flow rates of the small axial flow turbines, indentifled
from the SECT trade studies; ranged fromO.7 to 2.4 lbm/sec. Axial flow tur-
bines of this physical size exhlblt degraded efflc_ency levels when compared
to their-larger counterparts. This characteristic is shown by Figure 52, which
shows aslmple correlation of current state-of-the-art overall turbine effici-
encles in terms of inlet equivalent flow rate. Th|s performance trend can be
attributed to the inability to affect a true aero/mechanlcal scale In these
smaller machines. This trend is due in part to fabrication constraints and
manufacturing tolerances In addition to ]ower Reynolds numbers and absence of
advanced analysis tools that accurately model the more sophisticated flow
fields In these small blade rows.
The turbine efficiency goals establlshed for the SECT program are also pre-
sented in Figure 52. This efficlency trend curve denotes the placement of the
axial flow power turbine incorporated In the optimum nonconcentric engine con-
flguratlon. The year 2000 turbine aero technology curve reflects a substantial
improvement in the efficiency characteristic as the turbine inlet equivalent
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flow rate (physical size) was reduced. The SECT program aero goal reflects a
3.3% increase In efficiency for the power turbine as compared to current state-
of-the-art technology. The achievement of the SECT turbine efficiency goal
will be realfzed through a variety of technology advancements. A major portion
will be achieved through significant advancements tn the area of turbine aero-
dynamics. Other perfomance improvements wtll be derived from technology areas
such as computational fluid mechanics, matertal science, casting technology,
ceramics, and innovative mechanical design concepts.
A brief aerodynamic description of the two stage axial flow power turbine for
nonconcentrlc engine configuration, discussion of the various technology areas
that wlll contribute toward the achievement of the SECT year 2000 turbine
efficiency goals, and a description of the various turbine aero key technology
programs are presented in the following sections.
4
Power Turbine Descriptio 0
P
The power turbine for the selected SECT engine tsa two stage axial flow de-
sign. The aerodynamic design point for the power turbine Is tabulated below:
o inlet equivalent flow rate, I¢/ecrel6
o total/total expansion ratio, ReTT
o overall equivalent work, &h/err
o rotational speed, N
o total/total efftc!ency, nTT
1.31 lbm/sec
S'.S
45.6 Btu/lbm
44550 rpm
• go. 7%
The power turbine has an average stage load coefficient (gO&h/Um2) of 1.62
_and an average flowcoefflclent (VxlU m) of 0.44, at aero design point
conditions. At thls same match point, the power turbine has an exlt Mach num_
ber of 0.42 and 19 degrees of exit swirl (measured from.axlal) In a direction
opposite to rotation. The last blade has an exlt AN 2 (annulus area x rota-
tional speed squared) value of 5.6 x I0I0 tn. 2 rpm 2 and hub/tlp diameter
ratio of 0.66. The power spllt ratio between the power turbine first and
second stage Is 51/49.
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Technology Areas
The efficiency levels demonstrated for large axtal floe turbines cannot be
maintained for the small size turbines identified in the SECT program. This
is due to the inability to maintain aerodynamic similarity in such parameters
as inlet turbulence level, endwall boundary layer thicknesses, and Reynolds
number. Fabrication constraints and manufacturing tolerances prohibit the
scaling of physical parameters such as airfoil thlckness/chord ratio, trailing
-_dge_cht_kness,-f441et-radtl,_blide _) c4ea_ances, _nd surface roughness. As
a consequence, small axial flow turbine bladtng generally has higher tratling
edge blockages, lower aspect ratios, higher maximum thickness/chord ratios,
and higher rtp clearance/blade height ratios than larger counterparts.
In order to identify the areas of technology that will provide the higher pay-
offs, an assessment of the various sources of loss was analytically determined
for the baseline SECT power turbine assuming current state-of-the-art design
technology. This study was conducted using the performance model of Kacker
and Okapuu. A breakdown of the turbine losses is illustrated in Figure 53.
The predominate source of aerodynamic inefficiency arises from secondary flow
losses (45%), followed by profile losses (25_) and shrouded blade tip clearance
(22%) losses. The magnitude of the various losses.in terms of a total pressure
loss coefficient (_) is shown in Figure 54. The cross-hatched area denotes
the goal reductlon in the various Ioss'mechanlsms to be achieved by the SECT
key technology programs. The attainment of these loss reductions will enable
the small axlai flow power turbine to meet the SECT goal efficiency.
Approach/Technology Plan
r
The proposed technology programs for the axial turbine are shown in Figure 55.
This serles of programs Includesboth experimental and analytical efforts.
These programs systematically address aero design conceptsthat offer high
potentlal for the reduction of secondary, profile, and tip clearance losses.
In addition, certain tasks will provide data for the critical verification of
3-D viscous flow analysis tools. A dlscusslon of each program follows.
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Vane Tip Endwall Mechanical Sculpturing
Stator endwall contour geometries that are axtsymmetrtc about the engine cen-
terltne have been experimentally shown to be an effective method of reducing
stator secondary flow losses. Stator tip contours of this description are
widely used tn modern HP turbines. Thts experimental program ts designed to
assess the benefits of stator ttp endwall contours tn the mertdtonal direction
that are not surfaces of revolution.
The approach tnvolves ftve basic phases tncludlng the following:
1. analytical
2. design and fabrication
3. stator annular cascade test
4. full stage test
5. data reduction and analysis
During the analytical phase, a currently available 3-D Invlscld code will be
revised to handle thepassage flow analysis for a stator_whose endwalls are
not surfaces of revolution. This model will be employed to evaluate candidate
contour configurations. The selected tip endwall contour wlll be incorporated
In the stator assembly of an existing small turbine rig.,
The initial test phase wlll involve the aero evaluation of this concept using
a full annular cascade. The:test plan wlll consist of radlal/clrcumferentlal
(r,e) surveys over abroad range of expansion ratios. On completion of the •
cascade test, the rotor assembly will be installed and complete stage perform-
ance mapping will be conducted. In addition, rotor exit (r,e) surveys wlll
be performed at selected overall expansion ratios. The data reduction and
analys!s phase Includes comparing the annular_ascade and full stage aero data
wlth available data featuring the use of conventional stator endwall contours
that are surfaces of revolution. This analysls procedure wlll Involve compar-
ing stator exlt loss contours and overaTl stage performance maps.
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Endwall Boundary Layer Control
Efficiency improvement is expected to result from stator endwall boundary layer
control. The work of Stewart and Hong (reported In NASA RME55Ell entitled
"Removal of Secondary-Flow Accommodations In a Two-Dlmenslonal Turbine Nozzle
Passage by Boundary Layer Bleed") shows that the removal of endwall secondary
flow produces an extremely clean flow field Into the downstream rotor. This
will have a favorable Impact on the vane blade Interatlon losses and allow the
rotor to operate more efficiently.
This experlmental program is designed to determine the aero losses associated
with the vane secondary flows by altering the character of the end-wall bound-
ary layer using bleed and blowing at selected locations. The approach to be
used in this program consists of five basic phases, including:
I. 2-D cascade evaluatlon of candidate endwall boundary layer bleed and blow
concepts
2. full annular cascade tests of boundary layer control geometries selected ,
from Phase 1
3. single stage turbine test to assess benefits of stator endwall bleed
4. two stage turbine test to measureperformance improvement using first
stage vane bleed in combination with second vane blowing
5. data reduction and analysis
In each of the test phases, a complete aerodynamic evaluation will" be performed
including the development of loss contour maps and turbine performance maps,
wherever appropriate, The two stage turblne rlg test will use the first vane
low momentum endwall bleed as a source of alr to energize the second vane end-
wall boundary layer. Thls unique concept will provide a more unlform flow
field Into both rotors.
optimized 3-D Blading
The availability of the 3-D viscous airfoil passage flow analysis will provide
the turbine aero designer wlth the ability to analytical]y assess the benefits
of nonconventional blading exhibltlng extensive 3-D passage geometries.
Furthermore, thls analysis model will lead to the optimum definition of the
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radial distributions of such aero parameters of stage work, reaction, and turn-
ing distribution. This approach Is contrasted with the current turbine design
methodology where the velocity diagrams are first generated and then airfoil
contours are designed to provide the defined vane/blade exlt flow field.
This experlmental program ts structured to demonstrate the efficiency improve-
ment that w111 be provided using a 3-D viscous flow analysis to define the com-
plete vane and blade passage geometry for a small turbine rlg. The approach Is
to employ an existing small turbine rlg that was designed using conventlonal
2-D design analysis tools as a baseline. The turbine rig will be redesigned
using 3-D viscous analysls tools to define the optimum vane and blade passage
(radlal dlstributlon of alrfoll throats and 3-D stacking). The redesigned tur-
bine wlll maintain the baseline turbine overall stage work and reaction. Thls
turbine wlll be fabricated and tested and Its performance compared to the base-
line design.
The major thrust of thls program Is to demonstrate the performance that will
be provided by the avallabillty of_an advanced 3-D viscous flow analysis model.
The improved understanding of the viscous flow losses_n a small axial flow
turbine will be paramount to the achlevement of SECT performance goals.
3-D Viscous Flow Model Verification Tests
Bench mark exPerlmental data wlll be required for the verification and upgrad-
ing of the subsonic and transonic 3-D viscous flow analysis. This effort Is
an extenslon of the workconducted at NASA Lewls by Seaholtz and Goldman, which
employed a constant section annular stator assembly with constant diameter hub
and tlp endwalls. The program approach Involves the design and fabrication of
a stator annular cascade that establlshes a strong 3-D flow field (nonconstant
section alrfoi1_ 3-D stack, and tlp endwa11 contouring). The test procedure
will Involve detalledstatlc pressure mapping along the vane and endwall sur-
faces. Vane-to-vane flow fleld veloclty measurements w111 be conducted at near
hub, mean, and tlp spanwlse locations for a series of selected chordal posi-
tions. This program will provide a valuable experimental data base for the
critlcal veriflcatlon of the airfoll passage 3-D, viscous flow analysls model.
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Surface Finish/Reynolds Number Effects
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This effort is structured to experimentally evaluate the effects of rotor blade
surface finish and Reynolds number on the small axial flow turbine stage ef-
ficiency. This program complements, and is a logical extension of, the work
conducted by Avco Lycomlng (ref 17). It is anticipated that the results re-
ported for the stator will be altered due to the different character of the
boundary layer in this alrfoil row. The test program will employ an existing
small axial turbine rig to assess the effects of rotor surface finish over a
broad range of inlet Reynolds numbers and overall expansion ratios. The pro-
posed test plan w111 evaluate a total of three surface finishes. Performance
mapping will be generated for each of four Inlet Reynolds numbers. These re-
sults will provide a valuable insight relative to the effects of surface finish
on the reduction of small rotor blade profile loss and how it is altered by
Reynolds number.
Optimized Vane and Blade Aero Loading Distributions
This program involves the analytical assessment of the impact of inlet turbu-
lence level and Reynolds number on the optimum vane and blade surface velocity
distributions. This task is an analytical extension of the work conducted ex-
perimentally under the NASA funded E3 effort (ref 18). The turbine airfoil
optimization program combines the followlng design modules with an
optimization algorlthm:
. .
o airfoil section generator
o 2-D invlscld blade-to-blade code
o airfoil surface boundary layer analysis
o alrfoll profile loss model
In general, the.optlmlzation procedure minimizes (maximizes) an objectlve pay-
off function to a number of constraints These constraints are formulated so
that the airfoll maintains the veIdclty trlangles and meets certain design
criteria. The reIevent criteria employed in this investigation will be the
minimization of the airfoil fuily mixed profileloss coefficient. The airfoil
optimization model will be exercised over a broad range of inlet Reynolds num-
bers and turbulence levels characte_Istlc of those encountered in small axial
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flow turbine stages. It Is anticipated these variables will have a significant
impact on the atrfotl optimum aerodynamic loadtng distribution and will comple-
ment the work conducted under NASA E3 (ref 18), which addressed higher Rey-
nolds numbers and lower tnlet turbulence levels.
Turbine Rig Technology
This program will verify the SECT efficiency goals for the two stage power tur-
bine to be incorporated In the selected nonconcentrlc engine. The technolo-
gies, derived from the above key technology programs, will be employed In the
aero design of thls advanced small axial flow turbine. The turbine will be
tested in an engine environment and wlll feature the use of a continuous, free
floating ceramic blade shroud, and ceramic vanes and blades.
Summary
The achievement of the SECT axial turbine efficiency goals will be realized
through a variety of technology advancements. A major portion of this efficl-
ency gain wlll be achieved through improved aerodynamics, as provided by key
technology programs, along with the advanced analytical techniques. Advance-
ments in other areas, such as material science, casting technology, and
ceramics, In conjunction wlth innovative mechanlcal design concepts, wlll con-
tribute toward meeting year 2000 efficlenCy goals.
RADIAL TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The low flow capacity requirements of a small hlghpressure ratlo englnewlth
acceptable speed requirements and corresponding stress levels lead to the se-
lectlon of radial inflow turbines. The radial turblne's hlgh work per stage
capablllty and reduced sensltlvlty to clearance effects, relative to a com-
parable designed axial stage g!ves thls conflguratlon the potential for
superior efficiency characterlstlcs. In terms of aerodynamic considerations,
reduced passage widths (small blade heights) are a strong driver for the
selection of a radial turbine.
Current technology in radial turbine design yields adlabat_c efficiency levels
shown in Figure 56. Goals set for technology programs are shown for both the
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low and high pressure turbines and reflect an efficiency improvement of 3.0%
over current technology.
The results of a loss breakdown study for the design point of the hlgh pres-
sure radlal turbine Is shown in Figure 57. The aerodynamic losses within the
stages may be broken down Into slx categories: vaneless space friction (wall
between vane and rotor), rotor incidence, windage (on hub), rotor clearance,
rotor, and vane. Rotor and vane losses comprise the two greatest losses and
are due to two major phenomenon: profile loss (or friction drag) and secondary
losses (due to secondary flows In passages). Rotor clearance losses are tar-
geted for a 0.3% point reduction by the advancements in clearance reduction
resulting from use of ceramics and improved design concepts.
Approach/Technology Plan
The technology plan designed to achieve these efficiency goals Is outllned in
Figure 58 and targets both aspects of the vane and rotor loss mechanisms. For
the purpose of technology advancement In the area of vane design, four design
parameters have been selected for assessment o_ their loss reducing potentla1.
Two parameters address proflle-losses and two parameters address secondary
losses. Hlthln the rotor, flow loss contrlbutors are less easily delineated.
In thls case, each of three programs w111 assess the loss reductlon potential
of improved analysls tools and selected design changes. Verification of this
improved design concept w111 be accomplished in a ceramic rotor and vane rig
test. The technology programs are discussed in the following sections.
Vane LOSS
The vane loss reduction programs have been structured as follows. An experl-
mental program will examine the effects of vane aspect ratio (passage width/
vane chord) and corner fillet radii on vane row loss levels. A set of rig
adapted hardware wlll be designed and fabricated to test at three passage
widths and three fillet radii separately and slmultaneously. Use of available
rlg hardware Is the preferred approach. The potential for improved efficiency
is 0.6 percentage points. Design philosophy based on ceramic technology will
be used in establishlng feaslbility of the range of radii and widths to be ex-
amined.
"i
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The second vane loss reduction program uses hardware of the first program with
additional components added to modulate inlet turbulence levels. In addition,
vane surface finish w111 be varied to determine proper design tradeoff rela-
tionshlps between losses and vane design. Three surface finish values and
three turbulence levels wlll be examined. Potentlal loss reduction is antici-
pated to be 0.4 percentage points.
Rotor Loss
The rotor loss reduction program uses two analytical studies, each backed by
experimental verification. Flow path contouring and 3-D flow analysis comprise
the two areas of emphasis. The flow path contouring or rotor hub sculpturing
study is aimed at analytically defining a hub contour that improves predicted
rotor aerodynamic performance with a simultaneous improvement in rotor llfe.
Quasi-3-D flow predlctlons will be made on three hub contures showing promise
In tailoring blade velocity profiles to exhibit low loss characteristics.
Rotor llfe predictions will be made for each design as well. Based on these
results, a fourth design wlll be assembled and slmilar'predlctlons made. The
potential loss reduction is anticipated to be 0.9 percentage points.
The second program will experimentally evaluate the aerodynamic performance of
the final design as determined in the previous program.- This program, as well
as the prevlous program, will be targeted to use the NASA Lewis Research Center
(LeRC) radial turblne rig under development._ A pressure instrumented test
rotor will be fabricated. Test data wlll be analyzed and compared to predicted
values. Informatlon derived wlll be available to formulate advanced rotor de-
sign methodology.
The third rotor loss reduction programapplles an advanced 3-D viscous flow-
analysis tool to a radlal turbine rotor. The 3-D method Is currently being
developed In-house. Verification of predictions madeusing this tool will be
greatly facllltated by using the data from the high temperature radial turbine-
program funded by NASA LeRC Contract NAS3-24230. Aero rlg data from the high-
ly instrumented but uncooled rotor fabricated In this program will be used to
verify predictions. Performance benefits derivable by the subsequent use oF
this code as a design tool are estlmated at 0.8 percentage points.
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Ceramic Turbine Program
Completion of the radial turbine technology programs will result in the ability
to design an advanced turbine using the resulting data bases and analytical
tools and will realize the goal efflclencles as identified in the effort re-
ported herein. The ceramic turbine verification program will include the de-
sign, fabrication, and hot rig test In an existing test rlg. The rlg is antic-
ipated to be one presently used in the ongoing AGT I00 program.
COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The inherent problem in small engine compressors is performance. The inability
of this class of small compressors to demonstrate the loading and efficiency
levels of larger compressors can be directly attributed to the nonscalablllty
of physical slze and the relative lack of sophistication in analytical tech-
niques to identify and quantlfyassoclated losses. However, the introduction
of advanced design concepts, improved computational analysis, and modern
materials/processes in the design and fabrication of small compressors is a
key to bridging this performance gap.
An overview of the trends in compressor technology portraying Allison Gas Tur-
bine state-of-the-art technology is shown in Figure 59, where polytroplc ef-
ficiency is plotted against corrected exit flow. Since mass flow rate and
PreSsure ratio determine the physical slze of the rear compressor section, exit
flow is a logical parameter to represent size.
°
Figure 59 Comprlses a sampling of axial, Centrlfugal, axlal-centrlfugal and
dual centrifugal compression systems. The larger axial compressors have demon-
strated polytroplc efflclencles 1.5-15% h)gher than advanced axlal-centrlfugals
and 2-3% higher thancentrlfugal compressors. This can be attrlb_ted to the
larger flow size and considerable experience and research investment In axial
compressors. Axlal compressors have been limited to larger flow size applica-
tions (above l Ibm/sec exit flow versus 0.I-0.3 Ibmlsec for centrifugals) to
avoid severe efficiency penalties associated with small exit blade heights.
A recent analytical study was conducted to investigate the areas of concern
and to determine the projections for efflclency potentlal in both large and
small compressors for theyear 2000. The results are presented in Figure 60.
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The improvements (aerodynamic and mechanical) for small and large compressors
are approximately 4.5% and 2% respectively. The results of this study are
further presented In Figure 59 where the year 2000 technology assessment is
compared to current state-of-the-art technology. The scope of the SECT com-
pressor program Is to demonstrate an increase In polytroplc efficiency of
4-4.5% from current levels In small engine compressors. The SECT goals will
be achieved by identifying hlgh payoff technologies for year 2000 small gas
turbine engine app11cations and by providing the appropriate technology plan.
SECT Compressor Design
For the current SECT study, based on mission studies for the representative
tilt-rotor application, the aerodynamic design point for the compressor is
given below:
corrected airflow Ibm/sec
pressure ratlo,Rct_ t
adiabatic efficiency, ntt%
polytroplc efficiency, np t_t _
exit Mach number
3.487
30:1
78.7
86.3
0.30
To meet these goals--very hlgh pressure ratio at a relatively low alrf!ow rate
and high efflclency levels--a four stage axial coupled to a slngle.stage cen-
trifugal was selected as the best configuration. The axlal/centrlfugal com-
pressor takes advantage of the higher efficiency potentlal In the axlal and
alleviates the penaltles due to reduced aft stage blade heights by employing a
centrifugal compressor. Table XXX summarlzes, some of the sallent aerodynamic
and geometric design features for the axlal compressor. These features are
compared to two advanced axlal compressors designed and experlmentally tested
within the last three years. The SECT compressor Is designed to produce a
pressure ratio Of 7:1 and an efficiencY of 85.1%, with adequatesurgemargln
at deslgn and slow speeds. The goal of thls design Is to evaluate 1oadlng
levels (diffusion factor) and |nlet tlp speeds that are reflective of blgger
flow size compressors, while reducing the losses normally associated with
lower airflow rates and blade heights. This willbe achieved with low aspect
ratio blading technqlogy for added Ioadlng/efflciency capabi1|ty, Improved
analytical techniques, and advanced deslgn concepts.
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TABLE XXX.
SECT-COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT DEMONSTRATED AXIAL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY,
LARGE
LBM INLET 26.24CORRECTED AIR FLOW SEC EXIT 4.57
PRESSURE RATIO 8.05
PRESSURE RATIO STAGE
NO. STAGES 6.0
_T-T 84.4
POLY 88,2
AVERAGE DIFFUSION FACTOR
COMP EXIT MN
INLET TIP SPEED--FT/SEC 1410.0
EXIT ROTOR HEIGHT--IN. 0.875
AVERAGE ASPECT RATIO 1.228
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
SMALL
3.91
1.424
3.35
4.0
84.6
87.0
1180.0
0.552
1.027
DESIGN GOAL
3.487
0.682
7.00
1.627 + (15-20%)
4.0
85.1
88.5
0.440
0.450
1436.0
0.270
0.750
|
The aerodynamic and geometric design features of the SECT centrlfugal compres-
sor are presented in Table XXXI. These features are compared to two experi-
mentally verified centrifugal compressors, large current technology, and small
(AGT) compressors. The SECT centrifugal is designed to produce a pressure ra-
tlo of 4.7 at 82.1% efficiency. The pressure ratio split between the axial and
centrifugal compressors, dlctatedby ax{al loading levels, and impeller tip
speeds and stress levels has indicated that for optimizing the specific speed
(for increased exit blade height) and performance potential of the centrifugal
compressor, increased rotational speed was desired. However, the increased
speed res.ulted in excesslve bore stress levels for the high pressure turbine
rotor at 2800°F RIT. Therefore, the desire for increased speed and reduced
turbinestress levels directed the sEcT compressor to a nonconcentrlc configu-
ration. From Table XXXI, It can be observed that the SECT goals require a 1.5%
improvement in efflciency wlth a 24% reduction in exit b|ade height, 26% in-
crease in tipspeed and 70%Increase in discharge temperature (all deterrents .
to performance) relative to the AGT. Improved analytical methods and design
concepts will be vital for improving the performahce potential of small centri-
fugal compressors. The following paragraphs examine the areas of technology
required for small engine compressors for the year 2000.
_7
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TABLE XXXl.
SECT-COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT DEMONSTRATED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT
TECHNOLOGY AGT DESIGN GOAL
LBM INLET 3.60 0.774 0.703CORRECTED AIR FLOW
SEC EXIT 1.096 0.190 0.183
PRESSURE RATIO 4.136 5.477 4.700
_T-T 85.6 80.70 82.10
TIPOLY 88.1 84.70 85.6
COMP EXIT M R 0.242 0.300
SPECIFIC SPEED, Ns 60.0 71.01
INLET HT 0.450 0.541
EXIT TIP SPEED--FT/SEC 1800.0 2260.0
CDT--°R 920.0 1568
EXIT AXIAL BLADE HEIGHT 0.406 0.218 0.165
BACK CURVATURE--DEG _50.0 50.0 47.5
Technology Areas
The major areas of concern contributing to small engine compressors not
achieving the performance levels demonstrated by large flow compressors are
small physlca! size, Innadequate analytl.cal skills to identify the loss
mechanisms, and the lack of experience and experimental date. This is partly
due to earlier-efforts In small compressors being directed primarily toward
the development of economlca| and rugged units, without much consideration for
improving efflcfency/loadlng potentlal. Thls discrepancy In performance can
be further explalned by the following: for a reduction In airflow rate, the
speed should be increased and all other physical parameters reduced by the
square root of the change l-n ai.rflow rate to maintain aerodynamic similarity.
However; because of manufacturing and structural limitations, |t Isnot pos-
.slble to scale certain physlcal parameters--thlckness, leading edge radius
(LER), and clearance'-appropriately. Sma]i size compressors are designed with
higher thickness/chord (T/C), leadlng edge radlus/chord (LER/c), and Mathnum-
ber to T/C ratios.- The Mach number levels in the compressor are malntained by-
scaling up the rotational speed. Clearance and tolerancs levels to blade con-
tour and surface roughness are not scalableand remaln similar to levels of
largercompressors. This combination results In increased losses in the pas-
sage and blade-row due to shock, profile, end-wall, boundary layer and clear-
ance. Hhile It may be _osslble to reduce the losses due to the above factors
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with improved mechanical design and manufacturing techniques, small engine
compressors have the inherent problem of low Reynolds number flows. Improve-
ments In this area can be achieved by understanding the phenomena of low
Reynolds number flow in a turbo-machinery blade row and developing analytical
tools for Implementation with advanced design concepts. Some concepts con-
sidered ltkely candidates are:
o airfoil sweep and lean optimization to reduce shock losses
o airfoil contouring to design velocity/diffusion controlled blading to
minimize shock losses and suction surface flow separation
o casing treatment--endwall treatment to energize boundary layer and enhance
part speed flow/efficiency lapse rates for improved stability
o design of 3-D diffuser vanes to account for highly sheared flows at dif-
fuser entrance region
o bleed/blow feature at diffuser throat for improved efficiency and stability
at slow speed
o clearance control/minimization over operating range of compressor by im-
proved mechanical design :
Axial Compressor Technology Plan
A discussion of the various component test programs_shown in Ftgure 61 fol-
lows. The approach was conceived as a systematic method to experimentally in-
vestigate thefactors Contributing to reduced loading capability and efficiency
levels of small engine :compressors. This series of tests will also create the
data base and experience necessary for the evaluation of analytical techniques
and desig n of high performance axial compressors. The acquired information
wtll notbe restricted to small compressor designs, but wtll also be beneficial
for improving the performance 0f large compressors.
Pedormance Evaluation of _ue Axial Compressor Scaling
Sincecertaln physical parameters ilmlt the scaling down of a compressor to
achleveaerodynamic similarity, this program proposes to test two aerodynami-
cally similar compressors by photographically scaling up a small size compres-
sor. The experimental data from the two compressors will deliver a direct
r
correlation of compressor performance versus Reynolds number changes.
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The approach taken wlll be to test an advanced small compressor wlth relatively
high loadlngs. Thls compressor will be scaled up to a higher flow size and
performance data obtained. Thls will give data comparison due to Reynolds
number changes associated wlth the two sets of hardware. Further testing will
be conducted to evaluate the performance of large-flow hardware at small-flow
Reynolds number to give Reynolds number effects on the same hardware. Advanced
experimental techniques and Instrumentatlon--laser veloclmetry--wlll be used to
fully evaluate the flow fields and quantify losses associated with low Reynolds
number compressors.
These tests wlll provide a data base for scaling effects in an axial compressor
for small axial design. These data will be an asset In calculating the effect
of compressor performances as a result of Reynolds number changes.
Cascade Testing Related to Small Size Axial Compressors
Cascade tests have been dlrected at developlng optimum blade shapes and blade
c
design more appllcable to large engine compressors. Recent requirements of
small compressors to sustain increased loading at increased tip speeds and Mach
numbers have necessitated the need for high thickness bladlng for high Math
number applications.
The proposed cascade test w111 be conducted on the scaled up hardware of a
small compressor cascade to evaluate the optlmum blade design to mlnlmlze
losses due to shock and assoclated blade proflle 1osses._ Veloclty controlled
(controlled dlffuslon)bladlng and lead!ng edge sweep effects w111 be Investi-
gated to control shock structure and reduce such.inefficlencles as boundary
layer growth, Suction surface separatlon, and endwall secondary flow effects.
The tests, conducted In large hardware, wlll ease the use of laser veloclmetry
to investigate the flow fleld and assess performance. By testing both large
and small hardware, data for Reynolds number, roughness, and tolerance effects
can be obtained and included in analytlcal predictive models.
The major thrust of this program will be to establish the improvements neces-
sary in analytlcal predictive techniques to account for the various factors
affecting the performance of high thlckness/chord, LER/chord blading in a hlgh
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Mach number environment. This will set the basis for a viable design method
for improving compressor performance.
Aerodynamics Concept Evaluation on Rotating Single Stage Axle Rig.
From previous experience, performance calculated from an isolated blade row,
as in a cascade, proved different when a similar blade row was in a rotating
stage environment. It is essential that the validity of the findings from
prior testing be obtained on a rotating stage where blade row interaction ef-
fects can be Included. The objective of this program will be to investigate
the effects of blade shape, surface roughness, and sweep effects on compressor
performance.
The approach taken would be to scale an existing small stage up in flow size
and conduct experimental test on the large hardware to evaluate the influence
of intrastage reaction--due to nonuniform inlet pressure and temperature pro-
files, wakes, and boundary layer blockage. The designs will include the con-
cepts contributing to improved performance as determined from previous experi-
mental cascade data. The resulting-benefits from the large hardware will be
verified on the small stage.
This wogram will set a valld basis for selection of advanced design concepts,
blade, shapes, and surface roughness for small size compressor design. The data
obtained from these tests w111 also establish the required guidelines in compu-
tationaltechniques for the design of-highly loaded small axial compressors to
verify efficiency and pressure ratlo capabilities reflective of larger flow
size compressors.
Multistage Axial Compressor Test Bed
A multistage axfal compressor test bed will be used to Verify aerodynamic de'
sign concepts and validate analytic techniques before initiating the destgK of .
.the actual SECT axial compressor. This will set the basis for a logtcal and
proven design methodology using advanced design concepts and detailed analyses
for high performance multistage compressors reflective of year 2000 technology.
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The approach taken in this program will be to use components of an existing ad-
vanced multistage axial compressor. Potential improvements in performance will
be investigated by perturbing the design to evaluate the individual effects of
low aspect ratio airfoils and endwall bladlng modifications-sweep, end bends.
Based on in-house experience, low aspect ratio bladlng has been employed to
enhance the performance of both large and small compressors. Low aspect ratio
airfoils have in addition, contributed to improved stability at design and
part speeds. These trends warrant the investigation of low aspect ratio air-
foils as a viable candidate in the design of the SECT axial compressor.
Earlier analyses on compressors have revealed that losses associated with
secondary flow are substantial and that work to reduce this phenomena is vital
for future compressor design. This is especially true in small flow compres-
sors that operate at much higher clearance/blade span ratios. This results in
more intense leakage flow patterns, endwall vortlcltles, and boundary layer
(blockage) growth. It is reasonable to assume that there are potential gains
to be made by desensitizing the design to these mechanisms. Casing (tip)
treatment over rotors has been a successful ploy to energize the boundary layer
and enhance surge margin potential at slow speed. Thls_as, however, been
. .
achieved at the expense of compressor efficiency as it was used purely as
diagnostic confirmation for redesign. By proper selection of the geometry of
tip treatment (slots versus holes, blade angled slots versus circumferential,
etc.), the :surge margin Improvements can be made with minimal efficiency re-
duction.
The multistage test bed will also be 'used to verify the benefits of airfoil
sweep and end-bends as an effective way Of reducing losses associated with the
endwall region. Airfoil sweephas shown potential for reducing 3-D shock
losses in high speed rotor flows. Stator end-bends, achieved by resetting tlve
stator airfoil closed in the vicinity of the endwalls, result in unloading the
endwall region with attendant reduction in losses assoclated with the boundary
layer. End-bends also serve to reduce the incidence levels and enhance surge
margin potentlal.
The results obtained from this program will be accounted for by the analytica
model and directly applied to the design of the SECT axial compressor.
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Radial Compressor Technology Plan
The proposed technology program for centrifugal compressors are shown in
Figure 62. A discussion of each program follows.
Flow Size Effects on Small Centrifugal Compressors
The main objective of this program Is to study low flow slzes--i.e. 0.] lb/sec
- 0.5 Ib/sec - to evaluate compressor performance and evolve/verlfy
computational techniques directly applicable for the design of the SECT
centrlfuga] compressor.
Based on previous experience, centrifugal compressors in different flow size
regimes demonstrate performance levels not consistent with Reynolds number
changes. This can be partly explained by the different configurations not be-
ing designed to consistent blade thicknesses and running clearances. The ap-
proach in this program will be to eliminate such inconsistencies by designing
two sets of hardware encompassing large and small'flow reglmes, testing of both
sets of hardware with advanced experlmental technFques--customlzed two-spot
veloclmetry. The derived data base'will provide for improvements in computa-
tional methods. Testing would include the effects of clearance and shroud
surface finish on compressor performance. The fully instrumented rlg allows
investigation of the entire flow field and nonscalablllty effects on perform-
ance to be included In the development of analytical models. This will be the
key to improve d performance potentlal in centrifugal compressors in both large
and small flow sizes.
Reynolds Number Effect on Small Centrifugal Comp_ssor Pe_ormance
The obJect!ve of this program ts to evaluate pure Reynolds number effect on
small flow size compressors consistent with the flow size study. This can be
eastly conducted as a contlnuatfon of the previous program.
The approach is to quantify Reynolds number effects on small size hardware from
flow size scale study by adapting Inlet ram capablllty to identify the re-
sulting changes-An loss mechanisms. Based upon the data, the necessary modifi-
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cations can be effected In analytlcal techniques, and similar tests on big
hardware determined. Testing will be conducted with extensive instrumentation.
The results of this program wlll allow the proper assessment of Reynolds number
in analytical models for the design of hlgh performance small centrifugal com-
pressors. The models evolved from thls program would not be confined to small
compressors, but centrifugal compressor design In general.
Impeller Leading Edge Blade Shape on Centrifugal Compressor Performance
Design of centrifugal Impellers has been confined to vertlcal leading edge Im-
pellers employing straight element sections. Recent work on swept-back leading
edges has revealed improvements in range for larger flow size compressors. In
axial compressors, velocity controlled alrfoils have been designed to contain
shock structures, enhancing performance potential. The objective In this pro-
gram Is to investigate the posslbillty of improved range and efficiency on
small compressors by incorporating advance design concepts.
7
The approach •would be to design and experlmentally evaluate a conventional Im-
peller and advanced impeller of equlvalentwork to investigate the potential
benefits of leadlng edge sweep and contoured blades Improved instrumentation
and experlmental technlques--advanced laser veloclmetry--will be employed to
calculate and understand the complex flow field within the blade row for In-
clusion of these concepts in analytlcal/computatlonal models. The _enefits
reallzed from leadlng edge and Impeller blade shapes may,be vital to the future
design of high performance centrlfugal compressors cequirlng Improved range •
and efficiency.
_ Investigate Passage Contouring for Improved Centrifugal Compressor
Performance and Clearance Tolerance
The design of centrifugal passages has been axlsymmetrIx and surfaces of revo-
lutlon. Since small slze compressor performance Is substantlally affected by
running clearance, the objective is to employ centrifugal passages of non-
axisymmetry and nonsurfaces of revolutlon to enhance efficiency and reduce
clearance sensitivity..This would involve the development of supporting
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analytical capability to design geometries and verification through experi-
mental evaluation. Any potential payoff associated with determining the opti-
mum controur of these surfaces would bridge the gap in performance (in small
compressors) and result in improved analyticallpredictive techniques for the
design of centrifugal compressors.
Advanced Diffuser System
The flow characteristics of the entrance region of the centrifugal compressor
is of vital importance to the overall performance and stability at design and
off-deslgn speeds. The flow Is highly sheared and viscous and enters the dif-
fuser leading edge wlth uneven pressure and temperature gradients. In spite
of this complex 3-D flow phenomena, the design of radial diffusers has been
2-D wedge-shaped vanes with no consideration given to the nonuniform/ties.
Since the selection of diffuser throat area--by accounting for aerodynamic
blockage due to the presence of boundary layers--and leading edge incidence
determines high speed flow capacity and slow speed stability, respectively,
potential benefits in the design of 3-D vanes were' customized for the inlet
flow conditions. The Incorporatlon of bleed/blowcapability for performance
enhancement, as evidenced in the improvements In range/flow regulation of
higher pressure ratio impellers by the Allison patented system of inducer
bleed, may be a desirable feature.
The approach in this program involves thorough investigation of the vaneless
space/dlffuser entry region of a design, including features such as 3-D vanes
and bleed/blow capability to quantlfy any potential payoffs. The data obtained
By Using advanced laser veloclmetry would create the data base for comparlsons
agalnst slmilar conventional diffuser designs, glve a better understanding of _
the flow phenomena, and qualify emloylng advanced design techniques. This
program would set the basis for the design of centrlfugal compression systems
with good slow speed flow/efflclency lapse rates without requiring the attend-
ant compromises in design performance.
Verification of Small Compressor Technology
The SECT compressor technology plan has been conceived as a systematlc means
of elevating the performance levels of small engine compressors as has been
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shown in Figures 61 and 62. The knowledge acquired from the compressor tech-
nology programs will be used to design and fabricate the SECT nonconcentric
compressor. This program will experimentally verify the design techniques and
goals of the program. In summary, the outcome of thls program will result in
the evolution of an advanced and viable design methodology for high perfor-
mance compressors satisfying the requirements of year 2000+ technology.
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS
The flow In small gas turbine engine compressors and turbines is dominated by
performance limiting 3-D viscous flow phenomena. Those phenomena include rap-
idly growing endwall boundary layers, secondary flows driven by strong cross-
stream pressure gradients, and significant tlp/leakage flows. In low aspect
ratio axial turbomachlnes, these flow features occupy a significant portion of
the airfoil span and, therefore, account for a major part of the overall total
pressure loss in these machines. In high pressure ratio centrifugal compres-
sors, performance can be further reduced by separated flow in the exducer.
In addition to the concern over the viscous flow phenomena and the impact on
performance, there has emerged over the last few years considerable interest
and concern about the unsteady flow interaction between rotating and stationary
blade rows and Itseffect on the tlme mean aerodynamic anB thermal characteris-
tics. These:unsteady phenomena Include potential flow interactions giving rise
to slgnlflcant pressure fluctuations on the airfoil surfaces and viscous inter-
actions resulting from the downstreamrow cutting the wakes shed from the up-
stream row. Experimental studies have shown that these time unsteady vane
bladeInteractlon effects are large and the resulting time mean aerodynamic
.and.heat transfer characteristics are considerably different from those of iso-
lated vane and blade rows. In small turbomachlnes, it Is llkely that these
interactive effects are magnified because of. the increased importance of end-
wall viscous flow phenomena.
Proposed Advanced Technology Effort
A series of three advanced technology programs that address the development
and qualificatlon of improved flow models for small compressors and turbines
is proposed. These programs are directed at the development of analyses with
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The objective of this Allison Gas Turb(ne Divison study was to identify high pay-
off technologies for year 2000 small gas turbine engines, and to provide a tech-
nology plan to guide research and technology efforts toward revolutionizing the
small gas turbine technology base. The goal of this effort was to define the
required technology to provide a 30% reduction in mission fuel burned, to reduce
direct operating cost by at least I0%, and to provide increased reliabiity and
durability :of the gas turbine propulsion system. The baseline established to
evaluate the year 2000 technology base was an eight-passenger co,merclal tilt--
rotor aircraft powered by a current technology Allison gas turbine engine.
Three basic engine cycles were studied: the simple cycle engine, a waste heat
recovery cycle, and a wave rotor engine cycle. For the simple cycle engine, two
general arrangements were considered: the tradit.ionai concentric spool arrange-
ment and a non-concentrlc spool arrangmeent; Both a regenerative and a recupers-
t-ive cycle were studied for the waste heat recovery cycle.
An extensive cycle optimization prOced_re wis performed for each configuration
under-study, using relativ e DOC as the figure-of-merit. .This allowed for selec-
tion of the.proper design max cycle temperature and cyc-le pressure ratio. Three
of the five optimum cycles (the non-concentric,, the recuperative and the regener-
ative engine cycles) were eva!uated for a typical tilt-rotor design flight-mis-
sion.. Result.s showed _hat all threeengines met the goal of at least 30% reduc.
tion in'fuel burned relative to the-defined baseline for the co_m_ercial tilt-rotor
-airCraft miss{on_ In Addition, the non-concentric, engine provided the greatest
reduction in DO'C with a 16.5% improvement_ " "
The technologies required for this_substantial _m_rovement were ranked in order
Of decreasing benefit.
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I. SUMMARY
The goals of this effort was to define the required technology to provide a
30% reduction in mission fuel burned, to reduce direct operating cost by at
least 10%, and to provide increased reliability and durability of the gas tur-
bine propulsion system. The baselfne established to evaluate the year 2000
technology base was an eight passenger comerctal tilt-rotor aircraft, cur-
rently in the preliminary design phase, powered by a current state-of-the-art
technology gas turbine engine.
Three basic engine cycles were studied: the slmple cycle engine, a waste heat
recovery cycle, and a wave rotor cycle. For the simple cycle, two general af-
rangements were considered: the traditional concentric spool arrangement and
a nonconcentrlc spool arrangement. Both regenerative and recuperative cycles
were studied for the waste heat recovery cycle.
An extensive cycleoptlmization proc.edure was performed for each configuration
studied, using relative direct-operating cost as the figure of merit. This
procedure allowed for selection of the proper design maximum cycle temperature
and cycle pressure ratio. -Nonconcentric, recuperative, and regenerative en-
gines were evaluatedfor a typlcal-tilt-rotor design _light_mlssion. Results
showed •that all three.englnes.me_ the:goal .of at •least 30%reduction in fuel
-burned relative to thebaseline engine for the commerclal tl]t-rotor aircraft
-mission. :-Thenonconcentric.englne provldedthe great estreduction in direc t
operating cost(DOC) witha 16.5_:Improvement. " ..
. o. . ; •
-.Five technologyareas require: reSearc_ effoct, to reallze the-fu1l Potential of
the nonconcentric engine concept-°fOr_the-year 2000.- In order of decreaslng
- . ... . . -.- o . ' . .
benefit relative to DOC reduction, the-areas are ceramlcs, tUrblnes, compres-
sors, combustors, and bearlngs. Inaddlt_on, Improvementsin:computational
fluld mechanlcs are -essentlal to properly analyze.the _low characCeristics in
smal I gas turbl ne components. .. • •
I-I
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II. INTRODUCTION
Small gas turbine engines are used tn a_tde'vartety_of_ppltcations. The suc-
cess of the next generation of small gas turbine engines in meeting these vari-
ous operational requirements wtll depend on development and application of new
technology. This technology will provide a significant reduction tn total cost
of ownership by reducing fuel burned, initial acquisition cost, and maintenance
costs. For example, fuel cost for small helicopter aircraft can represent as
much as one half of the engine cost of ownership.
Small engine components do not achieve the same level of operational efficiency
as those in larger engines, resulting In higher fuel consumption. Fuel con-
sumption and specific power can be improved by increasing overall pressure
ratio, turbine inlet temperature, and the level of component performance. As
pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature increase, sealing and cooling
problems create additional parasitic losses that erode the fundamental cycle
advantage. This is particularly true for small gas turbine engines where size
effects make sealing and coollng more difficult.
Hith the threat of increasing foreign competition in the small gas turbine en-
gine market, particularly for the 1000 horsepower class and below, aggressive
i
research and technology, programsareneeded to assure continued U.S. industry
competitiveness. For these reasOns Allison ts supportive of-NASA's Small En-
.gine Component Technology (SECT) program ` .
The SECT. studywas:sgonsoredbYtheNASALewls Research Center and U. S. Army
. o .
Aviation Research arid Technology Activlty-Propuislon Directorate.
The Objectlvesof the SECT study were: (I) toi-dentlfy the high payoff tech-
nologtes for the year 2000 small gas turbtne engine and (2) to provide a tech-
nology plan for guiding future research andtechnology efforts. This plan will
provide the advanced technology base needed to ens-ure the technical advantage
of U.S. manufacturers In the future small engine market
2-I
The work performed during the study contract was divided into four basic tasks,
as follows:
Task I:
Task If:
Task I/I:
Task IV:
Select mission evaluation procedures and assumptions
Evaluate engine configurations and cycles
Conduct an englne/alrcraft mission anaIysls to determine figures
of merit to rank technology needs
Prepare a plan to guide research and technology verification, com-
_ponent_and_sys_ems0_esearch,-and_eohno_ogy @r_g_ams
Alllson is interested in a11 baseline applications (rotorcraft, commuter, aux-
J11ary power unit (APU), and cruise misslle). However, a more productive pro-.
gram would result from studying a slngle application in great depth rather than
several applications in lesser depth. The rotorcraft application, specifically
the commerclal tilt-rotor applicatlon, using a hlgh-performance, high power/
weight turboshaft engine was selected for this study. Direct operating •cost
(DOC) was used as the overall figure of merit. This report presents the results
of this study.
.
.
°
. . _
.
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°.
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III. TASK I. SELECTION OF EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The evaluation proceduresand assumptions used inthe Small Engine Components
Technology (SECT) study are briefly described along with supporting information
concerning the source or applicable background Justification where appropriate.
Major topics to be presented are:
I
i
I
I
I
I
.I
I
I -
I
o aircraft/misslon requirements
o reference tilt-rotor aircraft characteristics
o direct operating cost model
o baseline engine description and scaling equations
o baseline engine mission results and trade factors
o environmental constraints
The SECT cycle selection and engine configuration evaluation required the deZi-
nition of mission requirements_ a reference aircraft, engine characteristics,
and an economic model for use In obtaining cost comparisons. These items were
integratedlnto the mission analysis computer program. Program input, major
calculation-routines, and output parameters for thls program are generalized
in the block diagram shown in Figure i.* = Misslon requlrements, along with air-
frame and engine characterlstIcs, are used in the englne/airframe sizing or
scaling routines to determine the eng!nelai_frame size combination that will
z
meet fixed mi.sslon requirements,!1.e., "rubber englne/rubber alrcraft" ap-
.proach_ The resuitant slzedalrcraftalong wi_b mlsslon fuel, d_stance, and
time data, plus Input economic Crlterla_.are then Used In the cost model to
obtain direct Operatlng cost(DOc) data. Total .englnelaircraft DOC was tie
selected figure of _eritfor-the SECT study.-.
AIRCRAFT/MISSION REQUIREMENTS -. -
The advanced hellcopter system selected for the SECT studies was based on a
tilt-rotor concept developed by Bell Helicopter.Textron, Inc. This concept
combines the best features of the helicopter and turboprop aircraft, i.e.,
helicopter takeoff and landing, safety and convenience, plus the advantages of
* Figures can be .found at the end of this report.
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turboprop cruise speed, low noise, and vibration. All of these qualities are
necessary to obtain favorable market projections for year 2000 rotorcraft ap-
pltcatlons.
The tilt-rotor mission requirements selected for this study effort are listed
be]ow:
o payload
o range
o cruise speed
o cruise altttude
eight passenger at 90.7 kg (200 lb) each
648 km (350 nauttcal mtles [nmt])
250 knots true air speed (KTAS)
6096 m (20,000 ft)
The goal was to establish a "generic" twin engine tilt-rotor aircraft in the
4536 kg (10,000 lb) gross weight class that would be in concert with the NASA
specified engine maximum power ltmtt of 1000 shaft horsepower (shp). This
vehicle class provides a spectrum of posstble mission applications including
corporate/executive, off-shore otl support, and medtcal evacuation. The Alli-
son market projectlon for this ciass tllt-rotor Is.1000 to 1200 aircraft over
a ten year period. Thls figure is s11ghtlyhlgher than a Bell projection of
750 to 900 aircraft-over a simllar ten year period. Using 1000. aircraft as an
-approximate average_and assumingone spare engine per aircraft provides a pro-
Jected engine market of3000 units. ..
- . . . . . . .
The deslgnmlsslon profile ishoWn.-In F!gure..2 Isconslstent Wlth alr traff)c
-control procedures _Ircraft capablllty, and reserve deflnltlon.sufficient for-_:
,. . . . _- . .
a rQtorcrafttransport concept.. The operatlngscenario presumes that,he se-
-lected tllt-rotoraircraft wll1: b-e f_own.ln the design mission durlng_he, ma--
-
_orlty of its use. The revenue mlsslon and_deslgnmlsslon are assumed to be
identical. :The englne[aircraft sizing-criteria used In thls study-were se-
lected to provide hover, one-englne-lnoPeratlve rate Of-c!Imb,.and cruise rate
of climb caPabllltles sufficient to meet selected deslgnoperatlngrequlrements
and to provide adequate margins of safetyIn the event-ofLengine failure. .--
These selected candidate sizing condltionslrequlrements are detailed in Table I.
Ii
4
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ENGINE/AIRCRAFT
i SIZING CONDmONHOVER- UT OF
GROUND EFFECT
OEI (2) RATE OF
I CUMB
CRUISE CEILING
RATE OF CUMB
I
!
!
TABLE I.
ENGINE/AIRCRAFT SIZING REQUIREMENTS
RATE OF
CLIMB-- AIRCRAFT ENGINE POWER ALTITUDE VELOCITY
M IMIN !FPM) WEIGHT SEt"rING M ((FT) _, KTAS
0 (0) DESIGN INTERMEDIATE 610 (2900) (I) 0
TOGW POWER (AEO)
46 (150) DESIGN 30 MINUTE 305 (1000) 75
TOGW POWER (OEI)
91 (300) ' INmAL MAXIMUM 6096 (20,000) 250
CRUISE CONTINUOUS
"WEIGHT _'POWER_AEO)
NOTES: (1) DEFINITION OF U.S, ARMY EUROPEAN DAY
(2) FAR PART 29/TRANSPOFIT CATEGORY ROTORCRAFTwTAKEOFF CATEGORY "A"
AEO--ALL ENGINES OPERATIVE
OEIwONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE
TOGW--TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
1
I
DEGREE
DAY ....
ISA + 10"C
ISA + 20"C
ISA
TIm.4ITI
I
J
l
I
I
1
I
l
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REFERENCE TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The vehicle selected for useIn the SECT studyeffort-ls an eight passenger
• . . . .
corporate/executive tilt-rotor aircra.ft configuration: General-characteristics
for this-vehlcle were provided.to Allison-Gas Turbine Division by Bell Heli.cop-
ter Textron,. inc._A three view drawing of the reference aircraft is shown in..
_Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a. typical-fuselage layout proposed-for the eight _as-
senger configuration along wi;thapproximate-dimensions and volume data. A sum-
mary of aircraft design-parametersis listed.in.Table II._ Component or group
weight breakdown-is provided in TabieIII. Figure 5 shows the nacelle layout
;
proposed for this vehicle and illustratesthe turboshaft engine placement with-
in the tilt-rotor nacelle, In this concept, the engine supplies'power to an
angle gearbox/rotor arrangement that can pivot about, the conversion axis shown
in Figure 5. The engine can also supplypowerto an interconnect driveshaft
that couples the two propulsion packages through a center gearbox located.in
the fuselage_wing carry-through area. This driveshaft is_normally unloaded.
and serves to synchronize thrust and rpm. However, in the event ofsingle
3-3
TABLE II..
REFERENCE AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS
TOGW
FUSELAGE
OIAMETER
LENGTH
ROTOR
NUMBER OF BLADES
_DIAMETER
DISK LOADING
ROTOR BLADES
BLADE TIP SPEED (HOVER)
BLADE TIP SPEED (CRUISE)
MEAN BLADE CHORD
BLADE LOADING COEF
WING
SW (REFERENCE WING AREA)
W/SW (WING LOADING)
ASPECT RATIO
SWEEP @ L.E.
AVG THICKNESS RATIO
TAPER RATIO
o
4772 kg (10,520 LIB)
1.6 m (5.4 FT)
9.9 m (32.S FT)
3
•R_06m_2.%17 FT)
60.93 kg/m' (12.48 LB/FT_
13,717 M/MIN (TS0 FPS)
11,120 M/MIN (608 FPS)
0.36 m (1.17 FT)
O.1935
40.9 m' (134.2 IT')
382.7 kg/m" (78.4 LB/F_)
8
-8 ° (SWEPT FWD)
24%
1.00
Vlml-lall
-
engine operation, this system
tionof both rotors.
- ..
• .
transfers power 1o maintain continued safe opera-
.- . • .
: °
Reference tilt-rotor (heliCopter mode) hoyer pQwer requirements are shown in
Figure 6. Cruise power requirements (airPlane mode), fOr3048 m (10,000 ft) '
and 6096 m (20,000 ft) are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
DIRECT OPERATING COST MODEL
Operating costs fall into two categories: direct cost and indirect cost. In-
direct costs are basically dependent on the particular service the operator is
offerfng, but the indirect costs nay also be dependent on the alrplane's char-
acteristics. The figure of merit to assess the relative benefit of gas turbine
3-4
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TABLE III.
SECT REFERENCE AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
• PROPULSION GROUP
(INCLUDES ROTOR GROUP AND DRIVE SYSTEM)
KILOGRAMS
(POUNDS)
11se (2M_)
WEIGHT FRACTION-%
(wTrroGw-%)
23.1
• STRUCTURES GROUP
• FIXED EQUIPMENT
MFG EMPTY WEIGHT
• USEFUL LOAD
OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT
• PAYLOAD
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT
• FUEL (USABLE)
TOGW
1100 (242s)
1044 (230s)
(7373)
22s (497)
3570 (7870)
726 (1600)
4296 (_47o)
476 (1050)
4772 (10,520)
23.1
21.8
70.1
4,7"
74.8
15.2
90,0
10.0
100,0
1Y.M-m_
4 • --
•technologies-will be based on direct oPerat!ng, cost which _nc_ludes maintenance:
L
burden for this study.. These costs are-calculated as • cost per. a.trplane nau-
-: tical mile (Cam); however, they:can_be-converted _s-follows:
• - .... L
'cost/seat nmi - Cam + number of passenger seats
cost/block.hr- Ca m x Vb _.
cost/flight hr - Cam x Vb x tblt f
where:
tb - block time--hr
.
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tf- flight time--hr = (T b - Tgm)
Vb . block speed--knots
For the computation of block speed, the following formula based on a zero wind
component was used:
Vb - D/(Tg m + Tv + Tcl + Tcr)
where:
D - mission range or stage length tn nautical miles
Tgm - ground maneuver time in hr (Includes engine start and warm-up
plus.engine shutdown allowances)
Tv -verttcal takeoff and landtng ttme--hr
Tcl - time to climb from 762 m (2500 ft) to cruise altttude--hr
Tcr - time at cruise altttude and veloctty--hr
Block fuel was computed from the following formula:
Fb - Fgm.+ Fv + Fcl + Fcr
where:
o
Fb - biockfuel_-Ib . " "
Fgm -.ground maneuver fuel (fuel requlred for eng)ne-start and warm-up
plus engl_e.shutdown)-'Ib "
-Fv = fuel requfred for vertlcal takeoffand landing a11owances--lb
Fcl = fuel to climb to cruise altttude--lb .-.
Fcr = fuel .consumed at cruise altitude and ve]gctty--lb ..
. o
The direct operating cost model used in the SECT.study was based, on. 1967 Air-
ltne Transport Association (ATA) methodology. The cost methodologies .and eco-
nomic "ground rules" used in the SECT modelare summarized in Table IV. The
fuel cost used to obtain engine trade factors (take off gross, weight [TOGH]
_nd DOC sensitivity to changes in engine characteristics) during the Task T
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TABLE IV,
DIRECT OPERATING COST MODEL (1985 ECONOMIC YEAR)
FUEL AND OIL
INSURANCE COST
DEPRECIATION
FLIGHT CREW COST
-_ 1967 ATA METHODOLOGY
I ENGINE MAINTENANCE !(DIRECT L BOR D PARTS)
I AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE I(DIRECT LABOR AND PARTS)
> 1967 ATA EQUATION FORMATWlTH
UPDATED CORRELATION FACTORS
BELL HELICOPTER-- EQUATION FORMAT
GATE HELICOPTER WITH UPDATED
CORRELATION FACTORS
GROUND RULES
• ECONOMIC BASE YEAR
• FUEL COST
• OIL COST
• INSURANCE RATE
• OEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
•SPARES
• UTILIZATION RATE
• MAINTENANCE BURDEN
• LABOR RATE
.-
1985
0.26 $/I (0.53 $1)(1.00 $/GAL [2.00 S/GALl)
6.24/$1 ($24/GAL)
12% OF ACQ COST PER YEAR
7 YEARS TO 25% RESIDUAL VALUE
AIRFRAME- 10% AIRFRAME ACO COST
ENGINE-- 15% ENGINE ACQ COST
1000 HR/YR (2000 HR/YR)
150%
• $15.00 PER MAINTENANCE MANHOURS
I
i
I
I
I
!
-:study effort was $0.3911
-system performance evaluations
$0.53/I ($2.O01gal.i foel cost
• . , , .
($I. 50/gal ..):in :-!gB5do11ars.
were completedusing
levels. : :
Engin e Acquisition Cost
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) costs
were developed using Allison material index
finished weighs. These
shp at sea level static
However, the•Task III-
$0.26/I($I..00/gaI.) and "
study enginesfor the turboshaft
factor methods applied to component
costs were determined for the unity size engine (lO00
standard day [SLSS], intermediate rated power [IRP])
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and scaled to the horsepower (hp) size necessary to meet the engine/aircraft
slze combination required for the design mission.
oE.cost.xs,0s
where: shp_ = ( x
shp - SLS, standard day, IRP horsepower
S - scaled engine slze
U - unity engine size
Engine acquisition cost was obtained from the following relationship:
Engine acqulsltlon cost = OEM cost x 1.5
Aircraft Acquisition Cost
The aircraft !ess engine acquisition cost for the scaled alrcraft/englne com-
blnation was obtained from Bell Hellcopter for the reference vehlcle. The cost
per pound for reference vehicle tS:
aircraft cost - ena_ne cost
mfg empty wt.- engine welght =-$362/p°und
Therefore: _ : -- :
. _- - - .
Aircraft cost (A/C) less engacq cost= (mfg_emPtywt - engine wt) x $362/pound
Engine Direct Maintenance Cost -
The ATA maintenance labor equations, which are functions of engine shaft power,
requiredadjustment to obtain correlation wtth Allison mat.ntenance-labor esti-
mates (manhours per flight hr). The adjustment factor was introduced to pro-
vide the influence of engine configuration differences, i.e., complexity, parts
-count, affd-component accessibility features on engine teardown time require-
ments. The ATA mai.ntenance material equations, which are functions of engine
fi
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OEM cost, provided good correlation wtth Allison maintenance material cost es-
timates (dollars per flight hr). Therefore, no adjustments were applied to
this set of equations.
Aircraft Less Engine Direct Maintenance Cost
The aircraft less engine maintenance costs were based on Bell Helicopter Tex-
tron, Inc. maintenance equations (Ref. l) supplied to Allison during the NASA-
Lewis sponsored Advanced General AvlatlonTurblne Englne'(GATE) studies com-
pleted In 1979. These equations were developed by Bell for use in predicting
conventional single rotor helicopter labor and material costs based on manufac-
turers empty weight less engine weight. An adjustment to these equations was
required ito obtain correlation with the maintenance cost level estimated by
Bell for the reference tilt-rotor aircraft used in the SECT study. This ad-
justment or bump factor was necessary to account for the added complexity of
the tilt-rotor, I.e., twin rotor/gearbox/englne propulsion packages plus the
interconnect drlve system, and to.lncorporate the effects of inflation from
the 1978 to 1985 time period.
BASELINE ENGINE DESCRIPTION AND SCALING EQUATIONS
q
En_ne Description " .
. The basel!Ine engine is derlVe d from aicurrefit technology engine. This SECT
baseline eng!nets itwo-spool,front-dri,ve,, centerline-concentric, free-
turbine, • !OOO-shpturboshaft englne, lt_Is-ldeslgned as alprl.mary propulsion :
..-unit for advanced_rotorcraft appllcatfons.
. .. . .
. .
The.gas generator spool Is comprlsed Of a_two2stage _centrlfugal2flow compressor
made of 6-4 titanium havlng-an overall @ressur_ r_tl.q of l-4:land driven by
two-stage, axlal-flow turbine .... _
The first and second-sta.geturbtne vanes are made of MAR-M509, the first-stage
blades are made of MAR M246, and all are alr cooled. The power turbine is com-
prised of two axial flow stages made of INCO 713, an output shaft made from ..
EMS-64500, and an Integral electromechanical phase displacement type torque
sensor. The power turbine airfoils are not cooled.
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The engine has an annular fold-back combustor having a Lamtlloy ®* transpira-
tion-cooled liner and ts made of INCO 718. It contains 16 alrblast fuel noz-
zles. Fuel Ismtxed wtth air .and burned tn the¢ombus,tor=toBrtng the tempera-
ture of the fuel/alr mixture (RIT) to 1204°C (2200°F).
The control system for thls engine uses a fu11-authorlty, dlgltal electronic
control and a unitized fuel handling system. Self-contalned electrical power
Is supplled by a hlgh-speed permanent magnet generator that provides electrical
power for ignition and electronlc central functions.
An engine accessory gearbox Is mounted on top of the engine and provides drive
pads for the engine fuel pump, permanedt magnet generator, hydraulic pump, and
starter/generator system. The accessory-gearboxalso incorporates the self-
contained engine lubrication system including the oll filter, cooler, pump,
and pressure regulatlng system.
L
Figure g shows the general arrangementdetails for thls engine wlth front and
side views along wlth major engine envelope dimensions. It also shows an inlet
air partlcle separator that was removed for the Subject tilt-rotor installation
(this unlt Is alrframe-mounted equipment).
.
Basic information regarding the:baseline engine Is 11sted In Table V. The
OEM's cost of $2.19,100 was used In Task I to develop englne/alrcraft sensitiv-
ity curves or trade factors. However; thls_OEM cost was reevaluated during
the Task/If study efforts and adjusted..to, the Cost indicated In Table V.
Standard day performance; plus englne cyc1edata summarles are listed in Table-
V/ for SLSS, for IRP,.and at 6096 m (20,000 ft)/250 KTAS; maxlmumcrulse Rower
conditions. ....
Study Engine Installation and Scaling
Installatlon assumptions used for the turboshaftstudy engines are as follows:
. .
o inlet recovery (PT21PTO) , 1.00
o aircraft bleed alr requirements - 0,0
-*Lamilloy Is a registered trademark of-the General Motors Corporation.
3-]0
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TABLE V.
BASELINE ENGINE (PD452-1) BASIC INFORMATION
1000 SHP AT SLSS, IRP
(1204°C [2200"1=]ROTOR INLET TEMPERATURE)
I AIRFLOW 2.58 kg/SEC) (5.69 LB/SEC)WEIGHT 115.67 kg (255 LB)
(POWER/WEIGHTRATIO = 3.9:1)
$219,100 --TASK I
$214,932"--TASK III
OEM COSTS
(1985 IX)LIARS)
I
I
i
i
* THIS OEM COST IS BASED ON 10,000 TOTAL ENGINE BUILD AT
A PRODUCTION RATE OF 80 ENGINES PER MONTH.
TE86-4878
!
I
I
I
I
I
11
I
II
ii
0 aircraft )ower extraction included in the tilt-rotor power polars
(Aircraft accessoriesare mounted
in the center gearbox assembly located
in the fuselage wing carry through.)
Performance, weight; anddimenslons were developed for unity size (iooo shaft
horsepower (shp) atSLSS, iRP)study engInes. Scallng equations were then used
to adjust :these engine characterlstics:t_the, horsepower, s!;ze necessary to meet
deslgn miss_on requlrements. The engine scaling equations used .In-the SECT
study are: . .. "._ - -
NS , Nu x
shpU
EXP
where:_
S
U
* scaled engine size
- unity engine size
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ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALITYJ TABLE VI.
BASELINE ENGINE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
SHP
SFC kg/HR-HP (LB/HR-HP)
RIT, °C ('IF)
COMPRESSOR INLET CORRECTED FLOW,
W_/0/6 kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
-o_COMPRESSOR PRESSURE'RATIO; Rc
COMPRESSOR ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY, qc
GASIFIER TURBINE EFFICIENCY, _IT
POWER TURBINE EFFICIENCY, "_r
CHARGEABLE TURBINE COOLING, % OF
COMPRESSOR INLET FLOW
LEAKAGE, % OF COMPRESSOR INLET FLOW
COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY, qe
COMBUSTOR A P/P
COMPRESSOR EXIT CORRECTED FLOW,
W q-_/_, kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
GASIFIER TURBINE INLET CORRECTED FLOW
W ¢Oe/_, kglSEC (LB/SEC)
POWER TURBINE INLET CORRECTED FLOW,
W q-Od_, kg/SEC (LB/SEC)
GASIFIER TURBINE GJAh/Um2
POWER TURBINE GJAIi/U,. 2
LP RPM
HP RPM
° : :
.SLSS/IRP
1000
0.204 (0.450)
1204 (22oo)
2.58 (5.69)
'44:1
78.4%
85.7%
88.5%
4.8%
1.17%
99%
3.(Wo
0.26 (0.57)
0.43 (0.94)
1.54 (3.4)
1.21
1.66
29277
48450
20W250 KTAS/
CRUISE
580
0.187 (0.412)
1116 (2040)
2.69 (5.92)
.14.9:1
77.3%
85.7%
88.6%
4.8%
1.17%
99%
3.0%
0.26 (.57)
.43 (0.94)
1;59 (3.5)
1.21
1.66
29277
47123
TE86-4879
Ul
-EXP - i":05 i f
EXP = 0,96 if
. . •: • .
shPstshp u > 1.0-
.
shPs/shp U _ .i 0
°
2)Dimensions (1inea.r) 3)Dimenslons (diameters)
shp S 0.4 shp S 0.5
LS . LU x ShPu DS - DI) x shPu
consumption (SFC)4)Specific fuel
SFCS . SFCu x adjustment factor (see Table Vii)
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TABLE VII.
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SFC SCALING VS. ENGINE SCALE FACTOR
ENGINE SCALE FACTOR
(SHPIt/SHPu)
1.1
1.0
0.9
.0.8
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
BASELINE ENGINE
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ENGINES
0.994 0.993
1.000 1.000
1.008 1.009
1.017 1.019
TE86-4880
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BASELINE ENGINE MISSION RESULTS AND TRADE FACTORS
Results from "flying" the previously presented baseline engine/referencetilt-
rotor aircraft in the Allison. Mission-Analysis Computer Program are shown in
Table VIII. This table Summarizes basic infoFmation resulting fFom the subject
engi.ne/aircraft combinati.on scaled to meet the SECT design mission require-
ments. Design }OGW, engine-horsepower size at IRP,.and rotor diameter are pro-
-vided i.n Table VIII... Rate .of _limbcapabilities are shown for each candidate
sizing condition. Shown _nparenthesis_arethe requlired rate of climb levels.-
The cri-tical-engine _slz-ingconditiohisshown to bethe 91.44 m/min (300 rpm)
rate of Climbat _ruise altitude and v_locity, i.e., cruise ceiling requir e.
ment.. " " .... -; "- ..... _ "
£
". . . - - ,
" z .
for_ t.he_
_esultant power loading, val-u.es-. PD452,_ipowered. tilt-rotor iircraft are
compared against.the SikorskylS76-helic.opter levels .in table IX for both all
.engines operative (AEO) and oneengine operative (OEI) conditions.
Table IX shows that.the tilt-rotor aircraft has a 60% higher power loading at
both AEO and OEI conditions. These high power loadings, relative to the $76
helicopter, will provide the tilt-rotor aircraft with significant safety mar-
gins and capabilities for use in V/STOL and hover operations (hover and'OEI
rate of climb capabilities versus required levels are shown in Table VIII).
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TABLE Vlll.
MISSION RESULTS (PD452-1 POWERED TILT-ROTOR)
FUEL COST = $0.39/I
UTILIZATION = 1000 HRS YR
TOGW
SkIP/ENGINE @ IRP SLSS
ROTOR DIAMETER
HOVER R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 2000 FT/0 KTAS/1SA + 10"C IRP-AEO
4559 kg (10,050 LB)
1010 HP
6.9 m (22.6 FT')
341 M/MIN (1120 FPM)
(0 M/MIN [0FPM] REQUIRED)
.OEI ROFC CAPABIUTY
@ 1000 FT/T5 KTAS/ISA + 20"C
30 MIN POWER - OEi
131 M/MIN (430 FPM)
(45.7 M/MIN [150FPM] REQUIRED)
CRUISE R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 20,000 FT/250 KTAS/1SA
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
TOTAL FUEL (MISSION + RESERVES)
BLOCK FUEL
TOTAL AIRCRAFT ACQ COST
ENGINE ACQ COST (ONE)
DOC
01 M/MIN (300 FPM)
(ENGINE SIZING PT)
501 kg (1104 LB)
347kg(7S4LB)
$2.96 MILUON
$331,700
1208 $JBLK HR 1E86-4881
TABLE IX. -
POWER LOADING COMPARISON (SEA LEVEL STATIC, STANDARD DAY CONDITIONS)
AIRCRAFT
ENGINE NO. "
TOGW, KG (LB).
SHP/ENGINE AT IRP, SLSS
POWER LOADING = SHP TOTAIJTOGW
&PL _(AEO CONDmON) .
SHP AT OEI (30 MIN) POWER, SLSS
POWER LOADING = SHP TOTAL/TQGW
&PL (OEI CONDmON)
2
S76
250-C30 (2)
4s72 (lO,SOo)
0.126
(BASE)
650-
0.063
(BASE)
TILT-ROTOR
PO4S2-1 (2)
4ss9 (lo,o50)
1010
0.201
_(+_)
1010
0.1oo
. (+6o%)
TE86-4882
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Table VIII also includes total fuel (design fuel tankage capacity) and block
fuel (mission fuel burned) data along with cost data from the DOC model.
A component or group weight breakdown Is shown in Table X for the scaled
PD452-1/tllt-rotor aircraft combination. The total base engine weight of 234
kg (515 Ib) included in the propulsion group represents only 5_ of the air-
craft TOGH and fuel weight of 501 kg (II04 Ib) represents only II% of the air-
craft TOGH,
Mission fuel usage data is shown in Table XI on a per mission phase basis and
on an engine power setting basis. These data indicate the crulse plus reserves
(45 minutes of continued cruise) at an approximate maximum continuous power"
setting level to be the !argest fu11-usage-requlrement (,433:kg,[955 Ib] or 87%
of the total fuel).
A breakdown of the six direct operating cost elements is shown in Table Xll
with respect to aircraft and engine costs These data Indicate. aircraft asso-
clated insurance and depreciation to be the two largest cost items and that
only 31% of thetotal DOC can be assoclatedwith or Influencedby engine char-
acter.lstics.
• • • 4
_" TABLE X,
• AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (PD,452,1 POWERED _L-T-ROTOR )
• .- KG (LB) WIEIGHT FFLACl'ION--% -
IN_OPULSl0N GROUP (INCLUDES ROTOR GROUP ."
AND DRIVE SYSTEM)
IrlTIUCTURES GROUP ...
FIXED EQUIPMENT
MFG eMPTY WEIGHT ,-
.USEFUL LOAD -:.
- OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT_
PAYLOAD
ZERO FUEL-WEIGHT
FUEL (USABLE)
TOGW
_- ,'_ . .-: " -."
4.
-. i_4o(2s_3)
1007 (2221).-
• .962 (2121)
31o9(_)
•_ •(492)
3345 ('/374)
(16oo)
40r,e (e947)
-so1 (1104)
4559 (10,0511"
i
2S.0
" 22.1 .
21;I
M.2
• 4.9
73.1
_.1S.9
N.0
11.0
100.0
TE86---4883
°
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TABLE Xl.
MISSION FUEL BREAKDOWN (PD452-1 POWERED TILT-ROTOR)
MISSION PHASE BASIS
START AND WARM-UP ALLOWANCE
I".O. AND "tRANSITION ALLOWANCE
CUMB @ 180 KEAS
CRUISE @ 20K/250 KTAS
TRANSITION ANO LAND ALLOWANCE
-_SHUT_X)WN .ALLOWANCE
RESERVE (45 MIN)
TOTAL
ENGINE POWER SETTING BASIS
INTERMEOIATE RATEO POWER
- MAX CONTINUOUS POWER
GROUND IDLE POWER
TOTAL
kg(LB) %
0.9 (2)
14 (32) 3
51 (113) 10
267 (588) 53
12 (27) 3
O,9 (2) _
IS4 (34o) 31
sol (11o4) lOO%
(145) 13
433 (955) 87
1.8 (4)
SOl (11o4) lOO'/.
o
Using the baseline enginepowered tilt-rotOr
fect of delta changes in the -followlng.engi.ne
IJOC.was obtained:
o engine specific fuel conlsumption(SFC)
-o engine .weight (NTJ - . . .....
o maxlmumengine I_nvelopelength.(LE) --
omaximUm engine envelope height (hE) " "
o engine OEM cost ($1shp)
aircraft as the baseline, the ef-
characteristics on both TOGN and
The results from-the subject calculatlons are presented
curves .shown In Figure lO and the DOC sensitivity curves
Inthe TOGN sensitivity
shun tn Figure ll.
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TABLE Xll.
DOC BREAKDOWN--$/BLK HR (PD452-1 POWERED TILT-ROTOR)
FUEL COST = $0.39/l--$1.50/GALLON
UTIUZATION = 1000 HR/YR
AIRCRAFT
FUEL AND OIL
"INSURANCE "27S '(23%)
AIRCRAFT MAINT 230 (19%)
ENGINE MAINT
DEPRECIATION 270 (22%)
FUGHTCREW . (S_)
TOTALS 838
(S9%)
TOTAL
+ ENGINE _ AJC + ENGINE
117 (10%) 117
-+"eo 'C'_) --_5
- 230
9+ (8%) 91
82 (7%) 352
+ 370 _ 1206
(31"/.) (100%)
TEII_
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
EmissionsControl Requirements
There ape no regulations to control exhaust emissions from small aircraft gas
-turbines, including rotorcraft engines, and none are expected in .the near fu-
ture. However, the International Civil Avlatlon Organlzatlon recommends the
control of fuel venting from all turbines regardless of size or application.
The likelihood of future emlsslons regulatlons depends on the following fac-
tors:
o environmental politlcs--partlcularly aircraft related issues
o size and growth of the source--size of rotorcraft fleet
o level of emissions control technology applied by engine manufacturers
3-17
Of the three factors stated, only the level of emissions control technology
can be directly influenced by the engine designs. It is Important to design
to the highest control levels economically practical s_nce it ts less llkely
that emissions control regulations will be promulgated for engines that include
these designs. The next step in emission reduction becomes extremely expen-
stve, and the cost of control, In terms of dollars per ton of pollutants re-
moved, becomes much greater than that required to control other sources of pol-
3ut_on..In addl±ton,_nai_craft _s_em _hatdoes not issue odors or vistble
smoke does not invite criticism and polttfcal action.
Allison has developed a htgh level of cost effective emissions control technol-
ogy that was used in the combustion system design of the SECT engines. This
technology was demonstrated on the Model 280-C] engine that was derived from
the GHA5OO/advanced technology demonstrator engine (ATDE) program. The emis-
sions control techniques used were:
o prechamber combustor
o optimized primary zone
o Lamllloy construction (transpiration cooling)
o air blast fuel nozzles
The emissions goals established for the SECT program are: fuel venttng emls-
stons (none allowed), smoke (not to exceed SN - 40), and gaseous emissions.
They are based on emissions test!ng of an engine that contained the control
techniques previously stated. Table XIII gtves the maxtmumgaseous emissions
allowable as a function of engine power setttng.
The units of gaseous pollutants emissions index (g/kg fuel) were chosen:to be
compatible with combustorcomponent and gas generator operational parameters.
These units ar_ more independent of the flnai engine cycle than units expressed
in specific emissions, i.e., g/kN hr' or g/kN of thrust.
II
U
Noise
Noise constraints for gas turbine powered rotorcraft occur at two levels, regu-
latory and pub]ic acceptance. The regulatory constraints contained in Federal
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TABLE XlII.
MAXIMUM GASEOUS EMISSIONS ALLOWABLE
ENGINE POWER SETTING
MAXIMUM
INTERMEDIATE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
"75% "MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
25% MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
IDLE
GASEOUS .EMISSIONS,-g/kg FUEL
CARBON NITROGEN
HYDROCARBONS MONOXIDE OXIDES
0.44 0.90 18.70
0.46 0.96 17.60
0.47 1.10 15.80
" "0_50 _1.20 12,6
0.63 2.90 8.40
7.10 68.0 3.70
TE86-4886
Air Regulation (FAR) Part 36 for rotary wing aircraft are expected to remain
in place in the year 2005 wlth a small decrement in the required noise levels.
Continuing opposition at the local level to the building of new heliports, how-
ever, results in strong incentive to produce rotorcraft that are more quiet
than required by FAR Part 36. The current NASA/industry cooperative rotorcraft
program should produce the technology required to reduce rotor noise. Acoustic
studies of helicopters in the current fleet show that the engine contributes
-to the aircraft noise signature and acts as a floor to limit the gains possible
by rotor noise reduction. An engine noise reduction, relative to current en-
gine levels, Is required to permit the full use of the technology being devel-
oped in the NASA/Industry program.
Based on Allison test experience, engines using the advanced cycles and tech-
nology embodied In the SECT program wll] generate noise signatures that are
lower than the signatures of current-engines.
3-19
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IV. TASK II. ENGINE CONFIGURATION AND CYCLE EVALUATION
Theprocedures-and assumptions t denttfted in,ask I,were_sed to select the
engine configurations and cycle conditions for Task III. The selection cri-
teria were chosen to place priority on direct operating cost of the reference
tilt-rotor aircraft as opposed to return on investment (ROI) or other economic
figures of merit.
Three basic engine cycles were examined during Task II: (1) an advanced simple
cycle, (2) a waste heat recovery cycle, and (3) a wave rotor cycle. For the
advanced simple cycle, two types of general arrangements were examined: the
traditlonal concentric gas turbine spoel arrangement and a nonconcentrlc spool
arrangement. For the waste heat recovery cycle, the regenerative and recupera-
tive approaches were studied.
GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS FOR YEAR 2000
Speclal problems exist for each engine component by the small size requirement
of this class of gas turbine engine, The following sections outline technology
enhancements for the year 2000 for small gas turbine engine that were assumed
for the cycle optimization study.
Compressor
Figure 12 shows the overall compressor polytroplc efficiency as a function of
exit corrected flow for the current state-of-the-art technology as well as that
projected for the year 2000. Several mechanlcal and aerodynamic improvements
are required ±o achleve this level of performance In small compressors, e.g.,
control clearances, surface roughness, manufacturlng tolerance, airfoil con-
tour, and secondary flow. Table XlV outllnes these expected performance im-
provements for small compressors.
Turbine
Figure 13 shows the axial turbine overall total/total adiabatic efficiency as
a function of inlet equlvalent flow rate for both current state-of-the-art
4-I
TABLE XIV.
SMALL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS.
• IMPROVED MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
• MULTI-ROW
• 3-DIMENSIONAL
• VISCOUS/QUASI-VISCOUS
• AXIAL COMPRESSOR
• CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
-- AIRFOIL CONTOUR
-- SWEEP, TILT, AND LEAN
OPTIMIZATION
-- END WALL TREATMENT
-- IMPELLER AIRFOIL/PASSAGE
CONTOUR
--CLEARANCE LOSS REDUCTION
-- DIFFUSER ENTRANCE REGION
OPTIMIZATION
-- SECONDARY DIFFUSER
OPTIMIZATION
VS85-II06
technology as well as that projected for the year 2000. Improvements in fabri-
cation methods, aerodynamic concepts, andanalytical modeling are needed to
achieve the projected level of performance in small axial turbines. Table XV
outlines these expected turbine technology advancements. Figure 14 shows the _
radial turbine performance goals for the Small Engine Component Technology
(SECT) study_
All cycle analysis assumed uncooled turbine configurations. This assumption
was necessary, especially in the high pressure turbine. The size and life re-
quirement of the high pressure (HP) turbine rotor prohibit introduction of
cooling passages. Therefore ceramics were selected as the material for tur-
bines.
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TABLE XV.
TURBINE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS.
• ADVANCED MATERIALS/FABRICATION METHODS
• HIGHER WHEEL SPEEDS/REDUCED STAGE LANDING
• REDUCED COOLING AIR REQUIREMENTS
• REDUCED BLOCKAGE/HIGHER ASPECT RATIOS
• LOWER THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO BLADING
• UNIFORM BLADING THROATS
• "_DVANCED"AIERODYNAMIC'_'ONCEPTS
• ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
• PASSAGE MERIDIONAL CONTOURING
• LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER,BLADING
• ADVANCED ANALYTICAL MODELS
• 3-D VANE/BLADE INTERACTION
• 3-D VISCOUS FLOW ANAI'YSIS
• OPTIMIZED AEROIHEAT TRANSFER BLADING
v,Ns-lm
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Combustor
The key technology advancement required for the combustor ts the achievement
of a lowpattern factor to permit operation at htgh turbine temperatures for
improved cycle efficiency. Agoal pattern factor of 0.t2, as defined by
(TMAx, rotor inlet temperature (RIT)/(RIT-CDT), has been established for year
2000 combustor technology. Other goals being addressed tnclude low smoke and
increased durability.
Materials
The main emphasis in materials development for gas turbines is toward high tem-
perature capability, low density, low cost fabrication, and improved corrosion/
erosion resistance. For the year 2000, two key materials emerge as the
4-3
requirement to significantly reduce the direct operating cost of the small gas
turbine engine becomes important. First ceramic composites in the high pres-
sure turbine rotor and stator will provide :the_pportuntty to.run _the engine
at higher turbine temperatures than engines in service today. A silicon car-
bide composite will have a 1649°C (3000°F) temperature capability by the year
2000. Secondly, to accommodate the higher compressor discharge temperatures
associated with going to much higher cycle pressure ratios, titanium aluminlde
(TijA1) will be needed for its temperature capability of 816"C (1500°F).
The additional benefit of Tt3A1 ts its low density (50_ density reduction
over superalloys) and ease of fabrication.
The selection of maximum turbine rotor inlet temperature (RIT) was based on
the following:
I •
1
For the ceramic radlal HP turbine rotor, the maximum a11owable surface
temperature was set at 13gg°c (2550°F). Based on the AGT 100 uncooled
ceramic radlal turbine heat transfer characteristics, the rate of
TM MAXITREL MAX " 0.g83. Therefore TRE L MAX , i424"C (2595"F).
Based on the SECT radial turbine designs, the ratio of TRE L MAxIRIT -
0.92?, RIT MAX of 1538°C (2800"F) was obtained.
The combustbr pattern factor assumed for the year 2000 technology is
0.12. For a static structure such as the HP turbine inlet vane, the
maximum allowable surface temperature was set at 1649°C (3000°F). For
the cycle pressure ratios considered, resulting max RIT is 1535°C
(279_°F).
Therefore, maximum RIT of 1538°C (2800°F) was selected.
Recuperator/Regenerator .
'T
'I
'I
'I
Recent advances in recuperatorlregenerator technology make it necessary to re-
examine the waste heat recovery cycle for the rotorcraft application. In the
area of recuperator technology, a nitride dispersed stainless Steel (NDS) is
available that has an g82°C (1800°F) temperature capability. NDS recuperators
can be fabricated at extremely low cost. Ceramics is another candidate mate-
rial for recuperators, offering higher temperature capability (1260"C [2300°F])
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than NDS. It is lighter than NDS but costs more to fabricate. This informa-
tion was provided by Air Research Manufacturing Company, Torrance, California.
They also-provided a _recuperatorparametr.tc._.tudynecessaryto. conduct the re-
cuperator cycle optimization during Task II.
Regenerator technology for the year 2000 consists of using a one-piece extruded
ceramic disk. This procedure minimizes cost and weight while providing high
strength for higher than normal cycle pressure operation. Low leakage seals
characterized by low thermal distortion are also Included in the design. This
design will allow the regenerative cycle to optimize at higher cycle pressure
ratios than conventlonal regenerative cycles, such as the advanced gas turbine
(AGT lO0) being developed by Allison.
Wave Rotor Engine
In this concept, the conventional high pressure spool in the simple cycle en-
glne is replaced by a wave pressure exchanger or Comprex system. The Comprex
assumes the function of a turbine-drlven compressorS(compressor-expander) with
a direct transfer of energy by impingement of the expanding gas on the air to
be compressed. Figure 15 illustrates the wave rotor cycle. The Comprex rotor
consists of straight axlal channels that are alternately exposed to segmented
ports open to the air or to the hot gases. Nonsteady flow is created by the
opening and closlng of the rotor channels as they pass over the ports and
blocked off portions of the stator. The rotor speed and rotor length must be
deflned-to coordlnate pressure wave passage time wlth port opening. The Com-
prex system is essentlally a flow swStchlng device and is not capable of pro-
duclng shaft power. It must be driven to overcome friction and windage losses.
Figure 16 shows a typlcal wave rotor configuration for gas turbine application.
The efficiency of the energy exchange Within the Comprex system is equivalent
to high grade radial turbomachlnery and is less sensitive to slzethan turbo_
machinery. The system is also amenable to speed changes with good efficiencies
and offers instantaneous load response.
The rotor is alternately exposed to hot and cool gases and the rotor material
assumes some average temperature, thereby allowlng combustor outlet tempera-
tures that are limited only by the static structure. Only a part of combustor
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discharge gas is used in the Comprex system. The remainder is bypassed and
diluted as required before entering the low pressure turbine.
CYCLE/CONFIGURATION EVALUATION
The methodology used to perform the cycle optimization study in Task II is
shown in Figure 17. The year 2000 technology base for small gas turbine en-
gines was used to calculate cycle performance for each engine configuration
under study. 'H1thln each cycle-matrlx,"one_ycle'was-'selected_as a-prelimlnary
design point cycle to calculate engine weight, cost, and dimension. From that
preliminary design point cycle, weight, cost, and dimension for the other cy-
cles in the matrix were obtained analytically as described in Task I of this
report. Using the trade factors developed during Task I, sensitivities to di-
rect operating cost were developed for each cycle in a given matrix. This
technique was used to select the cycle (RIT, Rc combination) for each config-
uration that gave the minimum relative direct operating cost (DOC).
Each cycle was scaled to produce 1000 shaft horsepower (shp) at sea level
static (SLS) conditions. All cycle analysis assumed uncooled turbine config-
urations with maximum TRIT of 2800°F. Total cycle leakage was scaled as a
function of cycle pressure ratio and engine
flow size. Specifically:
1/2
RC SECT) HA BASE)SECT leakage base leakage x x
" " (Rc BASE (HA SECT
where the base values are those from the baseline advanced technology turbo-
shaft engine. The leakages areexpressed as a percentage of total compressor
inlet flow. The regenerator and recuperator systems were designed at the tilt-
rotor mission cruise flight condition (6096 m/250 knots true airspeed (KTAS)
[20,000 ft/250 KTAS]) for Optimum Performance_ Results of the cycle study for
the concentric, nonconcentrlc, recuperative, regenerative, and wave rotor
engine cycles are presented in the following sections.
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Concentric Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Evaluation
For the concentric component arrangement of the simple cycle engine, pressure
ratios from 15 to 25 were investigated wtth turbine rotor-Inlet-temperatures
from 2200°F to 2800°F. Overall pressure ratios greater than 25 were not con-
stdered. Design analysts of the concentric engtne Indicated that the bore
stress in a HP turbine was prohtblttve for pressure rattos greater than 25.
Figure 18 shows the parametric cycle analysts for the concentric engine for
the range of cycle parameters investigated. Thts chart Illustrates the trends
in specific fuel consumption and spectfic horsepower as a functton of turbine
temperature and pressure ratio. The weight and cost sensitivities were applied
to generate the DOC trends shown tn Figure lg. The minimum DOC is shown to
occur at an overall pressure ratio of 25:1 and 2800°F RIT for the concentric
cycle.
Engine Configuration
The concentric engine general arrangementts shown tn Figure 20. The features
are summarized asfollows:
|
o removable top-mounted accessorygearbox module
o an aluminum tnlet support
o a four-stage axtal 8.33:1 low pressure (LP) compressor
o a gas generator incorporating wtth -
- a centrifugal flow 3:1 compressor (dual IMI Tt)
- a parallel wall radial vaned diffuser (TtA1)
- reverse flow annular combustor made from ceramic (SIC/SIC)
- radial tnflow gastfter turblne (SIC/SiC)
o removable slngle-stage axial uncooled low pressure (LP) turbine (Ti3A1)
o removable two-stage axial uncooled free shaft power turbine (TtA1) module
o full authority adaptive digital control
o self-contained fuel and lubrication systems
o engine monitoring system (EMS)
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Output shaft speed is 40,000 rpm rotating counterclockwise as viewed from the
aft end of the engine. The engine configuration provides an advanced design
wlth low llfe cycle costs, high _e]iabil.ity,.h_gh..surviv_bility,.and excellent
maintainability for the tilt-rotor aircraft missions. A description of each
component follows.
Gearbox--The accessory gearbox Is designed to mount on the top of the engine
for improved maintainability and can be removed wlth a11 accessories in place
and without disturbing any other engine module. This module incorporates an
Integral oll system and provides drive pads for both engine and aircraft ac-
cessories.
Inlet support--The inlet support is cast alumlnum and forms the major forward
engine support case. This casting provides the flow path for engine air enter-
ing the flrst-stage axial LP compressor and Is antl-lced with scavenge oii.
Centrlfugai Impeller--The compressor is designed to meet the conditions at the
SLS match point. The static structure and the Impeller are made from low ther-
mal expansion titanium to malntain close clearance control. An abradable ero-
sion resistant coating of flame sprayed aluminum-sillcon applied over chromium
carbide Is used On the shrouds to allow tight clearances wlth rub protection.
The compressor represents a low technical rlsk engine component.
J
|
B
@
D
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Combustion system--The combustion system Is a durable, high performance, re-
verse flow annular design that uses a machined outer casing, ceramic transition
]_ner, and piloted alr blast fuel injector. Thls combustor meets all require-
ments of the tilt-rotor aircraft mission. A reverse flow feature provides the
shortest possible coupling between the compressor and the gasifier turbine _th
resultlng benefits In shaft dynamlcs and engine rigidity.
Radial Inflow gaslfler turblne--The gasifler turbine rotor Is expected to oper-
ate In a more severe thermal environment and at higher Speeds than any previ-
ously tested at Allison. The analysis of thls rotor Is an extension of the
ceramic rotor experience gained from the Advanced Gas Turbine Program.
Single-stage axial LP turbine--The LP turbine Is based on a current technology
turbine with slightly more severe thermal and speed operating conditions.
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Blade stress and vibration characteristics are moderately above the existing
engines. The material change to single crystal minimizes the required cooling
flow and .provides an increased _emperature,margln.
Power turbine--The two-stage axial power turbine is based on a current technol-
ogy power turbine. The configuration incorporates advanced materials to elimi-
nate cooling. The power turbine rotates counterclockwise when viewed from the
rear and opposite the gas generator direction to provide optimum efficiency
and reduced weight.
Nonconcentric Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Evaluation
¢
Moving the HP spool out in the nonconcentrlc type configuration eliminates the
requirement to pass shafting through the center of the high pressure rotor.
By ellmlnating the bore stress problem, overall pressure ratios up to 40:I
could be Considered for this configuration. The maxlmum HP turblne_rotor-
inlet-temperature was again limited to 2800°F.
Figure 21 shows the parametric cycle analysis for the nonconcentrlc engine for
overall pressure ratios of 25 to40 and turbine rotor-lnlet-temperatures rang-
ing from 2200°F to 2BOO°F. This illustrates the trends of specific fuel con-
sumption and specific horsepower as a function of the cycle parameters. Figure
22 illustratesthe DOC trends of the nonconcentrlc cycle as a function of Rc
and RIT. This shows the optlmum cycle to be at a 30:I overall pressure ratio
and 2800°F RIT.
Engine Configuration
The nonConcentrlc engine is a three-spoo1turboshaft engine concept that offers
the capability of achieving a slgnlflcant reductlon In speciflc fuel consump=
tlon (SFC) and cost and an increase in power-to-welght ratlocompared to cur-
rent Allison engines. The nonconcentrlc turbine engine achieves the reduced
fuel consumption by combining high cycle pressure ratio and high turbine RIT
in a three-spool configuration. The arrangement differs from the conventional
two-spool engine by the addition of a third spool, which is mounted off axls
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and aligned parallel to the other two spools. Advantages are improved compres-
sor performance and surge margin, smaller diameter flow path, reduced seal and
.bearing diameters, elimination of bore stress problems, and a stmpler accessory
gear arrangement. The nonconcentrtc engine general arrangement, as shown in
Figure 23 ts a result of studies designed to meet the optimum performance con-
straints whtle minimizing the duct pressure losses and engine heat rejection.
The power shaft is inside the LP shaft with the output connection located at
the engine front.
Recuperator Engine Cycle Evaluation
Cycle Analysis
A comprehensive parametric study was made to select the optimum recuperator
engine combination. The following parameters were considered:
o engine
- compresslon ratio, Rc--6, 10, 14
- turbine rotor tnlet temperature, RIT--1204°C, 1371°C, 1538°C (2200°F,
2500°F, 2800°F)
o recuperator
- effectiveness, E%--60, 70, 80
- total pressure drop, &PIP/.-- 6, 8, lO
- plate andfin spacing, thickness, and offset
- tube size, spacing, and dimpling
- number of passes--air and gas
- cross and counterflow
- materlals--metal and ceramic
- number and arrangement of modules _
- size, Weight, and cost
A total of 45 engine cycles were selected for analysis from the 81 possible
combinations of the above parameters. Figure 24 shows a typical parametric
analysis plot for the recuperative engine cycle. This trend of specific fuel
consumption and specific horsepower as a function of cycle Rc and RIT is for a
recuperator having a design effectiveness of 60%, and a total pressure drop of
10%.
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Recuperator Configuration Analysi_
_-_/¸ , ......
Allison selected the matrix of Rc, RIT, E, and &P/P for t,nvesttgat_on.
AiResearch was chosen, because of their extensive experience, to select appro-
priate heat transfer surfaces and flow arrangements and to calculate sizes re-
quired. A description of the procedure for selecting the optimum recuperator
engine combination follows.
Configuration
AIResearch selected offset rectangular heat transfer surfaces, shown In Figure
25, for all plate and fin analyses. This surface has the advantage of reducing
boundary layer to zero at each flnoffset and is generally acknowledged to be
one of the most compact available. AIResearch had optimized this type surface
for minimum core volume In a Garrett vehicular engine. AIResearch conducted
the optimization based on this type of surface. A thorough optimization of the
above plate and fin dimensions for DOC was not conducted. A comparison of mod-
ified plate and fln dimensions was made at 10:1 engine compression ratio and
1538°C (2800°F) RIT with a counterflow recuperator. At 60% E and 10% AP/P
reductions of 22-25% in cost, 8-12% in weight and _-26% in length for the same
overall recuperator diameter were obtalned by using slightly more fins/In, and
greater plate spacing on the gas side. The study to minimize DOC Was conducted
with the vehicular engine dimensions that were shown to produce minimum indi-
vidual core voiume but not minimum overall wrap up volume; All the fin dimen-
sions consldered were acceptable from a foullngstandpoint with Jet fuels. For
themetal cross'counterflow recuperators, AiResearch evaluated all their offset
fin conflgurations and narrowed the selection based on Welght and size. Alli-
son made the final selection based on DOC sensitivities.
AIResearch selected 0.32 cm (1/8 In.) diameter tubing as the smallest possible,
for Size and weight, without encounterlng laminar flow that would cause poor
heat transfer. Both In-llne and staggered tube arrangements were evaluated
along With Plain, rlng-dimpled, and splral-dlmp!ed tubes for inside boundary
layer disruption. In general, In'llne tubes provide smaller recuperator dlame-
_er but greater weight than staggered tubes. Dimpling provides lower weight
:;_ greater recuperator diameter. The best combination was selected for each
"9_ne Condition. Rlng dimples were not represented In the final selection.
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AIResearch selected the following flow configuration, surface, and material
combinations for comparison:
o two-pass cross-counterflow--metal tube and shell
o two-pass cross-counterflow--metal plate and fln
o counterflow--metal plate and fln
o counterflow--ceramlc plate and fin
AIResearch selected an annular arrangement of slx modules for all recuperator
types. Figures 26 and 27 show the arrangement of the metal plate and fln two-
pass cross-counterflow configuration. Six modules provide a convenient slze
for minimum cost of assembly, brazing, and ceramic firing operations. The an-
nular arrangement provides a minimum weight means of channellng exhaust flow
with circular shell structures.
Materials, Cost, and Size
AiResearch recuperator material development Is underway and is expected to pro-
vide g82-1093°C (1800-2000°F) metal capabillty and 1260°C (2300°F) ceramic
capability by year 2000. The metal will be nltrlde dispersion strengthened 300
series staln]ess steel and the ceramic, silicon nitride. The tllt-rotor air-
craft and 648 km (350 nm) cruise mission selected would require only current
day chrome-moly steel for 704% (1300°F), Thls is due to the fact that the
engine is sized for cruise. It has a high 90% power setting as opposed to
other aircraft that might be sized for hover and cruise at 75% power. At 90%
.power, variable engine geometry can not be used to increase turbine outlet or
recuperator inlet temperature to high levels while maintaining maximum turbine
inlet temperature as could bedone at 75% power. This applicatlon cannot take
advantage of advanced hlgh temperature recuperator technology. Even so, low
density of the ceramlc materlal made it a close contender.
I
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AiResearch provided cost equations for the four types of recuperators based on
(1) the number of alr passage layers and plate area for the plate and fln de-
signs and (2) tube length and number of tubes for the tube and shell designs.
Allison derived sensitivity factors to describe the effect of relevant engine
and recuperator parameters on the tilt-rotor aircraft DOC. Figure 11 shows
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these sensitivity curves. The engine plus recuperator parameters affecting
DOC and their relative weight are as follows:
o specific fuel consumptlon (SFC)
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
46%
267.
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AtResearch sized about 50 recuperators of four types for 45 selected engine
thermodynamic cycles. Fifty values fop one recuperator dimension were se-
lected. The values of the other two dimensions were calculated to give the
specific effectiveness and pressure drop for each cycle. Different spltts be-
tween air and gas stde pressure drops resulted. Alltson used the sensitivity
curves for weight, length, and diameter on a partial basis to select the re-
cuperator with minimum DOC for each engine cycle. In general, the best size
was a recuperator wtth slightly more than minimum weight, but slightly shorter
and significantly less In diameter.
_lection of Recuperatorl_/pe
A recuperator type that provided mtntmum DOCwas selected for each of the 45
engine cycles. The types considered were:
o two-pass cross-counter flow--metal tube and shell
b two.pass cross-counterflow--metai plate and ftn
o counterflow--metal plate and fin
o counterflow--ceramtc plate and fin
The sensitivity curves were used to determine the effect of recuperator weight,
recuperator diameter (or height) engine pius recuperator length, and recupera-
tor cost on relative DOC.
Specific fuel consumption was omitted and partlal weight and cost for the re-
cuperator were justifled because comparisons of relative DOC were made for each
individual engine cycle. A comparison of the four recuperator types is shown
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in Table XVI for Rc of 14 and RIT of 1538"C (Z8OO°F). Comparisons are valid
line-by-line for selection of the best recuperator type because (1) partial of
weight and cost was used and (2) a new datum was assumed for each ltne (the
tube and shell ADOC). Lowest _DOCs are underlined and represented by the
most negative values of &DOC. Two-pass cross-counterflow (metal plate and
fin) configurations and counterflow (ceramic plate and fin) configurations were
selected for further evaluation. The tube and shell and counterflow (metal
plate and fin) configurations were not contenders and were eliminated from fur-
ther consideration.
Direct Operating Coat Evaluation for Cycle Selection
The recuperative engine cycle parameters were selected to provide the minimum
DOC. The sensitivity curves were used with complete values of:
o SFC
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
:t
Engine cost and weight were calculated ustng tnhouse equations wtth recuperator
costs from Garrett. Figures 2B through 30 show for a two pass crosscounter me-
tallic plate and fin recuperator the effect of engine compression ratio (Rc),
recuperator effectiveness (E), and recuperator total pressure drop (APtP) for
RIT of 1538"C (2800°F) on relative DOC. From these figures, minimum DOC is ob-
tained at Rc = 13, E = 64%; and &PIP = 10%. Engine cycles with the ceramic
counterflow recuperator were similarly compared and minimum DOC design was:ob-
talned at Rc =-14, E = 60%, and APIP = 10%.
Table XVII compares overall DOC ratios-and partial DOCs for each parameter for
the best two recuperators: two-pass cross-counterflow metal plate and fin, and
counterflowceramlc plate and fin. The metal recuperator has 1.4Z lower over-
all DOC. Based on DOC considerations, a metal two-pass recuperator was se-
lected. The ceramic recuperator excels only in weight, due to the lower den-
sity of ceramics. Therefore, the engine with two pass cross counterflow metal
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TABLE XVI
1538°C (2800°F) RIT ENGINES USING PARTIAL DOCS.
•TUBE AND •SHELL CERAMIC PLATE ANO FIN
TWO-PASS CROSS COUNTER COUNTER
AP/P WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC
KG CM CM KG CM CM
6 17.4 65.4 95.0 10,629 0.00 28.2 61.9 92.0 7,084 - 1.03
8 17.3 57.7 95.9 10,485 0.00 23.7 62.6 87.0 5,677 - 4.37
10 15.7 57.4 89.8 10,062 0.00 21.3 55.9 86.7 6,302 - 3.38
6 29.6 65.3 107.6 12,795 0.00 32.8 64.0 95.6 8,078 - 4.40
8 28.1 63.5 107.3 12,510 0.00 31.6 64.9 90.1 6,823 - 7.02
10 27.7 61.5 103.8 12,498 0.00 28.8 58.3 90.1 7,186 - 6.98
6 73.1 62.5 144.2 18,552 0.00 54.8 67.6 101.6 9,766 -10.00
8 '45:2 "70;9 _103.3 "T6,'260 "9_00 "47.0 _68.8 '95.2 -'.T;908 --_---__r
10 41:7 64.3 104.7 15,072 0.00 42.6 69.9 91.5 6,839 - 8.32
METALLIC PLATE AND FIN
_PIP
TWO-PASS CROSS COUNTER , COUNTER
WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ,_OOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST
KG CM CM KG CM CM
ADOC
6 36.7 65.4 90.8 3,487 - 2.53 52.0 67.5 85.8 5,811 7.26
8 35.3 58.9 84.4 3,087 - 3.79 44.3 60.9 95.9 6,342 5.24
10 32.6 59.7 82.0 2,889 - 3.42 40.3 56.3 90.4 5,573 4.25
6 52.8 68.1 90.3 3,495 - 6.05 68.4 64.3 98.7 6,807 1.66
8 50.4 60.6 83.1 2,857 - 7.31 57.7 63.2 99.5 7,090 0.50
10 48.3 68.9 87.3 3,110 -6.39 52.6 58.9 94.3 6,206 -1.92
6 95.5 67.4 66.7 3,529 - 11.68 95.9 67.9 104.0 7,984 - 7.41
6 93.8 62.7 82.1 3,119 _ 83.4 69.4 97.4 6,494
10 93.9 60.0 79.3 2,91! - 4.80 75.5 68.6 99.5 7,064 -2.53
TUBE AND SHELL
TWO-PASS CROSSCOUNTER COUNTER
Ap/p WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST AOOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST ADOC
LB IN. IN. LB IN. IN.
CERAMIC PLATE AND FIN
60 6 38.4 25.76 37.39 10,629 0.00 62.2 24.39 38.23 7,064 - 1.03
8 38.1 22.71 37.77 10,485 0.00 52.3 24.64 34.24 5,67"r - 4.37
10 34.6 22.60 35.34 10,062 0.00 47.0 22.00 34.12 6,302 - 3_i8
70 6 65.3 25.70 42.37 12,795 0.00 71.8 25.20 37.65 8,078 - 4.40
8 61.9 25.00 42.26 12,510 0.00 69.6 25.54 35.48 6,523 - 7.02
10 61.1 24.20 40.86 12,498 0.00 63.4 22.95 35.47 7,186 - 6.98
80 6 -161.2 24.6 56.77 16,552 0.00 120.9 25.62 29:99 9,768 -_
8" 99.7 27.9 40.69" 16,260 0.00 103.6 27.09 37.49 7,908 -7.84
10 91.9 25.3 41.21 15,072 0.00 93.9 27.53 35.04 8,839 - 8.32
II
II
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E _P/P
60 6
.8
10
70 6
8
10
80 6
8
10
METALLIC PLATE AND FIN
TWO-PASS CROSSCOUNTER COUNTER
WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST &DOC WEIGHT HEIGHT L COST _DOC
LB IN. IN. _ LB IN. IN.
81.0 25.76 35.75 3,487 - 2.53 114.6 26.57 37.70 5,811 7.26
T7.9 23.17 33.24 3,087 - 3.79 - 97.7 23.98 37.74 6,342 5.24
71.9 23.51 32.29 2,889 - 3.42 68.9 22.17 35.59 6,573 4.25
116.4 26.83 35.55 3,495 -_6.05 150.7 25.31 38.87 6,807 1.66
111.2 23Jl4 32.73 2,857 - 7.31 127.2 24.68 39.16 7,090 0.50
106.4 27.12 34.39 3,110 -6.39 116.3 23.17 37.12 6,206 -i.92
210.5 26.55 34.15 3,529 - 11.56 211.4 25.73 40.96 7,964 -7.41
206.7 24.68 32.33 3,119 _ 183.8 27.34 38.33 6,494 ---3_47
207.1 23.63 31.24 2,911 - 4.80 166.5 26.99 39.18 7,064 - 2.53
]DRI_AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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TABLE XVII.
RECUPERATIVE ENGINE COMPARISONmPLATE AND FIN RECUPERATORS.
CERAMIC
COUNTERFLOW
PART1AL ADOCS
SFC 1.41
COST-- S - 1.24
WEIGHT-- KG (LB)
LENGTH--CM (IN.)
DIAMETER--CM (IN)
TOTAL A DOC
.OVERALL DOC/DOC*
- 1.32(0.32)
(EQUAL)
METAL TWO-PASS
CROSS-COUNTERFLOW
1.41 J
-2.04 (BEST)
- 1.83 ( - 0.72) (BEST)
- 2.39 (- 0.94) (BEST) |
-3.52 (BEST)
..0.9648 .(BEST)
TE86-4895 t
plate and fin recuperator was selected. The general engine outline is shown
in Figure 31.
All recuperator and engine performance had been calculated and compared for
the cruise condition (6096 m [20,000 ft] altitude 250 knot) where the majority
of mission fuel is burned. It was necessary to calculate sea level performance
for the best engine and recuperator combination so that a mission analysis
could be made to calculate DOC. Allison supplied sea level engine cycle data
to AiResearch, which they used to calculate sea level recuperator performance.
Table XVIII shows the sea level and altitude performance details for the sel-
ected two-pass cross-counterflow metal plate and fin recuperator. Sea level
effectiveness and pressure drop are significantly lower because of increased
Reynolds number; however, only a smali portion of mission fuel is burned at
sea-level conditions.
Engine Configuration
The recuperative engine that is shown In Flgure 31 employs a six module metal
two pass cross-counterflow recuperator._ The core of each module is 28 cm (11.I
in.) long x 15 cm (6.1 in.) wide x 5 cm (2 in.) thick. Manifolding increases
overall length to 38 cm (15.1 in.). The six modules are arranged so that the
15 cm (6.1 in.) sides form a hexagon with 27 cm (I0.8 In.) inside diameter and
are surrounded by a 49 cm (19.4 in.) diameter exhaust duct. Total recuperator
|
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TABLE XVIII.
SEA LEVEL AND ALTITUDE RECUPERATOR PERFORMANCE TWO-PASS CROSS-COUNTERFLOW--METAL
PLATE AND FiN.
AIRFLOW
EACH OF
INLET e MODULES INLET OUTLET EFFEC-
PRESSURE KG/SEC TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TIVENESS
KG/CM_(PSIA) (LB/SEC) "C ('11=) "C ('IF) %
sO68m(20,000FT)
AIR 7.03 (100,0) 0.135 100._81 3_24(61e) S49 (1021) 80GAS 0._ (7.84) 0.141 _, i1_o) 497(r_s)
SEA LEVEL
AIR 13.7(1,4.2) o_-,(O.ml) _GAS .17 6.68) 0.258 0.5693) _ ) 631 (1168) s_s632 (1168)
ABSOLUTE
PRESSURE PRESSURE
DROP OROP RATIO
KG/CI_ (PSi) AP4D
0.31 ql4.=l 0,04380ORE.14 i1. . 283 CORE
0.0303 MANIFOLDS
0.1004 TOTAL
0,_7 18041 0.0414 CORE.02 0_35 151
0.0129 MAINFOLDS
0,0694 TOTAL
TE86-4896
wetght including ducttng is 35 kg (77 lb.). Material ls modified nttrtde dis-
persed type 321 stainless steel convoluted and brazed with 982"C (1800°F) capa-
bility. The cores consist of 20 air passage layers and 21 gas passage layers
interspersed. Exhaust gas makes One pass through the 5 cm (2 in.) dimension
whtle compressor discharge atr makes two passes through the 28 cm (11.1 in.)
dimension. This recuperator provides a thermal effectiveness of 60Z and a
pressure drop of IO'L at cruise.
The advanced technology recuperative engine features a two-shaft arrangement
that permits considerable freedom in the matching of loads of differing torque
versus speed characteristics to the same engine. --
The engine, which has modular construction, incorporates a radial inlet housing
integral with the accessory gearbox, a-two-stage a_lal compressor wlth variable
geometry, an impeller with radial diffuser, a single can combustor, a single-
stage axlal gaslfier turbine, a two-stage axlal free power turbine, a six mod-
ule metal two pass cross-counterflow recuperator, and an electronic fuel con-
trol system.
In summary, inlet air passes through a radial inlet to the axial-lmpeller com-
pressor. There It passes through varlable inlet guide vanes, which can be used
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to change engine airflow, and to an axial compressor and an impeller, where it
is compressed. The compressed air passes from the impeller through a parallel
wall radial vaned diffuser and Is collected by a TIAI scroll. The compressor
discharge alr makes two passes through the 28 cm (ll.l In.) dimension of the
recuperator core, where It Is heated, and exhaust gas makes one pass through
the 5 cm (2 In.) core. From the recuperator, the alr flows through an H-IBB
Lamllloy ®* combustor.
Fuel is mlxed wlth the alr andburned "Inthe combustor tobrlng the-tempera-
ture of the fuel/alr mixture to 1538°C (2800"F). The hot gases are collected
by an inlet scroll where the vanes direct the flow to the gaslfler turbine.
Sufficient power is extracted at this 1ocatlon to meet the requirements of the
HP compressor and the o11 pump system.
The discharge from the gasifler turbine Is directed through an interturblne
duct and vane arrangement at the power turbine. The vanes direct the gas flow
to the power turbine where power output Is extracted for various applications.
The flow from the power turbine is directed through the recuperator to the
exhaust.
Regenerative Engine Cycle Evaluation
kl
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Cycle Analysis
A comprehensive parametric study was' made _o select the optimum regenerator-
englne combination. Regenerator, as Used here_ refers to a rotating periodic-
type heat exchanger. The following parameters were considered:
o engine
o compression ratio, Rc--6, 8, lO, 12
oturblne rotor Inlet temperature, RIT--1204°C, 1371°C, 1538°C (2200°F,
2500°F, 2800°F)
*Lamllloy Is a registered trademark of the General Motors Corporation.
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o regenerator
o effectiveness, E'/,--60, 65, 70, 75, 80
o total pressure drop, AP/P'/,-- 6, 8, 9, )0, II, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20
o passage shape and size (hydraulic dtameter--D H)
o parameters--number of passages/In. 2 (H), surface area/unit volume (6),
passage hydraulic diameter (DH), wall thickness (S), and open area
fraction (o) all interrelated
o flow length (disk thickness)
o disk flow area and seal blockage area
o gas to airflow area split
o disk rotational speed
o heat transfer and friction coefficients
o number and arrangement of disks
o disk and seal materials
o size, weight, and cost
A total of 126 engine cycles were evaluated. F_gure 32 shows a typical para-
metrlc analysis plot for the regenerative engine-cycle. Thts trend of specific
fuel consumption and speclflc horsepower as a function of cycle Rc and RIT is
for a regenerator having a design effectiveness of 70_, and a total pressure
drop of 13_. A description of the procedure for selecting the optimum regener-
ator engine combination follows.
R_enerator Configuration Analysis
Configuration
Allison selected an extruded ceramic heat transfer matrix with equilateral
trtangula r passages formed by three sets of parallel walls Intersecting at
common points. Figure 33 is a photo of a stmtlar matrix. This triangular ma-
trix provides the strength required to resist radtally inward pressure loads.
An open area fractton of 0.715 was selected based on previous stress analysts
that •showed that such a matrlx would withstand the pressure loads (Ref 2).
Once the open area fraction has been selected, the relationship of four addi-
tional matrix variables is fixed, as shown in Table XIX_
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TABLE XIX.
HEAT TRANSFER MATRIX PROPERTIES FOR EQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR PASSAGES WITH OPEN AREA
FRACTION OF 0.715.
SURFACE HYDRAULIC PASSAGES WALL
VOLUME DIAMETER IN.' THICKNESS
b-F'r_/F'r , DHmlN. N u--IN.
800 0.O429 299 O.O079
900 0.0381 379 O.O07O
956* 0.0359 427 0.0066
1000 O.0343 468 O.OO63
1800" 0.0190 1500 0.0035
* SELECTED FOR TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT MINIMUM DOC
** TYPICAL SELECTION FOR GROUND APPLICATION FOR MINIMUM SPECIFIC
FUEL CONSUMPTION (SFC) TE86-4897
Surface-to-volume ratio was used as a primary variable in the heat transfer
calculations. Analytical values of the dimensionless Colburn heat transfer
factor (J)and Fanning friction factor (f), were used (Ref 3). These analyti-
cal values are Judged to be representative of the experimental values that have
been reported. As a function of Reynolds number (.Re) for fully developed lami-
nar flow, they are:
J x Re --3.51 - constant
f x Re - 13.333 - constant
The regenerator disk parameters were fixed based on prior experience. Open
areafraction was llmlted to a maximum of 0.715 for strength requirements. A
minimum workable disk flow length or thickness of 7.6 cm (3 in.) was chosen
because minimum length produces minimum disk volume and weight for a given
effectiveness and pressure drop. Higher values of surface-area-to-volume ratio
(B) compensate for shorter flow length. Gas-to-airflow area ratio was set at
1.2 to provide minimum specific fuel consumption. Disk rotational speed is 12
rpm.
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Hith the disk parameters fixed, regenerator sizing involved finding the com-
bination of surface-to-volume ratio (B) and disk diameter (D) required to ob-
tain the thermal effectiveness and pressure drop selected for each engine cy-
cle. Higher surface area Increases effectiveness and pressure drop whlle
larger dlsk diameter increases effectiveness and decreases pressure drop. An
a11owance of I% for engine internal duct pressure losses was included, based
on experience. Regenerators were sized for the 6096 m (20,000 ft) altltude,
250 knot cruise condition since most mission fuel was burned at that condition.
•,Re_jnolds_umber_ffects_t_t_4_ude,_ondtt4ons_equired4ower_values of surface
area to volume ratio and larger hydraulic diameter passages than those for sea
level appllcattons, as shown tn Table XIX.
Rotating regenerators employ double-sided seals on both sides of the disks with
a rubbing face seal on one side and a static leaf seal on the other. The seals
are exposed to full engine pressure ratio. Allowance for seal leakage must be
made In engine performance calculations. A seal leakage scaling equation,
based on an established engine leakage data base, was used. Thts equation ts
scaled based on disk diameter, engine pressure ratio, disk speed, and dtsk
thickness. The equation treats the rubbing wearface, static leaves,-and
carryover due to dtsk rotation separately. The equation ts as follows:
. °2o,. . O.,L, .
- Rcl Rc 1 Rc 1 Rc 1
wearface leaf Joints leaves carryover
where
L ,absolute leakage
D ,dlsk _lameter
Rc - compression ratio
N . dlsk speed
N -dtsk thickness
1 . base conditions
2 - new conditions
Two regenerator disks were selected to minimize engine length and height. Fig-
ure 34 shows how the disks contrlbute to englne length and height, yet provide
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a compact package. Smaller dtsk diameters, provided by the use of two dtsks,
allow the capability for a one ptece extrusion e11mtnattng cement _oints. Two
dlsks have the disadvantages of htgher leakage, wetght, and cost, whlch are
important factors and would mertt further study fn a detailed design.
Materials and Cost
Current regenerator materials are adequate for the crufse-stzed tilt-rotor atr-
_raft._ecausethls,appl4eatlon-does._not.,a|low._seof.J_t_h _egenerator_nlet
temperature. Regenerator tnlet temperature ts 769"C (1417"F) at the operating
crutse condition. The regenerator dtsk would be extruded alumtnum silicate,
whtch ts rated for 1093°C (2000°F) steady-state operation. The cold stde seal
would use a 0.06 thick 430S5 platform wtth attached Impregnated graphite
wearfaclng and Inco X750 seal leaves. The hot stde seal would use an 0.08
thtck Inco 625 platform wtth Impregnated graphtte rim wearface and plasma
sprayed nickel oxide-calcium fluoride crossarm wearface with L605 cobalt alloy
seal leaves. Regenerators wtth these materials have demonstrated good
durability at g82°C (1800°F) and 4:1 pressure ratto tn ground applications and
are expected to be adequate for the selected cruise temperature of 769°C
(1417°F) and 10:1 pressure ratto.
Cost estimates for several regenerator diameters were obtained from the dtsk
and seal vendors supplying current parts for A11tson engines. Curves were ob-
tained fromthe cost data to provide costs for al] sizes eva]uated. Allowance
was made for the proposed production rates. The sensitivity factors derived
|n Task Z descrtbe the effect of relevant engine and regenerator parameters on
the tilt-rotor atrcraft DOC. Flgure 11 shows these sensitivity curves. The
engtne and regenerator parameters affecting DO(: and their relative weights are
as follows:
o $FC 46%
o cost 26%
o wetght 12%
o length 9%
o height (or diameter) 7%
100%
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Direct Operating Coat Evaluation for Cycle _lection
The engine cycle was selected to provtde minimum DOC at the cruise condition.
The DOC sensitivity curves were used to obtain the separate factors for:
o SFC
o cost
o weight
o length
o height (or diameter)
These separate factors were summed to obtain an overall DOC factor for each
englne. Englne cost, weight, and length were calculated using Inhouse equa-
tions for turbomachlnery, gearbox, and accessories with regenerator values
added. Regenerator welght and cost included values for covers, drives, and
ductlng. Figures 35 through 37 show plots of DOC versus engine Rc, regenera-
tor effectiveness (E), and regenerator AP/P. These p)ots show that mlnlmum
DOC is obtained when Rc = g.5, E , 691L, and AP/P = 13¢. Calculations were
extended to _P/P , 20/. but showed no tendency to optimize. Reductions tn
regenerator weight with increasing pressure drop were-greater than the in-
creases In engine stze and weight necessary to maintain the required power.
These results merit further study. It was decided to llmlt the regenerator
pressure drop to 13% because the resulting axtal dtsk loads act agatnst the
cold side seal and result tn greater seal wear. The regenerator dlsks for the
selected engine were 15.72 tn. tn diameter. The. size of their cases relattve
to the engine ts shown tn Ftgure 34. Based on these considerations, the regen-
erative engine wtth Rc - 10, E- 70¢, and AP/P- 13_ was selected.
All regenerator and engine performances had_een calculated and compared for
the cruise condition (6096 m [20,000 ft] altltude, 250 knots) where the major-
Ity of mission fuel Is burned. It was necessary to calculate sea level perfor-
mance for the selected engine and regenerator combination so that a mission
analysis could be made to determine actual DOC. Table XX shows both the sea
level and altltude performance data for the selected regenerator. Sea level
effectlveness and pressure drop are lower than at altltude because of Increased
Reynolds number. However, only a small portion of mission fuel Is burned at
sea level conditions. The Reynolds number effect also accounts for the selec-
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tlon of passages wlth larger hydraulic diameter for altitude conditions as
opposed to ground applications as depicted in Table XIX. Leakages of 5.2% at
6096 m (20,000 ft) cruise and 5.5% at sea level 100% were calculated for the
selected regenerator-englne combination.
Engine Configuration
The regenerative engine shown In Figure 34 Is a two shaft engine. Alr passes
througha conventlonal Inlet'houslng through_rarlablein1_t-gulde_ranes and
then through an axlal/centrlfugal rotor, where It Is compressed. The com-
pressed alr passes from the Impeller through a parallel wall radial vaned
diffuser and Is collected by a TIAI scroll. The compressor discharge air then
passes through the hlgh pressure slde of either rotatlng ceramic regenerator
dlsk where It Is heated. From the regenerators, the air flows through an H-188
Lamilloy combustor.
Fuel ts mixed wlth the alr and burned In the combustor to bring the temperature
of the fuel/alr mixture to 1538"C (2800°F). The-hot gases are discharged into
a scroil where the vanes dlrect the flow to the gaslfler turbine. Sufficient
powerIs extracted at thls point by the gaslfler turblne to meet the require-
ments of the HP compressor and the engine and alrcraft accessories.
..:_ i:
"._
The dlscharge from the slngle-stage gaslfler turblne Is directed through an
Interturblne duct and vane arrangement_to the two-stage power turbine: The
vanes dlrect the flow to the power turbine where the power output for various
appll_ations Is extracted. The flow from the power turbine goes through the
low pressure slde of each of the regenerators to the exhaust.
The regeneratlve engine employs two rotating ceramic regenerator disks 40 cm
(15.7 In.) In diameter and 8 cm (3 In.) thick. The disks are extruded
alumlnum slllcate with 426 equllateral trlangular holes per square Inch and
0.02 cm (0.0066 In.) thick walls, resultlng In 0.715 open area. Each holehas
a 0.09 cm (0.036 In.) hydraulic diameter (inscribed circle). Regenerators op-
-timlzed for altitude operation require larger holes than those for sea level
operation where 0.05 cm (0.019 In.) hydraullc dlameter is common. Each dlsk
weighs 5.6 kg (12.4 Ib).
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TABLE XX.
SEA LEVEL AND ALTITUDE REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE CERAMIC TRIANGULAR PASSAGE MATRIX.
AIRFLOW
INLET EACH OF INLET OUTLET EFFEC-
PRESSURE 2 DISKS TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TIVENESS
KG/CM=(PSlA) (LB/SEC) "C ('1=) "C _ , %
O098m (20,000 FT)
AIR 5.16 (73.4) 0.47 (1.027) 259 (499) 617 (1142) 70.0
GAS 0.58 (8.2)4 0.48 (1.0598) 769 (1417) 447 (836)
SEA LEVEL--MAXIMUM
,oo,,4,.,)o,GAS 1.24 (17.7) 0.88 1
,ABSOLUTE
PRESSURE PRESSURE
DROP DROP RAllO
KG/M' (PSI) &P/P
64.66(0.0778) 0.0011
604.95 (0.9116) 0.1189
0.0100 DUCTS
0.130 TOTAL
3224(611) 80.40706.13 (to74b) o.oul
0.0100 DUCTS
0.0787 TOTAL
TE86-4898
Compressor discharge flow is directed through one sector of the disk and tur-
btne outflow through the remaining sector. The disk matrix absorbs heat from
the turbine outflow, carries it to the other sector by rotation, and gives it
up to the compressor discharge floe. The two flows are directed through the
disk and kept separated by seals running against the disk faces.
The seals have sheet metal substrateswlthattached graphite.and metal oxide
wear facings sealing against the rotating disk and metal foil static sea1-ing
lea_es sealing against the engine casing. A regene.rator leakage of 5.2% at
cruise-was used for the selected design. Thedisk is driven by a surrounding
rlng gear _oined to its outer diameter by a cast-ln-place elastomer.
The entire regenerator system Includlng aportionof engine case weight assign-
able to the .regenerator is 30.6 kg (67.4-Ib). The system provides a thermal
effectiveness of 70"L and pressure drop of 13% at cruise.
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Wave Rotor Engine Cycle Selection
For the wave rotor engine cycle, cycle pressure ratios from 15 to 45 were
studied along with turbine rotor-lnlet-temperatures from 2200°F to 2BOO°F.
Figure 38 shows the parametric cycle analysis trends of specific fuel consump-
tlon and specific horsepower for the range of cycle parameters invesltaged.
The optimum wave rotor cycle occurs at Rc - 38 and RIT . 2800°F, as shown in
Figure 3g.
A posslble arrangement of a wave rotor In-llne engine using the Comprex system
is shown schematlcally in Figure 40 and shown mechanically in Figure 41. The
wave rotor in-llne configuration provides an engine envelope that is stream-
lined and similar to an existing engine but somewhat longer and heavier with
the addition of the wave rotor components. Because of the asymmetric inlet
and outlet ductlng of the wave rotor, the In-line configuration is best suited
to centrifugal compressors and turbines where the swirl of the gases can be
used to extract the mass flow at discrete locations around the periphery of
the rotating components In ducts that can be matched to similar ducts on the
wave rotor. Locations of thetwo combustors within a streamlined envelope
configuration may be difficult because of the need to reroute air and combus-
tion gas around the wave rotor. In order to keep the Comprex system into a
compact conflguratlon, the following techniques have been employed:
o the two combustors are placed on the top and bottom of the Com_rex system
_to maintain relatlve short duct connections
o vaned diffusers are Used as the main technique for rapid diffusion of
existing flows to low velocities In order to shorten the connecting ducts
o the use of short turning distances permits compact ductlng arrangements
for _he wave rotor including the upstream and downstream inlets
The mechanical arrangement shows that air passes through the low pressure com-
pressor (axial and centrifugal made from rapid solidlficatlon technology(RST)
A] and TIAl forging, respectlvely) and the Comprex rotor (made from oxide dis-
persioned strengthened (ODS) Ni) before entering into the two combustors DO
and Dl at station 3. The combustor DO discharge gas (station 4) passes
through the Comprex and from there to the power turbine (made from TiAl) The
combustor Dl exit gas at station 5 (with dilution if required) passes through
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the low pressure turbine made from NI3AI (station 6) and Is mixed with the
Comprex discharge gas (station 7) before the power turbine (station 8).
The wave rotor engine ts unique because the stngle stage LP turbine does not
produce enough energy to drive the LP compressor under all operating condi-
tions. A spectal gearbox located at the engine front is designed to transfer
energy from the three-stage power turbine to the LP turbine for driving the LP
compressor.
ENGINE CYCLE/CONFIGURATION SELECTION
Table XXl compares the optimum cycles for each of the 5 configurations inves-
tigated. Each of these cycles was optimized uslng relatlve direct operating
cost as the figure of merit. A preliminary analysls was conducted to estab-
lish the feasibility of these flve configurations.
nrr--_(-F)
w V-e/a
CRUISE SIC"
WUOMT--KG (LO)
_ COST $
ADOC - %
TABLE XXL
SECToFnMuM CYCLECOtmPAnUW_N.
SAUUNE CONCBWn_C NOW¢OWC_m_aC
'14 _ 25 30
_:o4(-,_oo)Im (2soo) mo (_eo)
8.7 3.2 3.6
0.412 0,330 0.32?
11e(2m_ Be U24). U (13e)
214,_2 11 I,UI 123,780
BASE " 1M 16.3
RICUPERA_IWE REGENERATIVE WAVEROTOR
13 10 SO
lm (28oo) ls,_ (zeoo) lm ('am)
3.4 :L8 . 3.2
0.3_ _ 0._
lo6 (_z) lo= (=4) u-(lrr)
12¢eoo leo,_ ls4,om
14 lt6 11A
TE86-48"99
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The design analysls of the concentric engine indicated that the bore stress in
the ceramic HP turbine was prohlbltlve. Moving the HP spool out in the
nonconcentric type configuration eliminated the requirement to pass shafting
through the center of the high presure rotor, thus elimlnatlng the bore stress
problem.
A thorough analysls of the wave rotor type engine was not complete at the end
of Task If. The Inltlal investigation into the wave rotor indicated that the
shaft power output type was unsultable for gasturbine-applica_lonsbecause of
inherent low efficiency as compared to projected compressor efficiency for year
2000. On the other hand, the pressure exchanger type wave rotor (no shaft
power output) is mechanlcally complex due to the required flow split ahead of
the high pressure turbine. However, recent wave rotor analysis indicates that
the shaft power output device can be made at least as efficient as that pro-
_ected for year 2000 compressors, as i11ustrated in Figure 42. This figure
shows that for corrected exit flows less than 0.41 kg/sec (0.9 Ib/sec), the
efficiency potential of the wave rotor exceeds that of the compressor effi-
ciency assessment for year 2000. At least an addltlonal I% reduction in DOC
would be reallzed based on the projected improvement in wave rotor perfor-
mance. A more detalled study is required to fully assess the potential of
wave rotors for year 2000 gas turbine appllcatlons,
Based on these analyses, the nonconcentrlc engine, recuperative engine, and
regeneratlve engine were selected for system performance evaluation. The per-
formance, component selectlon, dlmensional data, for each selected configura-
tlon and reference englne are presented in Table XXII. Table xXIiA gives a
detailed weight and cost breakdown of thesethree selected configurations.
The engine cost and appropriate regenerator or recuperator costs are also
i
tabulated in Table XXIIA.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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TABLE XXII.
TASK III STUDY ENGINES--DEFINmON AND DATA SUMMARY
ENGINE
IDENTIFICATION
NO. SPOOLS
L.R COMPRESSOR
H.R COMPRESSOR
•H.R TURBINE
LP. TURBINE
POWER TURBINE
IRP AT SLSS
• Rs
• RIT, °C (°F)
• We, Kg,'SEC (LB/SEC)
• SHR HP 6.1 KM (20000')
MAX CRUISE AT
463 Km14R TAS (250 KTAS)
• SHP
• SFC
(3 SFC%)
WEIGHT, Kg (LB)
(3 WEIGHT, %)
MAX LENGTH, CM (IN.) +
MAX HEIGHT, CM (IN.)
TURB EXIT DIA, CM (IN.)
OEM COST, 1985 $
(2 COST,%)
LP COMPRESSOR
W ve_+G IN
W V"_ 8 OUT
RC
_AD
HP COMPRESSOR :
wv_s IN
W V"_;G OUT
RC
hAD
-I'IP TURBINE
WV'_/b
hAD
RPM -
Re
LP TURBINE
_AD
RPM
Re
POWER TURBINE
hAD
RPM
Re
BASELINE ENGINE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENGINES
CONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
1
CENTRIFUGAL
AXIAL
AXIAL
14
1204 (2200)
2.59 (S.7)
1000
RECUPERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
1
AXlAL/CENTRIF
AXIAL
AXIAL
13
'1538(2680)
1.54(3.4)
1000
REGENERATIVE
CYCLE ENGINE
I
AXIAL/CENTRIF
+AXIAL
AXIAL
10
1838 (2800)
1.72 (3.8)
1000
582 580 580
0.412 0.306 0.306
(BASE) (-25.7%) (25.7%)
115.67 (255.0) 105.05 (231.6) 101.42 (223.6)
(BASE) (-9.2%) (-12.3%)
87.22 (34.34) 80.01 (31.50) 68.07 (26.80)
58.17 (22.90) 68.80 (50.00) 58.42 (23.00)
33.07 (t3.02) 23.01 (9.06) 23.22 (9.14)
214,900 _ .
leASE)
5.69
0.57
14.0
0.784
125,800
1-418./._)
3.4
0.36
13
0.835
0.67
0.90
6100O
2.56
1.57
0.909
43900
4.49
0.94
0.857
48450
4.01
Y
3.45
0.885
29277
3.21
160,500
(-25,3%_)
3.8
0.54
10
0.858
1.0
0.903
49900
2.0
0.912
589O0
3.80
NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
2
AXIAL/CENTRIF
CENTRIFUGAL
RADIAL
RADIAL
AXIAL
3O
1538 (2800)
1.59 (3.5)
1000
58O
0.327
(-20.6%)
62.91 (138.7)
(-48.6"/.)
50.18 (19.75)
40.13 (15.80)
23.37 (9.20)
123,800
(-42.4%)
3.5
0.7
7.0
0.870
0.7
0,2
4.7
0.802
0.3
0.89
72500
2.4
0.7'
0.503
47500
2.0
+
1.3
0.907
4455O
5.5
TE86-4870
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TABLE XXll A
ADVANCED ENGINES WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
ENGINE:
Section
Inlet/Fwd Support
LPC Rotor
LPC Housing
Scroll & Diff-LPC
HPC Rotor
"HPC Housing
Scroll/Diffuser
Combustor & Hsg
HPT Rotor
HPT Housing
Interm. Turb Spt
LPT Rotor
LPT Housing
Power T Rotor
Power T Housing
Rear Brg Support
Block (1/=)
Regenerators (2)
(with 1/=block)
Recuperstor
Exhaust Duct(s)
Controls
Acc Dr Gearbox
TOTAL WEIGHT
TOTAL MANUFACTURING
COST •
RECUPERATOR/
REGENERATOR COST
NONCONCENTRIC RECUPERATIVE REGENERATIVE
Wt-Lb Wt-Lb Wt-Lb
7.12
6.81
1.21
12.14
1.64
1;87
2.98
7.38
1.06
1.31
1.88
3.79
7.46
9.88
5.57
m
37.76
28.82
138.86
$123,788
3.66
8.77
_8.O7
6.37
24.32
5.08
1.87
5.02
8.50
6.65
77.00
17.50
34.81
26.02
231.64
. $125,608
$ 8,370
4.34
m
m
7.44
_8.87
8.67
17.21
6.31
2.33
5.41
9.15
7.16
9.42
67.35
6.04
36.49
27.37
223.56
s16o, 6
$ 30,280
"tt___
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V. TASK III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The purpose of the Task III effort.was .to provide a3ystemperformance evalua-
tion of the Task II selected advanced technology engine configurations against
the Task I selected basellne or state-of-the-art englne.
The nonconcentrtc, recuperative, and regeneratlve engines were evaluated using
the Alltson mission analysis procedures and ground rules established in Task
I. Each study engine/tilt-rotor atrcraTt combination was sized to meet the
specified design mission. All engines were stzed for the cruise rate of climb
requirement. The unity stze engines have the same shaft horsepower (shp) at
this cruise sizing condition so the crtttcal weight per untt horsepower charac-
teristlc for each engine wtll trend the weight number shown in Table XXII. The
mtsston analysis provided the following:
o aircraft weight, mission fuel, and DOC breakdowns
o engine/aircraft sizing Information
o aircraft acquisition cost, fuel burned, and TOGH (ompartsons
o DOC comparisons (primary ftgure of merit)
MISSION FUEL o
Reductions tn mission fuel burned are shown relative to the baseline engine
powered tilt-rotor aircraft in Figure 43. "The fuel burn reductions showntn
Figure 43-are a result of the maximum crutse power specific fuel consumption
(SFC) characteristics summarized in Table XXII. Table XXIII shows that 86% of
the mission fuel ts consumed at a power setting that is approximate to maximum
cruise at the crutse altttude and velocity. The fuel burn reductions indicated
In Figure 43 are 30.7% for recuperator, 30.5% for regenerator, and 30.1% for
nonconcentrtc. All three advanced technology engtnes achteved the fuel burn
reduction goal of 30¢.
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT
Aircraft weight breakdown for each study englne/tilt rotor aircraft is s.hown
in Table XXIV. The advanced engine weight varies from 2.8_ for the nonconcen-
tric engine to 4.7% for the recuperative engine whereas the baseline engine
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TABLE XXIIL
MISSION FUEL BREAKDOWN COMPARISON
BASEUNE
ENGINE
(us)
L mSSlON PHASE
$TART AND WARM-UP
ALLOWANCE I_S (a)
•TAKEOFF AND TRANSITION
_.LOWANCE IS (32)
•CUMI @ 33,_3 Km41R
F.AS(IS0 KEAS) U "(11s)
•cRuise @s,1 KnV402Kn_"mTAS
(3O,02OFTr_53KTAS) " 273 (e02)
•TRANs/'rION AND LAND
ALLOWANCES 12 (27)
SHUT-DOWN ALLOWANCES 0.91 (2)
FUEL BURNED 384 (781)
• RESERVES 157 (347)
TOTAL FUEL 511 (1128)
IL ENGINE POWER
INTERMEDIATE RATED POWER e7 (148)
MAX CONTINUOUS (APPROX) 442 (975)
GROUND IDLE 2.27 (5)
TOTAL 512 (1128)
%
RECUPERATIVE REGENERATNE
cYcLE ENGINE CYCLEENG_
Kg (LB) % K0 liB) %
0.3 o.oi (2)
zo lO (22)
loa N (e4)
53,2 IM (411)
2.4 | (20)
0,2 0.4s (1)
02,2 248 (s40)
20.0 110 (242)
102.0 _s (782)
0,2 0.01 (2)
2.s 10 (=3)
10;7 _ (57)
s3.s 1as (4oe)
2.s lO (21)
o.1 0.48 (t)
oo.o 348 (s43)
31.0 lOe (241)
IOO.O ,._ (7e3)
CYCLE ENGINE
Ke (US) %
o,2 o._ (2)
• l lo (22)
11.1 _ (In)
S,'L3 lt. (42=)
2.T e (m
0.1 0.48 (1)
02.1 347 (Ms)
20.e 113 (2_)
Ioo.o 20e ('_)
13.1 48 (106) 13.6 SO (110) 14.0 441 (102)
SeA 20S (rn) oo.o 204 ((n'o) ss.s 312 (eaT)
0.5 1.34 (3) 0.4 1.36 (3) 0.4 1.34 (3)
1oo.o _m ('re2) lOO.O _s (7n) lOO.O _ ("rim)
O,2
10.1
2.1
0.1
31.1
100.11
12.1t
02.7
0.4
I00.0
TEM-4e73
_2
• *' 2
weight Is 5:2%. The •fuel wetght ts tn the range of 8.3% to 8.8% for the ad-
vanced engines and 11.1¢ for the baseline engine. Figure 44 shows reductions
in TOGH of 7.7% for the recuperative engine, 8.0% for regeneratfve engine, and
11.5% for the nonconcentric engine compared to the baseline engine. The non-
concentric enginehas the largest reduction in TOGH because tt has the lowest
engine weight of the advanced engines. For this mission, all three advanced
engines had fuel burn reductions of =3Q%.
COST COMPARISONS
Hlth the fuel and TOGH trend variations established for the advanced engines,
aircraft acquisition cost trends shown In Figure 45 will track with the engine
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) cost characteristics listed in Table
XXII. Aircraft cost equals alrftame plus engine acquisition cost, where "
airframe cost is a function of airframe weight. The reductions in direct:
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AIRCRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN COMPARISON
ENGINE I.D.
BARE ENGINE WEIGHT
PROPULSION GIqouP (LESS
ENGINE WEK3HT)
STRUCTURE GROUP
FIXED EQUIPMENT
*MFQ EMPTY WEIGHT
USEFULLOAD
.OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD (0 PASS.
91 KG (200 LB) EA
.ZERO FUEL WFJGHT
FUEL (USABLE)
oTOGW
BASELINE
ENGINE
KS (LB) %
23S (S2e) S,2
o30 (;me3) 2o.3
1014 (222a) 21.0
g61 (2131) 20.11
3100 (sou) u_
224 '" (404) -4.11
33ao (7402)
(1600) 10.7
4106 (0002)
512 (11211) 1';.1
4ole (10,IS0) IO0.O
RECUPERATIVE
,CYCLE ENGINE
Kg (LB) %
200 (442) 4.7
m (1800) 2o.0
srn (2144)
m (2070) 02.1
_es (es3e) ell
"211) "(,W2) "S.1
31e4 ('rote)
726 (lOOO) 17.o
3910 (M18)
366 (782) 8._
420S , (0400) 100.0
REGENERATIVE
CYCLEENGINE
K0 (LB)
1. (420)
N? (lm)
o71 (21w)
_, (2060)
(uoo)
-21t "(4_Z)
31s? (_)
726 (leoo)
_m (_)
zss (?z,1)
4248 (l_lSS)
%
4.6
10,0
:12.1)
09.4
1.1
17.1
8.4
100.0
NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
KE (LD) %
114 (262) U
793 (1740) 10.4
(_)
(204o) 2=.,
:rTa4 (6120) ee.1
_te -(qo) s.:J
200= (e018)
720 (5000) 174
3728 (8210)
3[4 ('nJ2) Le
4O87 (9010) 100.0
TE88-4074
f
operating cost (OOC) for the advanced engines are shown in Figure 46 for $Ilgai
and $2/gai fuel cost. The direct operatlng'cost (DOC) trends shown In Figure
46 track with the aircraft acquisition cost trends. This conclusion is con-
firmed by examination of the DOC cost breakdown comparison tabu1_ted in Table
XXV. The.fuel and oll effect on ADOC for this mission is -2% for all ad-
vanced engines. The two largest cost components, Insurance and depreciation,
are direct functions of aircraft acquisltion cost. A more detailed breakdown
for DOC is-shownin Table XXVI for the baseline and nonconcentrlc engine. Only
22% of the advanced engine/tilt rotoT aircraft DOC was influenced by engine
characteristics.
ENGINE SELECTION
Table XXVlI presents a summary of the mission results. The nonconcentric en-
glne was selected because it has the greatest reduction In DOC relatlve to the
basellne. The reduction in DOC is 16.5%-for $Ilgai fuel cost and 17.4% for
$21ga1 fuel cost. Figure 47 shows a general arrangement of the nonconcentric
engine. Table XXVIII provides a tycle summary of this engine at sea level and
at the 20,000 ft altitude cruise condition.
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TABLE XXV.
DOC COMPARISON--$/BLK HR
DOC @ 0.26 $/L (1.00 $/GAL)AND 1000 HR/YEAR
3
r,
ENGINE ID BASEUNE RECUPERATIVE REGENERATIVE NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE
i
FUEL AND OIL
INSURANCE
;/UC-MAINTENANCE
ENGINE MAINTENANCE
DEPRECIATION
FUGHT CREW
TOTAL =
(A DOC, %)
80
359
/235
91
357
63
1185
M
3M
_21S
(BASE)
87
3O4
63
1033
(. 12.8%)
M
319
214
89
315
63
10M
(- 1o.9/.)
M
296
78
21;3
63
909
( - 16.5"/.)
TE86-4872
_, TABLE XXVI
DOC BREAKDOWN--$/BLK HR
0.2654. (1.00 S/GAL) AND 1000 HR UTILIZATION
FUEL AND 01L
INSURANCE
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ENGINE MAINTENANCE
DEPRECIATION
FLIGHT CREW
TOTALS =
(%TOTAL OOC)
BASELINE POWERED
TILT-ROTOR
AIRCRAF'I" " + ENGINE ,-
279.36 (23.8%)
235.32 (19.8%_
274.37 (23.2%)
63.00 (5.3%)
852,05
(71.9,/,)
79,77 (6.7_,)
79,87 (6.7%)
91.31 (7.8%)
82.01 (6.9%)
332.96
(28.1%)
TOTAL
A/C + ENG
79.77
359.23
235.32
91.31
356.38
63.00
1185.01
(100_)
NONCONCENTRIC POWERED
TILT-ROTOR
" AIRCRAFT + ENGINE"
Q
255.57 (25.8%)
203.14 (20.5%)
251.00 (25.4%)
63.00 (6.4%)
772.71
(78.1%) "
._.oe (5.7q)
40.25 (4.1%)
78.41 ('Z..9%)
41.34 (4.2%)
216.06
(21.9%)
TOTAL
AJC . ENG
M.06
•295.82
203.14
78.41
292.34
83.00
9M.77
(100'_)
VMS-12r/
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TABLE XXVII
TASK III SUMMARY OF MISSION RESULTS
ENGINE
IDENTIFICATION
TOGW
SliP/ENGINE @ IRP _,LS$
ROTOR DIAMETER
• HOVER R OF C CAPABILITY
@ 0.(}1 Km/O KM/HR
TAStlSA + 10"C IRP-AEO
(2000 FTI0 K'TAS4SA + _'F IRP-AEO)
•oe R OFC CAPABIUTY
0.30 Knt/13fl.It Km,I.IR
TASnSA +20"C
(1000 FT/T5 K'rAs4SA +el'F)
30 MtN POWER - OEI
• CRUISE R OF C CAPABILITY
8.1 KnV463 Km/HR TASASA
(20,000 FTJ260 K'rAS4SA)
MA.X CONllNUOUS POWER
TOTAL FUEL (MISSION + RESERVES)
BLOCK FUEL
ENGINE ACQ (_OST (ONE)
TOTAL AIRCRAFT ACQ COST
DOC _ 0.26 $,'LITER (1;00 $/GAL)
AND 10(X) HR
OOC _ 0.S3 S_J'rER (2.00 lUGAL)
ANO I(XX) HR
RECUPERATIVE REGENERATIVE
BASELINE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE CYCLE ENGINE
48111 Kg (10,180 LB) 4264 (_100") 4-7.7%) 4248 (9365) (-8.0%)
,11031; HP tF_ 4)SQ
ILgSM (22.8 F'T) 6.67 (21,9) 6.M (21.8)
357 M/BIN (1170 FPM) 360 (1180) 347 (1140)
(0 FPM REQ'O) w
_48 kb_tm (48O Fro) _4S (a0)
(150 _ REQ'D)-
Sl _mN (3OORm) S. (300)
(_ SIZING Fr).
s12 KG (.ze us) _s Can)
_,4 KG (7el us) =48(_) (-3o.7-/,)
S332.800 179,700
n.w _ 2,_ [(- 14.4%11
NONCONCENTRIC
CYCLE ENGINE
,me? (9OlO) (-itS%)
900
6.S2 (21.4)
326 (1070)
140 (48o) 11:)(37O)
111,,_
11 (30o) tl (3oo)
al,,,,-
¢¢s('r_) _ ('ml)
248_s,_) (-30.s-4) =48(s48) _-_j,x.)
2,u (- 'H.o%) 2.48 (- I T,7%)
1185 $/BLK HR 1033 (-12.8"%) 1056 (-1031%) m (-ILLS%)
1_14 I/BLK HR 1067 (-14.0%) 1111 (-12.1%) 1044 (-17.4%)
TEMI-4871
For.the nonconcentrtc engine, the effects of SFC, weight, maximum envelope
length, maximum envelope height, and OEH cost on TOGHand DOC was determ]ned.
Figure 48 Indicates engine spectftc fuel consumption (SFC) to have the largest
effect on direct oPeratlng cost (DOC) followed by origtnal equipment manufac-
turer (OEM) cost. Changes In envelope dimension are shown to have a relatlvely
small effect on DOC with respect to a 10% change tn either length or height
•requirements. The TOGH and DOC sensltlvlty levels developed for the advanced
technologyenglne In Task III are significantly lower (30 to 60%) than those
obtained from the baseline or current technology engine In Task I (see Figures
II and 12).
In addition to thesensltlvltles developed wlth respect to changes in engine
characteristics, DOC sensitivity to variations In fuel cost and aircraft ut11-
ization rate Is shown in Figure 49 for the nonconcentrlc engine powered tilt-
rotor. These data indicate significant reductions in DOC for the increased
util_zatlon rate (lO00 to 2000 hr/year) and a much larger influence on DOC for
increased fuel cost at the higher utilization level.
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TABLE XXVIII.
NONCONCENTRIC ENGINE CYCLE SUMMARY
OVERALL
SHP
SFC
Rrr
Rol A
LP COMPRESSOR
w_/e_
Re
_AD
HP COMPRESSOR
W_/816
Rc
11AD
HP TURBINE
W_/8/6
11AD
LP TURBINE
W'V'O/8
Re
_AD
POWER TURBINE
W_/0/8
Re
_IAD
TOTALCHARGEABLE COOLING & LEAKAGE
TOTAL PRESSURE DROP LOSS
SEA LEVEL STATIC,
STANDARD DAY
1000
0,352
28OO
3O
3.5
7.0
0.870
0.7
4.7
0.802
0.3
2.4
0.890
0.7
2.0
0.903
1.3
5,5
0,907
S.3%
15.9%
20,000 FT/2S0 KTA$
MAXIMUM CRUISE
58O
O.327
26OO
32.6
3.7
7.4
0,861
0.7
4.8
0.802
0.3
2.4
0.89
0.7
2.0
0.903
1.3
6.5
0.904
S.3%
16.8%
11m4M4
° o
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VI. TASK IV. SMALL ENGINE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The main objective of Task IV was to identify the technology requirements and
provide a technology plan for year 2000 advanced small engine components. This
section describes a technology plan for the selected advanced non-concentric
engine, as shown In Figure 47. Thls engine achieves slgnlflcantly reduced
specific fuel consumption (SFC) levels by combining hlgh cycle pressure ratio
and hlgh turbine Inlet temperature In a three-spool configuration. The engine
configuration offers advantages wlth regard to_erodynamh:$, _1owlr_th
dimensions, bore stresses, a simple accessory arrangement, and reduced seal
and bearing diameters.
Based on the Task Ill trade-off study, a 11st of the key technology require-
ments for the nonconcentrlc engine is given in Table XXlX, along with its
direct operating cost (DOC) payoff. The nonmeta111c structure results in a
7.0_ reduction In DOC because it a11ows the turbine to operate at 153B°C
(2BOO°F) rotor inlet temperature (RIT). A 2.5% improveme6t in DOC occurs due
to the use of the uncooled turbine. Advanced aerodynamlcs required for year
2000 in order of priority are turbine, compressor, and combustor. Bearings
technology Is required for increased reliability and durability. Technology
plans for each of these areas will be described in this sectlon.
TABLE XXIX.
NONCONCENTRIC ENGINE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
CERAMICS
TURBINE
COMPRESSOR
COMBUSTOR
BEARINGS
REQUIREMENT
2800°F
UNCOOLED TURBINES
YEAR 2000 EFFICIENCY
YEAR 2000 EFFICIENCY
IMPROVE PATTERN FACTOR FROM 0.2 TO 0.12
INCREASED RELIABILITY
INCREASED DURABILITY
DOC PAYOFF
7.0%
2.5%
2.8%
2.3%
1.5%
.
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CERAMICS TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Significant improvements in the performance characteristics of advanced gas
turbine engines are dlrectly related to the development of high temperature
materials and components. Current Ni based superalloys used in rotating and
static high temperature structures have limitations due to high fabrication
cost, low strength at elevated temperatures, high strategic materlals content
(cobalt and chromium), and added complexity for required air cooling. Exten-
sive'work is _el_g._erformed-on'_he-'development_f edva_cedstructufal ,ceramics
that offer numerous potential benefits (high temperature strength, low density,
and no strategic materials content). Nhile the potential advantages offered
by the incorporation of ceramics in advanced gas turbine engines are attractive
in a variety of components, including ceramic combustors, regenerators,
plenums, vanes, and insulating members, the maximum benefits are realized in
the high pressure (HP) radlal turbine rotor. The use of advanced ceramic
materials in the HP radial turbine rotor application offer significant improve-
ments in performance and fuel consumptlon by allowing uncooled operation at
turbine inlet temperatures of 2800°F and anticipated llfe capability in excess
of 1000 hrs. However, this also_s the highest risk component due to the
severe mechanical and thermal operating environment. Hhlle considerable pro-
gress has been achieved on the use of structural ceramic components in gas
turbine engines, a significant effort is required for successful application
of ceramics to the HP rotor in the SECT engine. The obJectlves of the proposed
program include definition and evolution of ceramic material systems gnd rotor
fabrIcatlontechnlques capable of high speed operation at temperatures of
2800°F, which demonstrate improved toughness/Impact resistance, reduced prop-
erty variability, increased rellabillty, and llfe capability in excess of lO00
hrs. The approaches required to achieve these objectives include material and
component evolutlon/characterizatlon, ceramlc/ceramlc and ceramlc/metal inter-
face and compatibility definition, nondestructlve flaw detection techniques
development, and component rlg/englne environment testing and evaluation. The
ceramic technology programs are shown in Figure 50.
Material Development and Characterization
The primary candidate monolithic ceramic materials for use in advanced heat
engines are silicon carbide (SIC), silicon nltrade (SI3N4), and partially
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stabilized ztrconla (PSZ). The fracture strength of these materials as a func-
tion of temperature is shown in Figure 51. Hhtle the PSZ and SI3N 4
materials have higher room temperature.strengths.than StC, PSZ=and St3N 4
suffer degradations in strength and susceptlbtltty to oxidation at temperatures
above 1000-1200°C. The StC retains its room temperature properties to approxi-
mately 1500°C.
A number of ceramic suppliers are actively pursuing the development of slntered
SI3N 4, which features improved elevated temperature strength characteris-
tics. Kyocera has a developmental SI3N 4 materlal (SN-270), currently
2
available only in test bar form, that maintains a strength of 100 Ib/In.
(ksl) at a temperature of 1400°C. SlC'and SI3N4 are considered prime
monollthlc ceramlc materlal candidates for appllcatlon In the severe operating
environment (2800°F uncooled) of the HP rotor in the SECT engine. Alllson has
¢
had extensive experience and successful test results with both SiC and
SI3N 4 complex geometry components produced by a variety of fabrication
techniques (In_ectlon moldlng, s11p-castlng, and Isostatlc pressing) for the
CATE and advanced gas turbine (AGT) 100.programs.
However, current monolithic ceramics have a major llmltatlon-lnherent brlttle-
hess that can lead to catastrophic failure. This llmlt_tlon is a major concern
for hlgh speed.rotatlng components, partlcularly for application to manrated
advanced gas turbine engines. - _
To address the material 11mltatlons of both metall.lc superalloys and monolithic
ceramlcs,a variety of composite mat_rlals systems are being evaluated. These
materlals (e.g., carbon/carbon, SIC/SIC, and SiC/glass-ceramic) have demon-
strated ImprovemeDts in fracture strength, thermal shock resistance, fracture
roughness, and strain tolerance. Carbon/carbon materials; while attractive
for extremely high temperature appllcatlons, are 11mired by alack of oxidation
resistance and are totally dependent on advanced protective coatings. Since
these coatings consist of a thick monollthlc Ceramic (e.g., SIC), this material
system as applied to many component structures suffers the same short-comings
as silicon-based monolithlc ceramics. The most attractive composite materials
are ceramic/ceramic systems that use silicon carbide as a reinforcing fiber.
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During the last decade, an extensive ceramic composite materials development
effort has been conducted using hlgh-modules SiC Nlcalon continuous fiber in
low modulus glass or glass.ceramlc.matrlces. The first generation of these
materials was developed using boroslllcate glass matrix. Subsequently, a
famlly of more refractory composite materlals was developed based on Corning
11thlum-alumlnosillcate (LAS) glass-ceramlc matrix• Both United Technology
Research Center (UTRC) and Cornlng Glass Horks (CGH) have been actively de-
veloping SiC fiber relnforced/l.AS composite systems. However, refractory
glass-ceramlc composites experience rapid increases in the matrix vlscoslty at
temperatures in excess of 1250°C, resultlng in the flber/matrIx debondlng and
loss of component structural integrity. This temperature limitation of current
SiC/glass-ceramic materlals restricts the maximum component temperature to ap-
proxlmately 1200-1300°C, precludlng the application of this material to the
extreme thermal conditions that are required of the SECT HP turbine rotor.
SiC/SIC composites are commerclally available from Amercom in the USA and SEP
(Soclete Europeenne de Propulsion) in France. Amercom iS in a preliminary
stage of development of these composites while SEP-Is currently marketing both
one-dlmensional and multldlmenslonai composites. This materlal uses Nicalon
SiC fiber reinforced in SiC matrix. The fibers are coated with up to four
layers of chemlcal vapor deposition (CVD) SiC coating. The material is
toughened by. developlng a weak Interfaclal bond between the SiC fiber and the
flrst SVD SiC layer. The room temperature strength of the 0/0 orientation SEP
CERASEP SiC/SIC materlal is about 62,000 Ib/in 2• . _ which.decreased to 35,000
Ib/In. 2 at temperatures of 1250-1500°C. Thls behavior is consistent with
the expected behavior ol_ Nlcalon fiber, whose properties are thought to degrade
approxlmately 1250°C. Unllke SlC/borlum magnesium alumlnoslllcate (BMAS) cer-
amic composite where the matrix viscosity increases rapidly over 1250,C, SiC/
SiC composites appear to retain reasonable strength levels up to 1500°C. The
room temperature strength of 0/0 orlentatlon after 100 hrs Of Isothermal expo-
sure in air at 1500"C was 33,000 Ib/In 2
The NIcalon SiC fibers are thought to consist of mlcrocrystalllne beta s111con
carbide, graphite, and amorphous sllica, but they may also have homogeneous
structure. Upon,heatlng above 1250°C, the flbers lose carbon monoxfde and un-
dergo coarsening of the silicon carblde grains. This quickly leads to brittle-
ness and loss of strength.
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To address this temperature limitation, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) ts conducting the advanced ceramics based on polymer processing
program at Dow Corntng. The goal of this program is the development of an
economical, improved SiC fiber from a domestic supplter with higher strengths,
fewer impurities, and a higher temperature capability than current fibers.
Hhtle these fibers are currently under development and not commercially avail-
able, it ts anticipated that future ceramic/ceramic composites wtll feature
significant improvements in strength, toughness, and maximum use temperature.
A complete characterization of the mechanical, physical, and chemtcal proper-
ties of candidate ceramic materials ts required to obtain structurally sound
ceramic turbine components. This program consists of five subtasks:
o generation of material properties, including thermal expansion, thermal
conductivity, specific heat, elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, and strength
characteristics, required to employ a linear elastlc probablllstlc approach
to structural design. _ ,
o generation of tlme dependent properties, includlng thermal fatigue, creep,
and crack propagation characterlstics, with emphasis on the probabillstlc
nature of these properties.
o evaluatlon of envlronmental effects, including oxidation, hot corrosion,
and erosion, that could cause property degradation of candidate materlals
durlng long-term use.
o development of the relatlonshlp between material structure and mechanlca)
propertles wlth special emphasis on establlshing the size, type, and dls-
trlbutlon of strength 11mltlng defects.
o development of a hlgh resolutlon inspection technique to detect crltlcal
- slze defects in candidate ceramic materlals.
Ceramic/Ceramic and Ceramio/Metal Interactions and Compatibility
A crltlcal element required for the successful appllcatlon_of ceramics and
ceramic composites Is an understandlng of the compatlblllty of ceramlc/ceramIc
and ceramlc/metal interfaces and the posslble Interatlons between these
materlals. Hhlle 11ttle publlshed literature exists on this phenomenon per-
tainlng strlctly to ceramlc composites, this class of materials wlll exhibit
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much of the same behavior and problem areas associated with monolithic struc-
tural ceramics, The high temperature operation of the ceramic components re-
quired to use full material capability can result in wear, adhesion, and in-
teractions with adjacent structures, both metallic and nonmetallic. Garrett
in the Ceramic Gas Turbine Engine Program used both compliant layers (HS-25)
and lubricants (COO) to minimize contact loadtng and reactions between re-
action-bonded slllcon nltride and other materlals. A111son has successfully
used both compllant layers (L605) and high temperature lubrlcants (boron
_itflde) in_he_ATE-progTam.for-the-a_-tachment-be±ween.±he_SIC._urblne blade
and the turbine wheel. The L605-BN combination demonstrated uniform loading
and prevented reactions during spin testing to 2500 cycles. The high tempera-
ture of the ceramic may also create problems for secondary metal components.
The temperature of the ceramic often exceeds the temperature capability of the
metal, and the close proximity of the hot ceramic can cause unacceptable ther-
mal gradients. Thermal barrier materials will be used at strategic locations,
both for ceramlc/ceramlc and ceramlc/metal interfaces. Candidate thermal bar-
rler materials need to have low thermal conductivity, adequate strength, com-
patible thermal expansion, and the capability oF being produced in proper sizes
and shapes. Thermal barrier materials currently being developed and used are
zlrconla, zircon, mulllte, and cordlerlte.
@
One of the configurations that will be considered for the HP turblne rotor
involves the use of a monolithic ceramic hub section for strength and fabrl-
cabillty and a ceramic composite blade sectlon,for increased fracture tough-
ness and impact resistance. Conslderable effort Is required to Identify and
characterize the optimum Joining technique for attaching the monolithic hub to
the composite blade structure. Various methods suitable for this attachment
include brazing, high temperature glass bending, diffusion bondlng, and hot
Isostatlc pressing. Evaluation of the attachment Joint would include specimen
testing, Subcomponent element testing, and characterlzatlon and spin testing
of the full scale hardware.
Nondestructive Evaluation
Since ceramic materials are highly probabillstlc in nature, design stresses
are very sensitive to material property variability. An extensive quality
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assurance program is therefore essential to the successful use of ceramic
matertal tn gas turbine engines. This program has two primary objectives:
o reduction of property variability
o early rejection of defective components
There are two distinct types of mlcrostructural defects that control ceramic
component performance In hlgh reliability applications. The first type of de-
fect-lssmallln-degree_butveTy l_rgein _xtent,-l._ -vzrtattons in chemistry,
grain size, and density. Such defects slgnlflcantly affect both thermal and
elastic properties as well as strength-related characteristics. The second
e
type of defect Is large In degree but very small In extent i.e., cracks, pores,
and inclusions In the slze range below 100 microns. Such defects primarily
control materlal strength. In view of (I) the 11mitatlons associated wlth
available quality assurance measures and (2) the hlgh levels of reliability
required in a comerclal 1000 hr gas turbine engine, It Is clear that more
sensitive nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques are.requlred.
Normal nondestructive techniques can be Used to find gross cracks, voids, and
Incluslons. The techniques used are well known and require 11ttle adaptation
for use wlth ceramic materlals. However, the resolutlon.11mlts of these tech-
niques are above the critical flaw slze (I0-I00 mlcrons) for ceramic materials.
Therefore, inspection techniques with increased resolutlon are required. The
followlng NDE techniques w11:1 be investigated: ultrasonlc vel.oclty, reflective
ultrasound, scannlngPhotoacoustlcmlcroscopy, and. X-ray mlcroradlography.
Rig/Engine Environment Testing
For the successful appllcatlon of ceramic components In advanced gas turbine
engines, partlcularly In the Severe operating conditions of the SECT HP.turblne
rotor, testing must be conducted on components that represent a production
manufacturing process and a correspondlng deslgn for which analysls predicts an
acceptable rellablllty level. However, defects as small as 20 microns can con-
trol the materlal critical strength. No exlstlng NDE technique can reliably
detect such flaws. Therefore, proof testing Is required to identify flawed
components and to qualify rotors for subsequent engine testing untll advanced
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methods are available. For the SECT HP rotor, the following rig quallfication
tests will be conducted:
o spin testtng at room and elevated temperature
o cold flow rig testing
o hot flow rig testing
o vibration bench testlng
o thermal shock testing (flutdtzed bed)
Engine testing and evaluation wtll be conducted on the SECT HP rotors to char-
acterlze performance, fuel consumption, component efficiency, reliability, ltfe
characteristics, and verification of destgn/analysls methodology. An engine
test program with Incrementally increasing turbine inlet temperature will be
conducted to capltalize on current ceramic materials technology and to ad-
vance the state of the art wlth ceramic components. Thls approach permits
early introduction of ceramlc components Into the baseline program and yie]ds
an improved gas turbine engine capability in the latter part of the program.
AXIAL TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The Inlet equivalent flow rates of the small axial flow turbines, Indentifled
from the SECT trade studies; ranged from0.7 to 2.4 Ibmlsec. Axlal flow tur-
binesof this physlcal slze exhibit degraded efficiency levels when compared
to their.larger counterparts. This characteristic Is shown by Figure 52, which
shows a simple correlatlon of current state-of-the-art overall turbine effici-
encies In terms of inlet equlvalent flow rate. This performance .trend can be
attrlbuted to the inability to affect a true aerolmechanlcal scale In these
smaller machl.nes. This trend is due in part to fabrication constraints and
manufacturing tolerances in addition to lower Reynolds numbers and absence of
advanced analysis tools that accurately model the more sophisticated flow
fields In these small blade rows.
The turbine efficiency goals established for the SECT program are also pre-
sented in Figure 52. This eff!clency trend curve denotes the placement of the
axial flow power turbine incorporated in the optimum nonconcentric engine con-
figuration. The year 2000 turbine aero technology curve reflects a substantial
improvement in the efficiency characteristic as the turbine inlet equivalent
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flow rate (physical size) was reduced. The SECT program aero goal reflects a
3.3% increase in efficiency for the power turbine as compared to current state-
of-the-art technology. The achievement of the SECT turbine efficiency goal
will be realized through a variety of technology advancements. A major portion
will be achieved through significant advancements In the area of turbine aero-
dynamics. Other performance improvements will be derived from technology areas
such as computational fluid mechanics, material science, casting technology,
ceramics, and innovative mechanical design concepts.
A brief aerodynamic description of the two stage axial flow power turbine for
nonconcentric engine configuration, discussion of the various technology areas
that wtll contribute toward the achievement of the SECT year 2000 turbine
efficiency goals, and a description of the various turbine aero key technology
programs are presented in the following sections.
e
Power Turbine Description
J
The power turbine for the selected SECT engine is a two stage axial flow de-
sign. The aerodynamic design point for the power turbine ts tabulated below:
o inlet equlvalent flow rate, l_/ecr¢I6
o totallto_al expansion ratio, ReTT
o overall equlvalent work, Ah/ecr
o rotational speed, N
o total/total efflciency, nTT
1.31 lbm/sec
S'.5
45.6 Btu/lbm
44550 rpm
90.7"/.
The power turbine has an average stageioad coefficient (g3Ah/Um2) of 1.62
and an average flow coefficient (Vx/U m) of 0.44, at aero design point
conditions. At this same match point, the power turbine has an extt Hach numZ
ber of 0.42 and lg degrees of exft swirl (measured from axial) in a direction
opposite to rotation. The last blade has an extt AN2 (annulus area x rota-
tional speed squared) value of 5.6 x 1010 In. 2 rpm2 and hub/tlp diameter
ratlo of 0.66. The power spltt ratio between the power turbine first and
second stage ts 51149.
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Technology Areas
The efficiency levels demonstrated for large axtal flow turbines cannot be
maintained for the small size turbines identified in the SECT program. This
Is due to the Inab111ty to maintain aerodynamic similarity in such parameters
as inlet turbulence level, endwall boundary layer thicknesses, and Reynolds
number. Fabrication constraints and manufacturing tolerances prohibit the
scaling of physical parameters such as airfoil thlckness/chord ratio, trailing
-_dge_,htckness,-f_tet.rad4t,_blade _l.pc_ea_ances, _nd surface roughness. As
a consequence, small axtal flow turbine bladtng generally has higher trailing
edge blockages, lower aspect ratios, higher maximum thickness/chord ratios,
and higher rtp clearance/blade height ratios than larger counterparts.
In order to identify the areas of technology that will provide the higher pay-
offs, an assessment of the various sources of loss was analytically determined
for the baseline SECT power turbine assuming current state-of-the-art design
technology. Thls study was conducted us lng the performance model of Kacker
and Okapuu. A breakdown of the turbine )osses is illustrated in Figure 53.
The predominate source of aerodynamic inefficiency arises from secondary flow
losses (45%), followed by proflle losses (25%) and shrouded blade tip clearance
(22%) losses. The magnitude of the various Iosses.ln terms of a total pressure
loss coefficient (_) is shown in Figure 54. The cross-hatched area denotes
the goal reduction in the various loss mechanlsms to be achieved by the SECT
key technology programs. The attainment of these loss reductions will enable
the small axial flow power turbine to meet the SECT goal efficiency.
Approach/Technology Plan
The proposed technology programs for the axlal turbine are shown in Figure 55.
This serles of programs includes both experimental and analytica-I efforts.
These programs systematically address aero design concepts that offer high
potential for the reduction of secondary, profile, and tip clearance losses.
In addition, certain tasks will provide data for the critical verification of
3-D viscous flow analysis tools. A discussion of each program follows.
-
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Vane TIp Endwall Mechanical Sculpturing
Stator endwall contour geometries that are axtsymmetrtc about the engine cen-
terltne have been experfmentally shown to be an effective method of reducing
stator secondary flow losses. Stator ttp contours of this description are
wtdely used tn modern HP turbines. Thts experimental program is designed to
assess the beneftts of stator ttp endwa11 contours tn the mertdtonal direction
that are not surfaces of revolution.
The approach tnvolves flve basic phases Including the following:
I. analytical
2. design and fabrication
3. stator annular cascade test
4. full stage test
5. data reduction and analysis
During the analytical phase, a currently available 3-D Invlscld code wlll be
revlsed to handle thepassage flow analysis for a stator-whose endwalls are
not surfaces of revolutlon. Thls model wlll be employed to evaluate candidate
contour configurations. The selected tlp endwall contour wlll be Incorporated
In the stator assembly of an existing small turbine rig..
The initial test phase Willl involve the aero evaluation of this concept using
a full annular cascade. The:test plan wlll conslst of radlal/clrcumferentlal
(r,e) surveys over a broad range of expansion ratios. On completion ofthe
cascade test, the rotor assembly wlll be installed and complete stage perform-
ance mapping will be conducted. In addltlon, rotor exlt (r,e) surveys wlll
be performed at selected overall expansion ratios. The data reductlon and
analysis phase includes comparing the annular _ascade and full stage aero da:ta
wlth available data featuring the use of conventional stator endwall contours
that are surfaces of revolution. Thls analysls procedure will involve compar-
ing stator exlt loss contours and overaTl stage performance maps.
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Endwall Boundary Layer Control
Efficiency improvement is expected to result from stator endwa11 boundary layer
control. The work of Stewart and Nong (reported in NASA RME55EI] entitled
"Removal of Secondary-Flow Accommodations tn a Two-Dimensional Turbine Nozzle
Passage by Boundary Layer Bleed") shows that the removal of endwall secondary
flow produces an extremely clean flow field tnto the downstream rotor. Thts
will have a favorable impact on the vane blade lnteratton losses and allow the
rotor to operate more efficiently.
This experimental program is designed to determine the aero losses associated
with the vane secondary flows by altering the character of the end-wall bound-
ary layer using bleed and blowing at selected locations. The approach to be
used in this program conststs of five basic phases, including:
I. 2-D cascade evaluation of candidate endwall boundary layer bleed and blow
concepts
2. full annular cascade tests of boundary layer control geometries selected
from Phase 1
3. single stage turbine test to assess benefits of stator endwall bleed
4. two stage turbine test to measure performance improvement using first
stage vane bleed in combination with Second vane blowing
5. data reduction and analysis
In each of the test phases, a complete aerodynamic evaluation will be performed
including the development of loss contour maps and turbine performance maps,
wherever appropriate, The two stage turblne rig test will use the first vane
low momentum endwall bleed as asource of alr to energize the second vane end-
wall boundary layer. This un!que concept wlll provide a more unlform flow
field Into both rotors.
Optimized 3-D Blading
The availablllty of the 3-D viscous airfoil passage flow analysis will provide
the turbine aero designer wlth the ability to analytically assess the benefits
of nonconventional bladlng exhiblting extenslve 3-D passage geometries.
Furthermore, thls analysis model wlll lead to the optimum definition of the
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radial distributions of such aero parameters of stage work, reaction, and turn-
Ing distribution. This approach is contrasted with the current turbine design
methodology where the veloclty dlagrams are first generated and then airfoil
contours are designed to provide the defined vane/blade exlt flow fleld.
This experlmental program ts structured to demonstrate the efficiency improve-
ment that w111 be provided using a 3-D viscous flow analysls to define the com-
plete vane and blade passage geometry for a small turbine rlg. The approach Is
to employ an existing small turbine rlg that was designed using conventlonal
2-D design analysls tools as a basellne. The turbine rlg will be redesigned
using 3-D viscous analysls tools to define the optimum vane and blade passage
(radial dlstrlbutlon of alrfoil throats and 3-D stacking). The redeslgned tur-
blne w111 malntaln the baseline turbine overall stage work and reaction. Thls
turbine will be fabricated and tested and Its performance compared to the base-
llne design.
The major thrust of this program ts to demonstrate the performance that will
be provlded by the avallabillty of_an advanced 3-D viscous flow analysls model.
The improved understanding of the viscous flow Iosses-ln a small axial flow
turbine w111 be paramount to the achlevement of SECT performance goals.
3-0 Viscous Flow Model Verification Tests
Bench ma;k experlmental data wlll be required for the verification and upgrad-
ing of the subsonic and transonic 3-D viscous flow analysis. Thls effort Is
an extenslon of the workconducted at NASA Lewis by Seaholtz and Goldman, which
employed a constant section annular stator assembly with constant diameter hub
and tlp endwalls. The program approach Involves the design and fabrication of
a stator annular cascade that establlshes a strong 3-D flow fleld (nonconstant
Section alrfoi1_ 3-D stack, and tlp endwa11 contouring), The test procedure
will Involve detalledstatlc pressure mapping along the vane and endwall sur-
faces. Vane-toLvane flow field veloclty measurements wlll be conducted at nea_
hub, mean, and tip spanwlse 1ocatlons for a serles of selected chordal posl-
tions. This program will provide a valuable experimental data base for the
critical verification of the alrfoll passage 3-D, viscous flow analysls model.
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This effort ls structured to experimentally evaluate the effects of rotor blade
surface finish and Reynolds number on the small axlal flow turbine stage ef-
ficiency. This program complements, and Is a loglcal extension of, the work
conducted by Avco Lycomlng (ref 17). It Is anticipated that the results re-
ported for the stator w111 be altered due to the different character of the
boundary layer In thls alrfoll row. The test program wlll employ an existing
small axial turbine rlg to assess the effects of rotor surface finish over a
broad range of Inlet Reynolds numbers and overall expansion ratios. The pro-
posed test plan w111 evaluate a total of three surface finishes. Performance
mapping will be generated for each of four Inlet Reynolds numbers. These re-
sults wlll provide a valuable Insight relative to the effects of surface finish
on the reduction of small rotor blade profile loss and how it is altered by
Reynolds number.
Optimized Vane and Blade Aero Loading Distributions
This program Involves the analytical assessment of the impact of inlet turbu-
lence level and Reynolds number on the optimum vane and blade surface velocity
distributions. This task Is an analytical extension of the work conducted ex-
perimentally under the NASA funded E3 effort (ref 18). The turbine airfoil
optimization program combines the following design modules with an
optimization algorlthm:
o airfoil section generator
o 2-D Inviscid blade-to-blade code
o airfoil surfaceboundary layer analysis .. -
o alrfoll profile loss modei
In general, the-optimlzatlon procedure minimizes (maximizes) an objective pay-
off function to a number of constraints. These constraints are formulated so
that the alrfoil maintains the veldclty trlangles and meets certain design
criteria. The relevent criteria employed In this investigation will be the
minimization of the alrfoil fully mixed proflle1oss coefficient. The airfoil
optimization model will be exercised over a broad range of Inlet Reynolds num-
bers and turbulence levels characteristic of those encountered in small axial
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flow turbine stages. It is anticipated these variables will have a significant
impact on the airfoll optimum aerodynamic loading distribution and will comple-
ment the work conducted under NASA E3 (ref 18), which addressed higher Rey-
nolds numbers and lower Inlet turbulence levels.
Turbine Rig Technology
Thls program wlll verify the SECT efficiency goals for the two stage power tur-
bine to be incorporated In the selected nonconcentrlc engine. The technolo-
gies, derived from the above key technology programs, w111 be employed in the
aero design of this advanced small axial flow turbine. The turbine wlll be
tested in an engine environment and wlll feature the use of a continuous, free
floating ceramic blade shroud, and ceramic vanes and blades.
Summary
The achievement of the SECT axial turbine efficiency goals will be realized
through a variety of technology advancements. A major portion of this effici-
ency galn wlll be achieved through improved aerodynamlcs, as provided by key
technology programs, along with the advanced analytical techniques. Advance-
ments In other areas, such as material science, casting technology, and
ceramics, In con_unctlon wlth innovative mechanical design concepts, will con-
#
tribute toward meeting year 2000 efficiency goals.
RADIAL TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The low flow capacity requirements ofa small hlghpressure ratlo englne.with
acceptable speed requirements and corresponding stress levels lead to the se-
lectlon of radial inflow turbines. The radlal turblne's hlgh work per stage
capablllty and reduced sensitivity to clearance effects, relative to.a com-
parable designed-axial stage gives thls conflguratlon the potential for
superior efficiency characteristics. In terms of aerodynamic considerations,
reduced passage widths (small blade heights)are a strong driver for the
selection of a radial turbine.
Current technology in radial turbine design yields adlabatlc efficiency levels
shown in Figure 56. Goals set for technology programs are shown for both the
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low and hlgh pressure turbines and reflect an efficiency improvement of 3.0%
over current technology.
The results of a loss breakdown study for the design point of the hlgh pres-
sure radlal turbine Is shown In Figure 57. The aerodynamic losses within the
stages may be broken down into six categories: vaneless space friction (wall
between vane and rotor), rotor incidence, windage (on hub), rotor clearance,
rotor, and vane. Rotor and vane losses comprise the two greatest losses and
are due to two ma_or phenomenon: profile loss (or friction drag) and secondary
losses (due to secondary flows In passages). Rotor clearance losses are tar-
geted for a 0.3% point reduction by the advancements in clearance reduction
resultlng from use of ceramics and improved deslgn concepts.
Approach/Technology Plan
The technology plan designed to achieve these efficiency goals Is outllned in
Figure 58 and targets both aspects of the vane and rotor loss mechanisms. For
the purpose of technology advancement In the area of vane design, four design
parameters have been selected for assessment o_ their loss reducing potentla1.
Twoparameters address profile losses and two parameters address secondary
losses. Hlthln the rotor, flow loss contributors are less easlly dellneated.
In thls case, each of three programs will assess the 1oss-reductlon potential
of improved analysis tools and selected design changes. Verification of this
improved design concept wlll be accomplished in a ceramic rotor and vane rig
test. The technology programs are discussed in the followlng sections.
Vane Loss
r
5
The vane loss reduction programs have been structured as follows. An experl-
mental program w111 examine the effects of vane aspect ratio (passage width/
vane chord) and corner fillet radli on vane row loss levels. A set of rig
adapted hardware w111 be designed and fabricated to test at three passage
widths and three flllet radii separately and slmultaneously. Use of avallable
rig hardware Is the preferred approach. The potential for improved efficiency
Is 0.6 percentage points. Design philosophy based on ceramic technology will
be used In establishlng feaslbility of the range of radii and widths to be ex-
amined.
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The second vane loss reduction program uses hardware of the first program with
additional components added to modulate inlet turbulence levels. In addition,
vane surface finish w111 be varied to determine proper design tradeoff rela-
tionships between losses and vane design. Three surface finish values and
three turbulence levels w111 be examined. Potential loss reduction is antici-
pated to be 0.4 percentage points.
Rotor Loss
The rotor loss reduction program uses two analytical studies, each backed by
experimental verification. Flow path contouring and 3-D flow analysis comprise
the two areas of emphasis. The flow path contouring or rotor hub sculpturing
study is aimed at analytically defining a hub contour that improves predicted
rotor aerodynamic performance with a simultaneous improvement in rotor life.
Quasl-3-D flow predictions will be made on three hub contures showing promise
in tailoring blade velocity profiles to exhibit low loss characteristics.
Rotor llfe predictions will be made for each design as well. Based on these
results, a fourth design wlll be assembled and slmilar'predlctlons made. The
potential loss reduction Is anticipated to be O.g percentage points.
The second program wlll experimentally evaluate the aerodynamic performance of
the final design as determined In the previous program.- This program, as well
as the previous program, will be targeted to use the NASA Lewis Research Center
(LeRC) r_dlal turblne rlg under development. A pressure Instrumented test
.rotor wlll be fabrlcated. Test data wlll be analyzed and compared to predl_ted
values. 16formatlon derived will be available to formulate advanced rotor de-
sign methodology.
The third rotor loss reduction programappIIes an advanced 3-D viscous flow-
analysis tool to a radlal turbine rotor. The 3-D method Is currently being
developed In-house. Verlflcatlon of predictions madeuslng thls tool will be
greatly facilitated by using the data from the high temperature radial turbine-
program funded by NASA LeRC Contract NAS3-24230. AerO rig data from the high-
ly instrumented but uncooled rotor fabricated In thls program will be used to
verify predictions. Performance benefits derivable by the subsequent use oF
this code as a design tool are estimated at 0.8 percentage points.
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Ceramic Turbine Program
Completion of the radial turbine technology programs will result In the ability
to design an advanced turbine using the resulting data bases and analytical
tools and wlll realize the goal efflclencles as identified in the effort re-
ported herein. The ceramic turbine verification program wlll include the de-
sign, fabrication, and hot rlg test in an existing test rig. The rlg is antic-
ipated to be one presently used In the ongoing AGT I00 program.
COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY PLAN
The inherent problem In small engine compressors Is performance. The inability
of this class of small compressors to demonstrate the loading and efficiency
levels of larger compressors can be directly attributed to the nonscalablllty
of physical slze and the relative lack of sophistication In analytical tech-
niques to identify and quantify associated losses. However, the introduction
of advanced design concepts, improved computational analysis, and modern
materlals/processes in the design and fabricatipn of small compressors is a
key to bridging thls performance gap.
An overview of the trends In compressor technology portraying A111son Gas Tur-
bine state-of-the-art technology Is shown in Figure 59, where polytroplc ef-
flclency is plotted against corrected exit flow. Since mass flow rate and
pressure ratlo determlne the physical size of the rear compressor section, exit
flow is a logical parameter to represent size.
.
Figure 59 comprises a sampling of axial, centrifugal, axial-centrlfugal and
dual centrifugal compression systems. The larger axial compressors have demon-
strated polytroplc efflclencles 1.5-15_ higher than advanced axial-centrlfugals
and 2-3¢ higher than centrlfugal compressors Thls can be attributed to the
larger flow size and considerable experience and research investment in axial
compressors. Axial compressors have been limited to larger flow slze applica-
tions (above I Ibm/sec exlt flow versus 0.1-0.3 lbm/sec for centrifugals) to
avoid severe efficiency penalties associated with small exit blade heights.
A recent analytical study was conducted to investigate the areas of concern
and to determine the projections for efficlency potential in both large and
small compressors for the year 2000. The results are presented in Figure 60.
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The improvements (aerodynamic and mechanlcal) for small and large compressors
are approximately 4.5% and 2% respectively. The results of this study are
further presented in Figure 59 where the year 2000 technology assessment is
compared to current state-of-the-art technology. The scope of the SECT com-
pressor program is to demonstrate an increase tn polytroptc efficiency of
4-4.5% from current levels tn small engine compressors. The SECT goals wtll
be achieved by identifying high payoff technologies for year 2000 small gas
turbine engine applications and by providing the appropriate technology plan.
SECT Compressor Design
For the current SECT study, based on mission studies for the representative
tilt-rotor application, the aerodynamic design point for the compressor is
given below:
corrected airflow lbm/sec 3.487
pressure ratlo,Rct_ t 30:1
adiabatic efficiency, nit% 78.7
polytroplc efficiency, np t_t% 86.3
exit Mach number 0.30
i
To meet these goals--ver_ hlgh pressure ratio at a relatlvely low airflow rate
and high efflclency levels--a four stage axial coupled to a slngle.stage cen-
trifugal was selected as the best conflguratlon. The axlal/centrlfugal com-
pressor takes advantage of the higher efficiency potential In the axlal and
a11evlates the penaltles due to reduced aft stage blade heights by employing a
centrifugal compressor. Ta61e XXX summarizes, some of the salient aerodynamic
and geometric design features for the axlal compressor. These features are
compared to two advanced axlal compressors designed and experlmentally tested
within the last three years. The SECT compressor is designed to Produce a
pressure ratio Of 7:1 and an efficiency of 85.1%, with adequate surge-margln
at deslgn and slow speeds. The goal of thls deslgn Is to evaluate loading
levels (dlffuslon factor) and inlet tlp speeds that are reflectlve of bigger
flow size compressors, whlle reducing the losses normally associated with
lower airflow rates and blade heights. This willbe achieved with low aspect
ratio bladlng technQlogy for added 1oadlng/efficiency capability, improved
analytical techniques, and advanced deslgn concepts_
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TABLE XXX.
SECT-COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT DEMONSTRATED AXIAL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY.
LARGE
LBM INLET 26.24CORRECTED AIR FLOW SEC EXIT 4.57
PRESSURE RATIO 8.05
PRESSURE RATIO STAGE
NO. STAGES 6.0
nT-T 84.4
POLY 88.2
AVERAGE DIFFUSION FACTOR
COMP EXIT MN
INLET TIP SPEED--FT/SEC 1410.0
EXIT ROTOR HEIGHT--IN. 0.875
AVERAGE ASPECT RATIO 1.228
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
SMALL
3.91
1.424
3.35
4.0
84.6
87.0
1180.0
0.552
1.027
DESIGN GOAL
3,487
0.682
7.00
1.627 + (15-20%)
4.0
85.1
88.5
0.440
0.450
1436.0
0.270
0.750
The aerodynamic and geometric design features of the SECT centrifugal compres-
sor are presented in Table XXXI. These features are compared to two experi-
mentally verified centrlfugal compressors, large current technology, and small
(AGT) compressors. The SECT centrifugal Is designed to produce a pressure ra-
tio of 4.7 at 82.1% efficiency. The pressure ratio split between the axial and
centrifugal compressors, dictated by axial loading levels, and impeller tip
speeds and stress levels has indicated that for optimizing the specific speed
(for increased exit b]ade height) and performance potentlal of the centrifugal
compressor, increased rotational speed was desired. However, the increased
speed resulted in excessive bore stress levels for the high pressure turbine
rotor at 2800°F RIT. Therefore, the desire for increased speed and reduced
turbinestress levels directed the SECT compressor to a nonconcentrlc configu-
ration. From Table XXXI, it can be observed that the SECT goals require a 1.5%
improvement in efflciencywlth a 24% reduction In exlt blade height, 26% in-
crease in tlp speed and 70%Increase In discharge temperature (all deterrents .
to performance) relative to the AGT. Improved analytlcal methods and design
concepts will be vital for improving the performahce potential of small centri-
fugal compressors. The followlng paragraphs examine the areas of technology
required for small engine compressors for the year 2000.
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TABLE XXXl.
SECT-COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT DEMONSTRATED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY.
CURRENT
TECHNOLOGY AGT DESIGN GOAL
LBM INLET 3.60 0.774 0.703CORRECTED AIR FLOW SEC EXIT 1.096 0.190 0.183
PRESSURE RATIO 4.136 5.477 4.700
_T-T 85.6 80.70 82.10
POLY 88.1 84.70 85.6
COMP EXIT M N 0.242 0.300
SPECIFIC SPEED, Ns 80.0 71.01
INLET HT 0.450 0.541
EXIT TIP SPEED--FT/SEC 1800.0 2260.0
COT--°R 920.0 1568
EXIT AXIAL BLADE HEIGHT 0.406 0.218 0.165
BACK CURVATURE--DEG _50.0 50.0 47.5
Technology Areas
The major areas of concern contributing to small engine compressors not
achieving the performance levels demonstrated by large flow compressors are
small physlca! size, Innadequate analytical skills to identify the loss
mechanisms, and the lack of experience and experimental date. This is partly
due to earlier efforts in small compressors being directed primarily toward
G
the development of economical and rugged units, without much consideration for
improving effic}encylloading potentla1. This discrepancy in performance can
be further explalned by the following: .for a reduction in alrflow rate, the -
speed should be increased and all other physical parameters reduced by the
square root of the change in airflow rate to maintain aerodynamic similarity.
However; because of manufacturing and structural limitations, it Isnot pos-
.slble to scale certain physlcal parameters--thickness, leading edge radius
(LER), and clearance-L-appr0prlately. Small size compressors are designed with
higher thickness/chord (T/C), leading edge radlus/chord (LERIc), and Mach num-
ber to TIC ratios. The Mach number levels in the compressor are maintained by-
scaling up the rotatlonal speed. Clearance and tolerance levels to blade con-
tour and surface roughness are not scalable-and remaln slm_lar to levels of
largercompressors. This combination results in increased losses in the pas'
sage and blade-row due to shock, profile, end-wall, boundary layer and clear-
ance. Hhlle it may be possible to reduce the losses due to the above factors
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with improved mechanical design and manufacturing techniques, small engine
compressors have the inherent problem of low Reynolds number flows. Improve-
ments in this area can be achieved by understanding the phenomena of low
Reynolds number flow in a turbo-machinery blade row and developing analytical
tools for Implementation wtth advanced design concepts. Some concepts con-
stdered ltkely candidates are:
o airfoil sweep and lean optimization to reduce shock losses
o alrfoil contouring to deslgn veloclty/dlffuslon controlled bladlng to
minimize shock losses and suction surface flow separation
o casing treatment--endwa11 treatment to energize boundary layer and enhance
part speed flow/efflclency lapse rates for improved stability
o design of 3-D diffuser vanes to account for highly sheared flows at dif-
fuser entrance region
o bleed/blow feature at diffuser throat for improved efficiency and stability
at slow speed
o clearance control/minlmizatlon over operating range of compressor by im-
proved mechanlcal design _
Axial Compressor Technology Plan
A discussion of the various component test programs.shown in Figure 61 fol-
lows. The approach was conceived as a systematic method to experimentally In-
vestigate thefactors contributing to reduced 1oadlng capabllity and efficiency
levels of small engine :compressors. This series of tests will also create the
data base and experience necessary for the evaluation of analytic_1 techniques
and design of hlgh performance axlal compressors. The acquired information
will not be restricted to small compressor designs, but will also be beneficial
for improving the performance 0f large compressors.
Pe_ormance Evaluationof_ue AxialCompressor Scaling
Since certaln physical parameters ilmlt the scallng down of a compressor to
achieveaerodynamic slmilarlty, this program proposes to test two aerodynaml-
cally similar compressors by photographically Scaling up a small slze compres-
sor. The experimental data from the two compressors wi11 deliver a direct
correlation of compressor performance versus Reynolds number changes.
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The approach taken wlll be to test an advanced small compressor with relatively
high loadings. This compressor will be scaled up to a higher flow size and
performance data obtained. This will give data comparison due to Reynolds
number changes associated with the two sets of hardware. Further testing will
be conducted to evaluate the performance of large-flow hardware at small-flow
Reynolds number to give Reynolds number effects on the same hardware. Advanced
experimental techniques and Instrumentatlon--laser veloclmetry--wlll be used to
fully evaluate the flow fields and quantify losses associated with low Reynolds
number compressors.
These tests will provide a data base for scaling effects in an axial compressor
for small axial design. These data will be an asset in calculating the effect
of compressor performances as a result of Reynolds number changes.
Cascade Testing Related to Small Size Axial Compressors
Cascade tests have been directed at developlng optimum blade shapes and blade
design more applicable to large engine compressors. Recent requirements of
small compressors to sustain increased 1oadlng at increased tlp speeds and Mach
numbers have necessitated the need for high thickness bladlng for high Mach
number applications.
The proposed cascade test will be conducted on the scaled up hardware of a
small compressor cascade to evaluate the optlmumblade design to mlnlmlze
losses due to shocK and associated blade proflle losses., Veloc.lty controlled
(controlled diffuslon)bladlng and lead!rig edge sweep effects will be Investi-
gated to control shock structure and reduce such.inefficlencies as boundary
layer growth, suctlon surface separatlon, and endwallsecondary flow effects.
The tests, conducted in large hardware, will ease the use of laser veloclmetry
to investigate the flow field and assess performance. By testing both large
and small hardware, data for Reynolds number, roughness, and tolerance effects
can be obtained and Included in analytlcal predictive models.
The major thrust of this program w111 be to establlsh the improvements neces-
sary in analytical predictive techniques to account for the various factors
affecting the performance of high thickness/chord, LER/chord blading in a h_gh
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Hach number environment. This will set the basis for a viable design method
for improving compressor performance.
Aerodynamics Concept Evaluation on Rotating Single Stage Axle Rig.
From previous experience, performance calculated from an isolated blade row,
as in a cascade, proved different when a similar blade row was in a rotating
stage environment. It is essential that the validity of the findings from
prior testing be obtained on a rotating stage where blade row interaction ef-
fects can be included. The objective of this program will be to investigate
the effects of blade shape, surface roughness, and sweep effects on compressor
performance.
The approach taken would be to scale an existing small stage up in flow size
and conduct experlmental test on the large hardware to evaluate the Influence
of intrastage reaction--due to nonuniform inlet pressure and temperature pro-
files, wakes, and boundary layerblockage. The designs will include the con-
cepts contributing to improved performance as determined from previous experi-
mental cascade data. The resulting-beneflts from the large hardware will be
verified on the small stage.
Thls program will set a valid basis for selection of advanced design concepts,
blade, shaPes, and surface roughness for small size compressor design. The data
obtained from these tests will also establish the required guidelines in compu-
tationa1technlques for the design of highly loaded small axial compressors to
verify efficiency and pressure ratio capabilities reflective of larger flow
size compressors.
MultistageAxial Compressor Test Bed
A multistage axial compressor test bed will be used to verify aerodynamic de-
sign concepts and validate analytic techniques before Inltlatlng the desigd of
the actual SECT axial compressor. This will set the basls for a loglcal and
proven design methodo]ogy using advanced design concepts and detailed analyses
for high performance multistage compressors reflective of year 2000 technology.
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The approach taken in this program will be to use components of an existing ad-
vanced multistage axial compressor. Potential improvements in performance will
be investigated by perturbing the design to evaluate the individual effects of
low aspect ratio airfoils and endwall bladlng modlflcatlons-sweep, end bends.
Based on In-house experience, low aspect ratio blading has been employed to
enhance the performance of both large and small compressors. Low aspect ratio
airfoils have in addition, contributed to improved stability at design and
part speeds. These trends warrant the investigation of low aspect ratio air-
foils as a viable candidate in the design of the SECT axial compressor.
Earlier analyses on compressors have revealed that losses associated with
secondary flow are substantial and that work to reduce this phenomena is vital
for future compressor design. This is especially true in small flow compres-
sors that operate at much higher clearance/blade span ratios. This results in
more intense leakage flow patterns, endwall vortlclties, and boundary layer
(blockage) growth. It is reasonable to assume that there are potential gains
to be made by desensitizing the desig n to these mechanisms. Casing (tip)
treatment over rotors has been a successful ploy to energize the boundary layer
and enhance surge margin potential at slow speed. Thlslas, however, been
achieved at the expense of compressorefflciency as it was used purely as
diagnostic confirmation for redesign. By proper selection of the geometry of
tip treatment (slots versus holes, blade angled slots versus circumferential,
etc.), the :surge margln Improvements can be made with minimal efficiency re-
duction.
The multistage test bed will also be 'used to verify the benefits Of airfoil
sweep and end-bends as an effective way Of reducing losses associated with the
endwall region. Airfoll sweep has shown potential for reducing 3-D shock
losses in high speed rotor flows. Stator end-bends, achieved by resetting the
stator airfoil closed in the vicinity of the endwalls, result in unloading the
endwall region with attendant reduction In losses assoclated with the boundary
layer. End-bends also serve to reduce the incidence levels and enhance surge
margin potential.
The results obtained from this program will be accounted for by the analytical
model and directly applied to the design of the SECT axial compressor.
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Radial Compressor Technology Plan
The proposed technology program for centrifugal compressors are shown in
Figure 62. A discussion of each program follows.
Flow Size Effects on Small Centrifugal Compressors
The main objective of this program is to study low flow slzes--i.e.O.l lb/sec
- 0.5 lb/sec - to evaluate compressor performance and evolve/verlfy
computational techniques dlrectly applicable for the design of the SECT
centrifugal compressor.
Based on previous experience, centrifugal compressors in different flow size
regimes demonstrate performance levels not consistent with Reynolds number
changes. This can be partly explained by the different configurations not be-
ing designed to consistent blade thicknesses and running clearances. The ap-
proach in this program will be to eliminate such inconsistencies by designing
two sets of hardware encompassing large and small 'flow regimes, testing of both
sets of hardware with advanced experimental technfques--customlzed two-spot
veloclmetry. The derived data base'will provide for improvements in computa-
tional methods. Testing would include the effects of clearance and shroud
surface finish on compressor performance. The fully instrumented rig allows
investigation of the entire flow field and nonscalabillty effects on perform-
ance to be included in the development of analytical models. This will be the
key to improve d performance potentlal in centrlfugal compressors in both large
and small flow sizes.
Reynolds Number Effect on Small Centrifugal Compressor Pe_ormanc_
The objective of this program is to ev_luate pure Reynolds number effect on
small flow slze compressors consistent with the flow size study.-This can be
easily conducted as a continuation of the previous program.
The approach is to quantify Reynolds number effects on small size hardware from
flow size scale study by adapting inlet ram capability to identify the re-
sulting changes-,in loss mechanisms. Based upon the data, the necessary modifi-
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cations can be effected In analytical techniques, and similar tests on big
hardware determined. Testing will be conducted wlth extensive instrumentation.
The results of this program wlll allow the proper assessment of Reynolds number
in analytlcal models for the design of high performance small centrlfugal com-
pressors. The models evolved from thls program would not be confined to small
compressors, but centrifugal compressor design In general.
Impeller Leading Edge Blade Shape on Centrifugal Compressor Performance
Design of centrifugal Impellers has been confined to vertical leadlng edge Im-
pellers employlng straight element sec_lons. Recent work on swept-back leading
edges has revealed improvements in range for larger flow size compressors. In
axial compressors, veloclty controlled alrfolls have been designed to contain
shock structures, enhancing performance potentla1. The objective in this pro-
gram Is to investigate the possibility of improved range and efficiency on
small compressors by incorporatlng advance design concepts.
The approach would be to design and experlmentally evaluate a conventional Im-
peller and advanced Impeller of equlvalent work to investigate the potentlal
benefits of leadlng edge sweep and contoured blades. Improved instrumentation
and experimental techniques--advanced laser veloclmetry--w111 be employed to
calculate and understand the complex flow fleldwlthin the blade row for _n-
clusion of these concepts in analytlcal/computatlonal models. The _enefits
realized from leading edge and impeller blade shapes may,be vital to the future
design of high performance centrifugal compressors requiring improved range
and efflciency.
. Investigate Passage Contouring for Improved Centrifugal Compressor
Performance and Clearance Tolerance
The design of centrifugal passages has been axlsymmetrlx and surfaces of revo-
lutlon. Since small size compressor performance is substantlally affected by
running clearance, the objective is to employ centrifugal passages of non-
axisymmetry and nonsurfaces of revolution to enhance efficiency and reduce
clearance sensitivity..This would involve the development of supporting
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analytical capability to design geometries and verification through experi-
mental evaluation. Any potential payoff associated with determining the opti-
mumcontrour of these surfaces would bridge the gap in performance (in small
compressors) and result in improved analytical/predictlve techniques for the
design of centrifugal compressors.
Advanced Diffuser System
The flow characteristics of the entrance region of the centrifugal compressor
is of vital importance to the overall performance and stability at design and
off-deslgn speeds. The flow Is highly sheared and viscous and enters the dif-
fuser leading edge with uneven pressure and temperature gradients. In spite
of this complex 3-D flow phenomena, the design of radial diffusers has been
2-D wedge-shaped vanes with no consideration given to the nonuniformities.
Since the selection of diffuser throat area--by accounting for aerodynamic
blockage due to the presence of boundary iayers--and leading edge incidence
determines high speed flow capacity and slow speed stability, respectively,
potential benefits in the design of 3-D vanes were customized for the inlet
flow conditions. The Incorporatlonof bleed/b]owcapability for performance
enhancement, as evidenced in the Improvements in range/flow regulation of
higher pressure ratio impellers by the Allison patented system of inducer
bleed, may be a desirable feature.
The approach in this program involves thorough investigation of the vaneless
space/dlffuser entry region of a design, including features such as 3-D vanes
and bleed/blow capability to quantlfy any potential payoffs. The data obtained
by Using advanced laser veloclmetry would create the data base for comparisons
against similar conventional diffuser designs, glve a better understanding of
the flow phenomena, and qualify emloylng advanced design techniques. Thls
program would set the basis for the design of centrlfugal compresslon systems
with good slow speed flow/efficlency lapse rates without requlring the attend-
ant compromises in design performance.
?
Verification of Small Compressor Technology
The SECT compressor technology plan has been conceived as a systematic means
of elevating the performance levels of small engine compressors as has been
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shown in Figures 61 and 62. The knowledge acquired from the compressor tech-
nology programs will be used to design and fabricate the SECT nonconcentric
compressor. This program wtll experlmentally verify the design techniques and
goals of the program. In summary, the outcome of this program wtll result in
the evolutlon of an advanced and vtable design methodology for high perfor-
mance compressors satisfying the requirements of year 2000+ technology.
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS
The flow tn small gas turbine engine compressors and turbines is dominated by
performance ltmtttng 3-D viscous flow phenomena. Those phenomena include rap-
idly growing endwall boundary layers, secondary flows driven by strong cross-
stream pressure gradients, and significant tip/leakage flows. In low aspect
ratto axtal turbomachtnes, these flow features occupy a significant portion of
the airfoil span and, therefore, account for a ma_or part of the overall total
pressure loss in these machines. In high pressure ratio centrifugal compres-
sors, performance can be further reduced by separated flow in the exducer.
In addition to the concern over the viscous flow phenomena and the impact on
performance, there has emerged over thelast few years considerable interest
and concern about the unsteady flow interaction between rotating and stationary
blade rows and its effect on the time mean aerodynamic an_ thermal characteris-
tics. These:unsteady phenomena tnclude potential flow interactions giving rise
to significant pressure fluctuations on the atrfotl surfaces and viscous inter-
actions resulting from the downstream row cutting the wakes shed from the up-
stream row. Experimental studies have shown that these time unsteady vane
bladeJ_teraction effects are large and the resultlng time mean aerodynamic
and heat transfer characteristics are conslderably different from those of Iso-
lated vane and blade rows. In small turbomachlnes, it Is likely that these
interactive effects are magnified because of the increased importance of end-
wall viscous flow phenomena.
Proposed Advanced Technology Effo_
A series of three advanced technology programs that address the development
andqualification of improved flow models for small compressors and turbines
is proposed. These programs are directed at the development of analyses with
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capability to predict important 3-D viscous and unsteady flow phenomena. The
proposed programs shown in Figure 63 are as follows:
o 3-D Viscous Centrifugal Compressor Analysis
o 3-D Viscous Axial Turbomachlnery Analysis
o 3-D Viscous Unsteady Stage Analysis
All of these programs involve extensions of proven techniques incorporated into
existing turbomachlnery flow models developed at Allison. Details of each of
these programs are given in the following subsections.
3-D Viscous Centrifugal Compressor Analysis
The impeller analysis to be developed under this program will be based on Alli-
son's 3-D viscous flow model. This code, currently operational for a variety
of applications, incorporates a partially parabolic Navier-Stokes (N-S) solver
that neglects streamwise diffusion in the primary flow direction. This solver
employs finite volume procedures to integrate the parabolic N-S equations writ-
ten in arbitrary curvllinear coordinates. A solutionis achieved using a mul-
tiple-pass forward-marchlng integratlon_scheme coupled with a pressure correc-
tion procedure to enforce local and global mass conservation. Turbulence is
modeled using the two-equatlon K-¢ model.
Results for a radlal impeller tested by Eckardt, Figures 64 and 65, demonstrate
the current capability for modeling impeller flows. 'Figure 64 presents a sche-
matic representation of the blade-conforming sheared coordinate system employed
in the computations. A coordinate stretchlng procedure was used to cluster
points in the high gradient near-wall and blade=tlp regions. Comparison of
experlmental and computed primary velocity components on a series of cross-
stream planes in the exducer are presented fn Figure 65. Good qualitative
agreement is shownbetween the results on a11 planes. Clearly shown is the
formation of the jet and wake structure characteristic of impeller flows. The
wake results from a vortex formed by the blade tip leakage flows.
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The proposed development effort will concentrate on extending the current im-
peller analysis to treat high pressure ratio machines. Specifically, the tasks
to be performed are as follows:
o add splitter modeling capability
o modify numerical scheme to treat transonic flows
The splitters wlll be modeled using the same procedures currently In place for
treating the primary Impeller blades. The same primary blade tlp gap model
based on clusterlng grld points in that region w111 also be incorporated wlth
the splitter blade model. For ease of enforcing the splitter blade surface
boundary conditions, the grid wlll be made to conform to the splitter blade
surface.
The planned approach to treating transonic flows wlll involve investigating
both locally elliptic and globally elliptic procedures In combination wlth or
in place of the current partlally parabolic scheme. Such elllptic procedures
are required to model supersonic entrance region flows near the tip section of
impellers.
_D Viscous AxialTurbomachlnery Analysis
a - .
This analysis will build on an extensive background in tlme-marching Eulerl
Navier-Stokes: solvers and advanced body-conformlng gr!d systems. Specifically,
this analysls wlll incorporate a 3-D O-type grid, shown in Figure 66, and a
rapid, robust, second-order accurate hopscotch algorlthm_ This grid system and
numerical scheme arepresently incorporate d Into the A11Ison 3-D Euler code,
which has been extensively tested for axial flow turbine rotors and stators.
Predicted airfoil surface Mach number distributions from the Euler code for a
flared endwall rectillnearcascade are presen.ted In Figures 67 and 68 for 8.28%
and 48.9% span, respectively, where spanwlse distance Is measured from the
flared endwall. Also presented In these figure s for comparison are the experi-
mental data and results from the Denton code:
The work under this program will center on modifying the O-type grid generator
to cluster mesh points near the hlgh-gradlent near-wall regions, modifying the
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hopscotch scheme for N-S calculations and Implementing a suitable turbulence
model. The required grid packing scheme will redistribute points after a uni-
formly spaced grid has been generated. The changes to the hopscotch algorithm
to treat the N-S equations have already been programmed and tested in an Alli-
son-developed 2-0 nozzle code. These modifications have been tested in combi-
nation with the two equation K-c turbulence model to analyze 2-D vectored and
thrust-reversing nozzle configurations. Results from those tests, reported in
a recent AIM paper (Ref 4), show excellent agreement with experimental mea-
surements.
3-D Viscous Unsteady Stage Analysis
The 3-D stage analysis effort will draw on efforts from the 3-D Viscous Axial
Turbomachlnery Analysis program and the Air Force Vane-Blade Interaction (VBI)
program. The final produce will be a full 3-D viscous unsteady stage analysis
with the capability to predict all viscous and transient flow phenomena in an
axial turbine stage.
Thetechniques required to couple the vane and blade row solutions are being
developed under the Air Force VBI for a 2-D blade-to-blade flow model. The
development efforts are broken down as follows: -
¢
o grid modifications
o radiation boundary condition implementation
o phase-lagged periodic boundar _ point treatment
o vane and blade row coupling procedures.
The proposed O-type grid system, shown in Figure 69, Incorporates an end cap
to allow for specification of a slngle axlal locatlon for the inflow and out-
flow boundary points and the point density along the boundaries. The grld gen-
eration scheme incorporates techniques to allow for user control.over the field
point distribution.
Radiation boundary conditions along the stage inflow and outflow boundaries
and required to allow radiating waves to pass through the boundaries without
reflection. The boundary point calculations will be based on a Riemann invari-
ant method of characteristics currently incorporated in the VBI analysis.
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To treat vane-blade interacting flows with unequal numbers of airfoils in each
row, special procedures are needed to calculate the spatially periodic boundary
points. Hith unequal numbers of vanes and blades, the flow along these bound-
aries is time periodic but not spatlally periodic. A scheme to treat these
boundaries has been devised under the VBI program and wlll be implemented into
the 3-D stage analysls.
The most difficult task for the stage analysis Is the formulatlon of procedures
to couple the vane and blade row solutions. The proposed scheme will be based
on the overlapped grid arrangement shown in Figure 69 and will involve inter-
polating field data from one blade row solution to establish boundary data for
the other solution.
COMBUSTOR TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Depending on the selected engine configuration, an annular or can combustor
could be used for the proposed application. The nonconcentrlc engine with high
cycle pressure ratio (30), high combustor discharge temperature (approximately
3000°F), and low combustor Inlet correction flow (0.2 Ib/sec) poses a number
of combustion technlcal challenges, Including the following:
o combustion system durability
o combustor exhaust temperature quallty
o wider fuel turndown ratio
o Idle combustionefflclency:
o exhaust smoke characteristics
o ignition and lean flame stability characteristics
o nozzle and liner carbonlng_
Combustion system durab111ty characteristics ar_ severely affected due to low
corrected flow rate, high Inlet.alr pressure and temperature levels,/and high
burner temperature rise. Innovative coollng designs need to bedeveloped, for
_nnular combustors to simultaneously satisfy both llfe and DOC design objec-
tives.
To facllitate the use of-uncooled ceramics for gaslfier vanes, burner outlet
radial profile should be controlled and circumferential patter n factor reduced
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to 0.12. This along with high temperature rise places exacting design require-
ments on obtaining an optimum combustor/injector system.
The required fuel injection system needs to operate over a much wider fuel
turndown ratio and should give better spray quality than current injectors to
obtain high Idle efficiency.
The proposed engine wlll operate over a wide range of combustor airflow and
fuel flow conditions requiring improvements In ignition and flame stabillty
characteristics. In addition, the burner fuel-air mixing should be enhanced
to minimize exhaust smoke emissions.
Better combustor design techniques should be evolved in order to achieve an
optimum combustion system wlth minimum hardware modifications and test itera-
tlons.
Proposed Advanced Technology
The following technology programs are proposed for the SECT application with
the overall schedule shown in Figure ?0:
I. durability enhancement
2. low-cost advanced design atomizer
3. low Smoke research
4. prechamber combustor research
5. analytical modeldevelopment
Combustlon system durability can be improved in a number of ways. Combustor
heat Intenslty should be increased with attendant reduction in the requlred
combustion volume and liner surface area. Radiation and convective heat 1oad-
Ing on the 11ner walis can be reduced by improving fuel-alr mixing and achiev-
ing velocity distribution that minimizes the cooling film mixing rate with the
main combustion air.
A number of cooling schemes can be analytically evaluated to select the most
promising concepts for further investigation. The candidate cooling schemes
include stacked or machined rings (baseline), Lamilloy, effusion, impingement/
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convection, and composite matrix. Nonmetallic materials including monolithic
ceramics (silicon nltrlde and silicon carbide) and ceramic composites should
also be included in this initial investigation to select the most promising
schemes, identify the technology gaps, and prepare a test plan.
Comparison between the various cooling schemes should be made in slmulated
combustor rigs where control can be exercised over hot-slde and cold-slde
boundary conditions. The rig data wlll be used for model validation and
evolution of advanced liner cooling design methodology.
The main objectives of the proposed low cost advanced atomizer program are to
improve atomization quality and start performance, solve the gumming and
plugging problems associated with small injectors, and develop low cost design
concepts. Based on an In-depth review of avallable fuel injection deslgn con-
cepts, Including alrblast, injectors with oval spray, spi11-return atomizers,
and alternate injection schemes, selection can be made of the most promising
design concepts for prellmlnary deslgn and bench scale testing. These models
can be upgraded and should be used for detailed analysis of. the best selected
confl gurati on.
The empirical data base should be used along with analytical models to design
.an optimum combustor/InJector system that addresses the main design and prob-
lems of small high temperature rlse.combustors.
The a11owable smoke emission levels of small propulslon engines have been high
compared to large engines due to small exhaust plume with attendant high
threshold of visible Smoke. Many of the low smoke reduction techniques used
in large engines are not directly applicable to small engines. A technology
program is therefore proposed to further reduce exhaust smoke emissions of
small engines. Innovatlve combustor Internal aerothermal design features will
be Investlgated uslng analytical models compllmented by bench scale testing.
Confllctlng design requirements of low smoke, high combustion intensity (with
attendant effect on durability), lean flame stabi.11ty, altitude relight, and
burner exit temperature quality will be addressed in the proposed program.
Allison has successfully developed sma1l helicopter combustion systems where
prechamber designs are used to solve the conflicting design requirements of
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Bigh fuel turndown ratio, high Idle efficiency, good start characteristics,
•nd low smoke. The prechamber design technology needs further improvement for
_ppllcation in the proposed advanced helicopter engine.
_urlng the last ten years, a number of analytical combustor design procedures
_ave been proposed, and these have been successfully used to help design ad-
vanced combustion concepts. In order to further improve model prediction ac-
curacy, significant advances are needed in many areas including numerical
scheme, physical submodels of turbulence, turbulence/chemlstry interaction,
spray evaporatlon/combustlon, soot, and radiation. A sustained technical ef-
fort must be maintained In evaluating and applying analytical models for small
gas turbine combustors.
BEARING TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Bearings in small gas turbine engines have unique problems when compared to
those in larger engines. Centrifugal force effects have been shown (Ref 2) to
be relatively more severe in small bearings when DN (diameter of bore in mm x
speed In rpm) is kept constant (as in a scaled reduction of a base engine de-
sign). Bearing heat generation is likely to be more severe. In addition, the
environment temperature Is usually higher In smal.l engines at the same cycle
temperatures since the bearing is located closer to the heat source. Normal
cooling air practices will be less effective. Small engines and airframes are
affected more by inefficiency such as bearing oll churnlng/windage losses and
alr/oil cooler drag losses, which prompt use of minimum oil flows and maximum
acceptable bearing operating temperature. All these .conditionstend to reduce
elastohydrodynamic oll film thickness. This results in lower fatigue llfe,
increased wear, possible separator failure,, and lubricant deterioration prob-
lems.
The small engine bearing also has less tolerance for unforeseen-loads, load
combinations, and transient operatlng conditions not normally analyzed or
evaluated. These conditions include accelerations, hot starts after shutdown
and soakback, and abusive englne/alrcraft operation. New application and mls-
s/on profiles frequently contain severe operating conditions not considered in
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the mission mix of the ortgtnal deslgn/development. The severe operating con-
dltions cause thermal distress and separator distress that can lead to complete
and rapid bearing failure.
In addition to these problems, the small engine is usually expected to carry a
price tag comparable to Its relative weight or power. Hhlle the bearing cost
may be less due to the lower materlal volume used, other manufacturing, inspec-
tion, and engineering costs do not scale down.
The key bearing needs are as follows:
o higher temperature capability
o higher speed capability
o improved efficiency
o increased llfe potential
o reduced or equivalent cost
This program objective _s to develop a bearing system c_pableof operating re-
liably in the high speed, high temperature environment of an advanced small
gas turbine engine. The goal Is to arrive at a bearing system design that will
not place constraints on engine design, causing performance to be compromised.
Proposed Advanced Technology
Alr bearlngs have already demonstrated their abilltyto operate unde_ condi-
tions similar to those expected in a_ advanced, small gas turbine engine.
However, the bearing size that would be required appears to preclude their use
In supporting thrust loads. For example, an alrlubrlcated bearing to support
200-300 lb axlal load would be about six inches In diameter. Actual thrust
loads anticipated could easily be flve to te_ times that high. Nevertheless,
since radial loading is normally quite !ight, _he alr bearing se_ms tobe a
viable option for those posltlons with radlal load only. Moreover, it Is usu-
ally possible to locate the thrust bearings In the forward part of the engine
where lower temperatures permit the use of liquid lubricated rolling element
bearings. The alr lubricated radial bearings are requlred only in the aft hot
section of the engine, A possible arrangement for the gas generator for'such
an engine Is shown In Figure 71. Remalnlng goals for an air bearing technology
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program would be to demonstrate satisfactory durability as well as capacity to
provide adequate rotor dynamic stability margins during excursions from design
conditions.
For the rolling element bearing, a more conventlonal design approach using ad-
vanced materlals is proposed. In order to reduce the high centrifugal forces
resulting from high speed, ceramic rolling elements (silicon nltrlde) will be
used. The marked difference in physical properties between ceramics and steel
(see Table XXXII) necessitates some addltional design considerations. The
different thermal expansion characteristics make It extremely dlfficult to fit
ceramic inner and outer rings properly to ferrous or other metallic shafts and
housings. Consequently, It is expected that ceramics will be confined to the
rolling elements, and an advanced ferrous material, most likely M-5ONiL, will
be used for the rings. The difference In elastic properties (modulus of
elasticity and Polssons ratio) necessitates some changes In raceway contact
geometry as compared to current all metal bearings. The improved fracture
toughness of the M-5ONIL will also provide adequate margins against catas-
trophic failures. In addition, early results (Ref 5) suggest that this
materials may provide improved fatigue llfe as wel1_
The proposed materials address the problems of low fatlgue llfe and catas-
trophic failureof the rolllng contact components. ,These materials also pro-
vide temperature capabillty beyond the llmits of current, conventional liquid
lubricants. Another problem to be addressed is that of retainer wear failures.
Retainer distress is a common fallure made In current high speed rolling, bear-
ings (over I million DN). One Of the major factors contributing to this dis-
tress is the high dynamic forces that result from minor imbalance. Since It
is. not possible to balance all retalners perfectly, the next approach would be
to use a low mass density material Strides have been made in the development
of modable polymeric materlals that are useable in the 500-600°F temperature
range. These materlals include polyether etherketone(PEEK) and poly(amide-
Imide) with glass or carbon fiber reinforcement for strength and stiffness.
Injection molded cages of engineered polymerlc materials have been in use in
ball and roller bearings for more conventional applicatlons for two decades.
The most commonly used material has been glass-fiber-reinforced nylon 6/6,
which is suitable for temperatures below 300°F Hithin this temperature limit,
such cages have demonstrated superiority over conventional steel cages under
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TABLE XXXII
SELECTED PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SILICON NITRIDE AND M50 STEEL (REF.II)
PROPERTY
HARDNESS, Rc AT 20_C
MAXIMUM USEFUL TEMPERATURE*
"C (°F)
DENSITY, G/CM 3
ELASTIC MODULES AT 20"C (68°F)
GPA (106 mPa)
POISSON'S RATIO
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AT 20"C
CAUS M °C
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION,
104/,C
SILICON NITRIDE MS0 STEEL
78 64
1200 (2192) 320 (61)
3.2 7.6
310 (45) 190 (28)
0.26 0.28
7.3 13.4
2.9 12.3
• MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE WHEN USED FOR ROLLING BEARINGS BASED ON
A MINIMUM HOT HARDNESS OF Rc57 AFTER LONG-TERM SOAKING AT TEMPERATURE,
COMPARED TO A MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE OF 180°C (356°F) FOR 52100 STEEL
TE86-4887
condltlons of slgnlflcant mlsallgnment and interrupted lubrlcatlon. This
superiority Is attributed to the greater.flexib!llty of the polymeric and Its
porosity, which a11ows it to absorb 11quld lubricant for later release when
the primary supply Is cut off. These proven characteristics, together wlth
the higher temperature capability of the advanced materlals, are worthy of In-
vestigation for their applicablllty to small turbine engine bearings.
The remaining .area of concern to be addressed Is that of lubricatlon of the
ro111ng element-bearIngs forextended perlods of tlme at hlgh speed and hlgh
temperature.. Because of the deslgn phllosophy, the operating temperatures can
be kept within the capabilities of current or advanced liquid lubricants (Ref
6). However, some work wlll stlll be required to accommodate speclfic proper-
tles of the advanced flulds and to establish optimum design criteria for the
bearing components, wlth respect to the lubrlcant and method of.application.
Approach/Technology Plan
Since the proposed approach to advanced small engine design involves air bear-
ings for radial loads in the hot section and rolll.ng element bearings for thrust
loads in the cold section, the technology plan will be discussed In two parts.
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Air Bearings
This portion of the program will be undertaken with an outside partner, such
as Mechanical Technology Incorporated, Latham, New York. Several bearing de-
signs will be analyzed with consideration given to system rotor dynamics char-
acteristics as well as bearing performance. After several iterations, during
which engine operating conditions as well as bearing design will be refined,
one configuration will be selected for rig testing. Subsequent to rig testing,
a final design will be prepared and fabricated for testing in an engine. The
time table for this program is shown in Figure 72.
Rollin 9 Element Bearings
The rolling element bearing program is to be conducted primarily In-house, al-
though outside consultation on materials is anticipated along with vendor co-
ordination for purchased items. The elements of the plan are shown in Figure
73.
The program will begin wlth Indepth research to dete[mine the most promising
materials to be used. Extensive computer analysis will be done including full
dynamic analysis using ADORE (Ref 2) and finite element analysis of cage de-
signs using an In-house developed technique, as well as older programs such as
SHABERTH (Ref 7). Manyldeas and concepts Can be tested by making minor modi-
fications to exlstlng bearings. It is proposed that test rlg design and pro-
curement begin early, so that development testing can be performed on such
bearings in a timely manner. It Is expected that l'ubrication techniques
necessary for the high speeds encountered will be for the most part empirlcally
determined during this stage. Goals will be to optimize lubrication, cooling,
and power loss. Pertinent bearing parameters evolved for the rolling element
bearings will be used in the system rotor dynamics studies mentioned for air
bearings. A final prototype bearing design will be fabricated for.further
performance testing in the rig under a full-spectrum of simulated operating
conditions. Improvements discovered in this test series will be incorporated
in a final design that will be procured for performance testing in an engine,
along with the air bearings. Longer term endurance testing will be performed
in the rig rather than in an engine.
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Summary
The particular problems associated with advanced, small gas turbine engine
bearings are high temperature and high dynamic forces leading to short llfe,
cage distress, catastrophic failure, and excessive power loss. Advanced con-
cepts to mitigate these problems were reviewed against the background of cur-
rent practice. The most promising approach for future small engine bearing
systems was suggested to be air bearings for radial loads positioned in the
hot section of the engine and liquid lubricated rolling element bearings for
axial loads located in the cold section. A four year program, consisting of
design analysis, rig testing and engine testing, to sort out remaining needs,
was proposed. Completion of the proposed program should result in a proven
bearing system for small gas turbine engines that will be useful into the next
century.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
This study was conducted to provide identification of the high payoff tech-
nologies for future small gas turbine engines and to provide a plan to make
these technologies available by the year 2000. These objectives were accomp-
lished, and concluslons regardlng the study results are as follows:
I • Engine deslgn--The nonconcentrlc engine configuration provided the great-
est reduction in direct operating cost for the commercial tilt-rotor air-
craft mission under study. This general arrangement is a result of
studies to produce the optimum reduction in direct operating cost for
the advanced simple cycle engine. This configuration has a turbine in-
let temperature of 1538°C (2800°F) and a 30:I overall pressure ratio.
The nonconcentrlc engine configuration achieves a 30% reduction in fuel
burned while reducing direct operating cost by 16.5%.
• Key technologies--The five technology areas that require research to be
incorporated in the year 2000 small gas turbine engine are ceramics,
compressors, combustors, turbines, and bearings• In addition, improve-
ments in computational fluid mechanics are essential to analyze the flow
phenomena in small turbomachinery components. Because of the high risk
nature of these programs, Government sponsorship of these component tech-
nology programs is needed. Hithout the research effort, it is unlikely
the U.S
market.
can remain competitive in the worldwide smal] gas turbine engine
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CVD
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APPENDIX A - SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
total pressure drop
temperature rises
regenerator effectiveness
open area fraction
density ratio QIP°
engine OEM cost per shaft horsepower
aircraft
all engines operative
annulus area x rotatlonal speed squared
auxiliary power unlt
Alrllne Transport Association
surface area/unlt volume
surface-area-to-volume ratio
barium magnesium alumlnoslllcate
burner outlet temperature
bearing
cost per alrplane nautical mile
compressor discharge temperature
Cornlng Glass Norks
central processing unit .,
chemical vapor disposition
mission range or stage length In nautical miles
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
hydraulic diameter
dlameter of bearing bore In mm x speed in rpm
direct operating cost
reference or baseline DOC ]evel
effectiveness
engine monitoring system
Fanning friction factor
federal alr regulatlon
block fuel
P
fuel to climb to cruise altitude
fuel consumed at crulse altitude and velocity
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APPENDIXA - SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS (cont)
Fgm
fpm
fps
Fv
GATE
GH
HE
hp
HP
IRP
ISA
J
KEAS
KTAS
L
LAS
LDV
LE
LER
LeRC
LER/C
MDN
N
NDE
NDS
N-S
nml
ODS
OEI
OEM
PEEK
PSZ
RC-
Re
RIT
ground maneuver fuel
feet per minute
feet per second
fuel required for vertlcal takeoff and landlng allowances
General Aviation Turbine Engine
gross weight
maximum engine envelope height
horsepower
high pressure
intermediate rated power
internatlonal standard atmosphere
Colburn heat transfer factor
knots equlvalent air speed
knots true air speed
absolute leakage
llthlum alumlnosilIcate
laser Doppler veloclmeter
maximum engine envelope length
Ieadlng edge radius.
Lewis Research Center
leading edge radlus/chord
milllon diameter of bore (m/m) speed-rpm
disk speed,.rPm -
nondestructlve-evaluatlon
.nltrlde dispersed stalnless .steel
Navler-Stokes "
nautlcal.mlle
oxide dlspersloned strengthened
one engine inoperative•
original equipment manufacturer
polyether etherketone
partially stabilized zircon.ia
compression ratio•
-, turbine expansion ratio
rotor Inlet temperature
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Ro/A
RofC
ROI
RST
S
SFC
SHP
SiC
Si3N 4
SLS
SLSS
SOA
SP
t b
TIC
1c1
Tcr
tf
lgm
•Tma x
I v
TOG_
UTRC.
Vb
VBI
Wa
wt
APPENDIX A - SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS (cont)
overall pressure ratio
rate of climb
return on investment
rapid solidication technology
wall thickness
specific fuel consumption
shaft horsepower
silicon carbide
silicon nitride
sea level static
sea level static standard day
state-of-the-art
specific power
block time
thickness chord
time to climb
time at cruise altitude and velocity
flight time
.ground maneuver time in hours
-maximum surface temperature
vertical takeoff and landing t_me
takeoff gross weight -
unity engine size
United Tecbnology Research Center
blockspe_d
Vane-Blade Interaction
.disk thickness
alrflow rate
engine weight
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Figure 59. Compressor technology.
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Figure 62. SECT - centrifugal
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Figure 64. Schematic of Eckardt radial impeller.
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Figure 67. Calculated and experimental blade surface Mach numbers
distributions for the flared endwall cascade at 8.28% span,
M2 = 1.2, I --lO.deg.
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Figure 68. Calculated and experimental blade surface Mach numbers
distribution for the flared endwall cascade at 48.9% span,
M2 -- 1.2, 1 - -I0 deg.
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Figure 70. Small combustor technology plan.
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Figure 71. General arrangement of a gas generator uslng a ro11Ing element
bearing for thrust load and air bearings for radial loads.
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